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The present issue marks Synoptique’s tenth 
anniversary. The journal has undergone a variety 
of  changes over the years. Founded in 2008 as a 
master’s student-led journal, it transitioned to a 
graduate-led publication in 2012 and since then 
has been committed to promoting innovative re-
search in film and media studies. Issues have com-
bined a variety of  theoretical and methodological 
approaches, as demonstrated by special themes as 
diverse as queer media practices, Indian cinema, 
moving image archives and the digital transition, 
film festival networks, queer nationalism, humour 
and feminist media theory, the aesthetics of  cine-
ma technology, and archival film training. In the 
past year, we have re-imagined Synoptique under 
a collectively organized model. This short intro-
duction marks the first publication of  the new 
Editorial Collective, whose formation represents 
a commitment to amplifying the voices of  those 
who have participated in the journal in different 
capacities. Restructuring into a collective, much 
as the student-bricklayers seen on our cover, is a 
process of  collaborative learning, rebuilding, and 
transformation. With the existing structure of  the 
journal as a baseline, we have initiated new direc-
tions organizationally and editorially. Together, we 
strive to counter the established mechanisms that 
we find in the university through tactics of  col-
laboration, which mobilize against the individua-
lizing impulses of  competition, innovation, and 
instrumentality.

To signal this shift, we have decided to 
make 7.2 an open call issue, thus moving away 
from our traditional thematic focus, in order to 

promote a wide variety of  scholars pushing media 
studies research in new directions. By leaving the 
theoretical and topical boundaries somewhat open 
for this issue, the journal has resolved to bring 
together a set of  articles that reflect the mutable 
concerns and priorities of  our own field. We are 
aware of  the risks of  such a decision. The proli-
feration of  journals in film and media studies, and 
the pressure on graduate students and early-career 
researchers to “publish or perish,” possibly in the 
highest-ranked venues out there, makes the envi-
ronment to which Synoptique intends to contribute 
overcrowded and subject to the same dynamics 
we seek to work against. By starting anew with an 
open call, we have chosen to privilege for once the 
theoretical, methodological, and practical stances 
we believe in over a more specialized, enclosed do-
main. Thus, this issue opens up, or at least gestures 
towards, a space of  inclusion, putting this mission 
before the demands of  specialization and niche-
carving.

If  this does not mean that the journal is 
abandoning the thematic model, we are nonethe-
less committed to experimenting with how a jour-
nal can operate within and against the prevailing 
logics of  the academic environment. As the field 
has been recently affected by a profound reevalua-
tion of  its traditional paradigms, Synoptique intends 
to provide a platform for publication, discussion, 
and reflection on the new political-cultural for-
mations shaping media studies discourse. In this 
respect, the journal aims to intervene in key de-
bates within media studies while critically tackling 
the economies and politics of  scholarly activity, 

Q
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addressing dominant trends in academic research 
conducted within the historical, ideological, and in-
stitutional limits of  the neoliberal university. In ad-
dition to, and as an extension of, this impetus, the 
journal aims to showcase approaches that address 
the transnational and global dimensions of  moving 
image media research. It is with this spirit that the 
Editorial Collective is currently working on upco-
ming issues on media, logistics, and environmental 
crisis (8.1) and labour in the post-Fordist media in-
dustries (8.2).

With Benjamin Ogrodnik’s “Super 8 Chic: 
The Collision of  Small Gauge Film, Visual Ethno-
graphy and Filmic Portraiture in Peggy Ahwesh’s 
Pittsburgh Trilogy (1983),” the issue opens on a call 
to reconsider the career of  Pittsburgh filmmaker 
Peggy Ahwesh as an “experimental ethnographer,” 
borrowing from Catherine Russell’s terminology 
(1999). By focusing on Ahwesh’s lesser known 
films, and on the often overlooked film scene of  
Pittsburgh, this essay reflects on the experimen-
tal documentation of  the city’s subculture, and on 
questions of  gender and self-performance. Dra-
wing on the rich scholarship on visual anthropo-
logy and experimental ethnography, Ogrodnik 
asserts that Ahwesh’s use of  “paratactical editing, 
repetition, parody, and collage […] aims to rede-
fine the ethical dimensions of  visual ethnography 
toward being more empathic, more open to forms 
of  Otherness, and nonhierarchical.” In this recu-
peration of  Ahwesh as an “experimental ethnogra-
pher,” the author contributes to opening the canon 
of  the portrait film genre (marked by the influence 
of  Andy Warhol), and to the conversation on the 
relation between post-industrial urban centers and 
the experimental film scene.

Alena Strohmaier and Lea Spahn’s “Intra-
Active Documentary: Philip Scheffner’s Havarie 
and New-Materialist Perspectives on Migrant Ci-
nema,” confronts the politics and ethics of  image 
regimes surrounding the European refugee “crisis.” 
The authors examine Philip Scheffner’s 2016 film 
Havarie, a work which extends a short 2012 YouTu-
be video—capturing a small migrant boat close to 
the Spanish coast—to a 1 hour 30 minute feature. 
As the authors suggest, “the film condenses sound 
and disassociates it from the image to create what 
we would like to call an intra-active documenta-
ry.” Through this formulation of  the “intra-active 
documentary” the authors aim to examine the ex-
tent to which “the abundance of  images on the 

so-called European Refugee Crisis have to be not 
only acknowledged but also scrutinized accordin-
gly.” The wider conceptual argument that under-
pins this analysis centres on an understanding of  
cinema “as entangled and mutually co-constituted 
through its practices [where] body and image are 
no longer separate entities but instead become 
reciprocally entangled.” Through this textual and 
conceptual work they suggest “that Migrant Cine-
ma is not a mere representation by or of migrants; 
rather cinema and migration are mutually intertwi-
ned and codependent.” 

Lea Le Cudennec’s “‘We deserve better’: 
Tumblr Fandoms and the Fan Activists’ Fight for 
Better Representation of  Queer Characters on 
TV” broadens the scholarship on fan studies by 
highlighting the connections between fan commu-
nities and mainstream media producers. Her focus 
on fans’ content production online, specifically on 
Tumblr, complicates the already established theo-
retical frameworks in fan studies, casting a shadow 
on the utopian celebration of  fan participation in 
digital economies.  Le Cudennec hints at how fans’ 
content production on the Internet embodies a 
form a free labour, “enjoyed by the consumer and 
exploited by the industry”. Media producers adopt 
different strategies in order to increase fans’ enga-
gement and content production. At the same time, 
the article shows how queer fan communities de-
liberately shape their identity and participation as 
activist and resistant against the continuous inter-
ferences of  media producers to co-opt and norma-
lize fan activity. In particular, Le Cudennec demon-
strates how fandoms around the tv shows Sherlock 
and The 100 have focused on fighting respectively 
the narrative tropes of  Queerbating (the inclusion 
in tv shows of  elements that may suggest a queer 
relationship between characters only to dismiss any 
queer reading in the end) and of   Bury your Gay 
(the deadly faith usually waiting the only queer cha-
racter in a TV show). 

With Dylan Cree’s contribution to the is-
sue, we find a thoughtful and generous approach to 
media (an)archaeology and its discourses in relation 
to an oft-overlooked popular media form: the laugh 
track. Using the “Laff  Box,” the industry-standard 
laugh machine, as an archival technology in itself, 
Cree reads history against the grain to salvage this 
particular device from the largely disparaging ap-
proaches that scholars have taken to the television 
practice of  canned laughter. However, he opens up 
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his analysis of  this particular technology to wider 
debates about cultural and historical formations of  
knowledge, signaling towards both the industrial 
and technological dimensions of  cultural forms. 
The essay ultimately provides a phenomenological 
approach to media and experience through which 
to see the laugh track as a historically embedded 
practice as well as an archive in itself. Seeing the 
“Laff  Box” in particular as not an archive but an 
anarchive that opens to different ways of  doing and 
seeing media research, Cree reminds us that devices 
are encoded with the labour, affect, and practices 
that they both reproduce and contribute to, as the 
material conditions of  television (and other me-
dia) industries indicate particular arrangements of  
work, technology, and culture. Technological forms 
are always determined and interact vitally with gi-
ven modes of  production and conditions of  labour, 
and Cree productively inscribes this within a media 
archaeology of  the laugh track. Engaging with the 
work of  scholars as diverse as Jeff  Scheible, Jona-
than Sterne, Friedrich Kittler, and Wolfgang Ernst, 
the essay is a welcome contribution to ongoing de-
bates around the place of  technology within the ex-
perience of  media as a cultural and industrial form, 
at one and the same time.

This issue presents an extended book re-
view section, including six pieces across film hi-
storiography, digital visuality, video cultures, black 
performativity, and queer gaming. We propose to 
read them less as an end in themselves but as a 
chance to read intersectionally and raise provocati-
ve questions on film and media.

Andrea Mariani’s review of  Los Angeles 
Documentary and the production of  Public History 1958-
1977 by Joshua Glick, and Matthew Ellis’s review 
of  Cinema and the Wealth of  Nations by Lee Grieve-
son highlight how these two books contribute to a 
reconfiguring of  the influence of  non-commercial 
cinema in the building of  the culture we current-
ly inhabit. By focusing on the varied Los Angeles 
documentary film production of  the 1960s and 
1970s, Glick demonstrates how non-fiction film-
making in the City of  Angels helped shape the so-
cial consciousness of  the entire nation. Grieveson, 
on a broader scale, investigates how previously 
overlooked but extremely influential film practices 
in early cinema (such as the wide variety of  films 
produced by the Ford Motor Company, among 
others), were instrumental in the gradual institu-
tionalization of  neoliberal ideology in the Anglo-

American context from the beginning of  the 20th 
century onwards. 

Putting Life in the Age of  Drone Warfare 
(2017), Duty Free Art: Art in the Age of  Planetary Ci-
vil War (2017) and Across and Beyond: A transmediale 
Reader on Post-digital Practices, Concepts, and Institutions 
(2016) in conjunction with each other, Patrick Bro-
die argues that they offer an exceptional chance to 
“reflect on life and practice underneath arrange-
ments of  digitized and militarized capital.” While 
Parks and Kaplan’s edited collection puts pressure 
on undertheorized drone aesthetics as both artistic 
production and a military and consumer technolo-
gy, Steyerl’s book, as Brodie contends, situates the 
post-digital artistic production within militarized 
financial capital and politics. Across and Beyond then 
carries these similar concerns and raises a range of  
propositions on digital infrastructures. 

Luke Robinson recognizes that Asian Vi-
deo Cultures: In the Penumbra of  the Global, edited by 
Joshua Neves and Bhaskar Sarkar, “both expands 
and challenges the parameters of  Anglophone 
media studies.” As he argues, the collection’s goal 
is to recalibrate how we theorize emerging digital 
practices--popular videos, shanzhai technologies, 
SD cards--that often fall off  the current framing 
fixated on Northern media centers. Despite its 
different focus, Michael Gillespie’s Film Blackness: 
American Cinema and the Idea of  Black Film similarly 
challenges an existing conceptual paradigm in stu-
dies of  “black film”: “What if  black film is art and 
not the visual transcription of  the black lifeworld?” 
Phillip Cunningham’s review pinpoints Gillespie’s 
contribution to this question by examining four 
non-mainstream black films, which offers the 
books its rich textual analysis and critical strength. 
Lastly, Sarah Stang’s review of  Bonnie Ruberg and 
Adrienne Shaw’s edited collection Queer Game Stu-
dies situates the book at the intersection of  queer 
theory and game studies, which makes it an inva-
luable collection to future critical studies of  this 
subfield. This collection hopes to move beyond “a 
focus on queer designers and in-game representati-
ons in order to investigate the ways in which queer-
ness as a broader theoretical approach might chal-
lenge and subvert existing norms.” Similar to Ro-
binson, Stang reminds us that there is still a lot of  
work to be done to negotiate the tension between 
queer representation and queerness-as-theory. 

The festival reviews section concludes this 
issue. It reflects the new editorial line of  the jour-
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nal, with its aim to examine the cultural events in 
Montreal that define the community of  scholars of  
film studies that we are. By providing reviews of  
film festivals and cultural events (academic talks, 
conferences, exhibitions), we hope to ground our 
presence in the space where we conduct our work. 
In this respect, we find that reviewing film festi-
vals is particularly relevant, not only because they 
are a new field of  inquiry of  film studies in gene-
ral, but especially for the space they open to re-
flect on geopolitical and economic forces shaping 
the visibility and the circulation of  certain films. 
Fidotta and Kokotović’s review of  the 2017 Festi-
val du Nouveau Cinéma shows the importance of  
large-scale festivals in shaping our idea of  “global 
cinema.” On the other hand, Natalie Greenberg’s 
review of  the 2017 Rencontres Internationales du 
Documentaire de Montréal shows that, through 
their programming, festivals become microcosms 
that mirror contemporary socio-political issues.

In all, the contributions to issue 7.2 rai-
se provocative questions and demonstrate the 
journal’s ongoing prerogative to showcase innova-
tive and rigorous research on film and media. In 
a crowded publication environment, Synoptique will 
continue to provide a platform for this work. We 
hope you will join us for future issues as we move 
forward, collectively.
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A Cinematic Backdrop for the Nation’s Industrial Fatigue: The Rise of  Super 8mm Filmmaking 
in 1980s Pittsburgh

            
 Fig 1 Claudelle “Clyde” Bazemore, stands before the Phipps Botanical Conservatory, in Peggy Ahwesh’s  
Nostalgia for Paradise, Part III of  The Pittsburgh Trilogy, 1983.

The economic crisis occurring in the Rust Belt city of  Pittsburgh in the 1980s, with plant clo-
sures and massive layoffs affecting the working-class population, crystallized in a short-lived trend of  films 
known as “Super 8 Chic” or “New Depressionism.” Linked with Pop Art and the “instant art” subgenre 
thereof  – mail art, color Xeroxes, and Polaroid photos – these films were defined principally by the use 
of  the Super 8mm camera. The camera was seen as more versatile and less costly than 16mm film. The 
limitations of  the format – “nervous projection,” “gritty sound” (Davidson 1982, D4-D5) - once seen as 
hopeless flaws, were revalued as unique features of  an emerging moving-image form (Schuler 1980). Be-

Q
Super 8 Chic
The Collision of Small Gauge Film, Visual Ethnography and Filmic 

Portraiture in Peggy Ahwesh’s Pittsburgh Trilogy (1983)

Benjamin Ogrodnik
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cause Super 8mm cartridges only accommodated several minutes of  footage, many films wound up being 
short works and were frequently excerpted. They were shown incomplete and sometimes criticized as such, 
only giving a glimpse of  a larger whole.

The growing movement of  Super 8mm filmmakers were young artists, fresh out of  college or 
film school, working exclusively on each other’s films, and trading roles of  director/performer on a single 
production, which suggested a fluid, nonhierarchical structure of  collaboration. They demonstrated an 
anti-institutional ethos, resisting the influence of  their elders. The Pittsburgh Filmmakers media arts center, 
once a hub of  Structural and poetic film styles in the 1970s, morphed into a bastion of  punk music and 
transgressive counterculture.1

Indeed, the growing influence of  the punk scene on Pittsburgh Filmmakers, the locus of  the city’s 
filmmaking activity, was apparent in various aspects. The physical space of  the facility in its second location, 
on 205 Oakland Avenue, evinced a punk makeover. In its moody atmospheric interior, a portrait of  Maya 
Deren in the lobby announced allegiance to scrappy experimental film. Meanwhile, the punks working 
at the equipment office frequently discussed underground filmmakers Mike and George Kuchar or Jack 
Smith, exemplars of  the guerrilla filmmaking spirit and the attitude of  high/low art promiscuity that was 
typical of  the time.2

          
 Fig 2. Jean-Luc Godard, standing outside the entrance of  Pittsburgh Filmmakers at 205 Oakland Avenue. 
Ads for punk bands enframe Godard and Pittsburgh Filmmakers, revealing the lively interpenetration of  punk music 
and countercinema in the 1980s. Photograph by Wes Morar, 1980.

Amid this heady cultural ferment, the most successful of  the local Super 8mm filmmakers was Mar-
garet “Peggy” Ahwesh, a recent Film Production graduate from Antioch College who returned in 1978 to 
Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, in her words  “a sad, industrial town” (Rhodes 2014, 494). She found creative 
mentors in Antioch instructors Tony Conrad and Crystal Janis Lipzin, stalwarts of  experimental art. She 
programmed the film exhibitions at Pittsburgh Filmmakers and the Mattress Factory Museum. At the same 
time, Ahwesh began to concentrate her film productions by working with two other prominent female 
artists in Pittsburgh, Margie Strosser, also a filmmaker, and Natalka Voslakov, a filmmaker and photogenic 
actor with a penchant for drama. They all met working as crewmembers on George A. Romero’s 1982 
horror film, Creepshow. After this initial meeting, the women involved in Ahwesh’s circle reported being 
unemployed, drifting from job to job; they turned their cameras inward to make films about their world 
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(Strosser 1983, 1).
Ahwesh describes the resulting films as portraits and “small town ethnographies” (qtd. in Reinke 

2007). In visual terms, the work found stylistic inspiration in past experimental traditions (Andy Warhol’s 
profilmic improvisations). More deeply, the films demonstrated affinities with new developments in adja-
cent, non-art disciplines (postmodern ethnography and visual anthropology). Operating as a visual ethnog-
rapher, Ahwesh favored documenting the simple, everyday goings-on in the immediate environment, and 
spent considerable time thinking about and generating profilmic activity in front of  her camera. In all, Ah-
wesh demonstrated an analytic fascination with the diverse people and places of  the city she called home.

In this article, I look to Ahwesh’s most significant – yet underdiscussed – series of  works made in 
the city, The Pittsburgh Trilogy (Verité Opera; Para-Normal Intelligence; Nostalgia for Paradise; 1983, Super 8mm 
synch sound film, 50 minutes). The Trilogy is a triptych portrait of  her friends and collaborators, Claudelle 
Bazemore, Margie Strosser, and Roger Schwab, shot during the years 1981-1982 and completed in 1983.  
I argue that Ahwesh’s Super 8mm films perform an ethnographic study of  the postindustrial spaces and 
the working-class inhabitants of  Pittsburgh. Moreover, I contend that Ahwesh should be interpreted as an 
“experimental ethnographer,” borrowing the terminology of  Catherine Russell.

Ahwesh was fascinated with the work of  visual ethnographers, and cites the work of  Ray Bird-
whistell as a particularly formative influence on her filmmaking. She recalls that she watched Birdwhistell‘s 
Microcultural Incidents at Ten Zoos (1969, 16mm film, 34 minutes) at the University of  Pittsburgh.3 In the film, 
Birdwhistell broke with scientific norms by presenting footage of  families at zoos within a poetic formal 
structure, providing repetitious but beautiful images of  parents and children behaving in the company of  
animals.4 Ahwesh was attracted to the repetitious chunks of  human behavior that comprised Birdwhistell‘s 
film. She also found herself  drawn to the era‘s leading sociologist, Erving Goffman. Goffman (1959) 
coined the influential idea of  “the presentation of  self,“ and argued that identity is not natural but a scripted 
set of  taught behaviors, much like a theatre actor putting on roles for an audience.5

As a young, punk-ethnographic filmmaker, Ahwesh created problematic, open-ended documenta-
ries. They are problematic as documentary records, in that they purposely misdirect the viewer’s “epistephil-
ic” desire for satisfying illusions of  plenitude and stable meaning. Instead, her Super 8mm films elude these 
outcomes by centering on performances and theatrical personae that are in a constant state of  transforma-
tion. Sensitive to the aesthetic and thematic content shaping her filmmaking, this article recovers Ahwesh’s 
early interest in language and gender performativity, as well as her filmic techniques of  paratactical editing, 
repetition, parody, and collage. These techniques, I argue below, aim to redefine the ethical dimensions of  
visual ethnography toward being more empathic, more open to forms of  Otherness, and nonhierarchical.

Against Epistephilia: Situating Ahwesh’s Filmic Explorations of  the City

Documentary and ethnographic filmmaking are historically linked with the norms of  truth-telling, 
objectivity, and knowledge production that define nonvisual “discourses of  sobriety,” such as sociology, fo-
rensics, and law (Nichols 1991, 39). In response, a diverse group of  scholars such as Leo Bersani, Douglas 
Crimp, Catherine Russell, Hal Foster, TJ Demos, Hito Steyerl, Okwui Enwezor, and Edouard Glissant have 
revealed that the seemingly objective, neutral character of  these fields disguises a range of  power inequal-
ities.6 In particular, they interrogate the social function of  documentary-inclined artworks that re-present 
cultural Others, raising a set of  issues which can be grouped under the framework of  epistephilia.

Bill Nichols (1991) defines “epistephilia” as the pleasurable pursuit of  knowledge established by 
the rhetorical and visual attributes of  a documentary text, rooted in realism and objectivity. He outlines the 
problems and ethical ramifications inherent in mainstream documentary’s “will to knowledge.” As Nichols 
writes,

Documentary convention spawns an epistephilia. It posits an organizing agency that possesses information 
and knowledge, a text that conveys it, and a subject who will gain it. He-who-knows (the agency is usually 
masculine) will share that knowledge with those-who-wish-to-know; they, too, can take the place of  the 
subject-who-knows. Knowledge, as much or more than the imaginary identification between viewer and fic-
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tional character, promises the viewer a sense of  plenitude or self-sufficiency. Knowledge, like the ideal-ego 
figures or objects of  desire suggested by the characters of  narrative fiction, becomes a source of  pleasure 
that is far from innocent. Who are we that we may know something? Of  what does that knowledge consist? 
What we know and how we use the knowledge that we have are a matter of  social and ideological signifi-

cance (1991, 31).

Under the epistephilic paradigm, the pursuit of  knowledge establishes a power imbalance involving several 
parties. The documented subject becomes the object of  knowledge, something to be exchanged between 
the knowing artist and the unknowing audience. A conventional documentary is considered successful (and 
pleasurable) when, by the end, the audience passes from a state of  “those-who-wish-to-know” to “the-
subject-who-knows.”

The epistephilic documentary presents itself  neutrally. This neutrality, cloaked in techniques of  
visual realism, expedites the smooth transmission of  information, and realizes the promise of  “plenitude” 
and rational “self-sufficiency” toward satisfying and educating the spectator. In turn, the aesthetic and tech-
nical design of  documentary films often fail to question or investigate the representational nature of  film 
as a technology or medium (let alone film’s entanglements with scientific, colonial and economic forces).

The problem with much filmmaking, photography, and visual art when artists attempt to provide 
“realistic” depictions of  marginal groups, is the repeated (if  unwitting) desire to render them as objects for 
the audience’s knowledge-seeking, voyeuristic gaze. Filmmaker, ethnographer, and critic Trinh T. Minh-ha 
criticizes the mainstream documentary and visual anthropological film for not problematizing “reified“ 
Western conceptions of  truth that manifest in oft-repeated conventions and techniques (1990). She points 
to the convention of  the tracking shot, in which the camera smoothly follows and records its subject, while 
masking the filmmaker behind the scenes. The nonreflexive tracking shot is a relation that aggrandizes and 
conceals the identity of  both viewer/filmmaker, by substituting an illusion of  presence, as if  one were really 
there. Trinh further notes that mainstream documentary theory has produced a number of  problematic 
binary oppositions. All kinds of  techniques viewed as “true” are valorized (long takes, synchronous sound, 
etc.); meanwhile, the techniques that appear to be non-neutral, self-referential, or artificial are devalued as 
“false” (montage, editing, any overt visual stylizations).7 Trinh, and other ethnographers following her cri-
tique in the 1980s and 1990s, purposely turned to very techniques that were once deemed “artificial” and 
devalued. They found it important to challenge the stable positions of  self/other when filming cultures by 
making films that foregrounded the problems of  representation.

These debates have led to the creation of  new categories of  analysis and praxis, such as “experi-
mental ethnography.” Coined by Catherine Russell in 1999, this term refers to artworks that, on one hand, 
focus on depictions of  Otherness; but which, on the other, disrupt the ethical presuppositions that un-
derlie visual conventions of  realism and scientific observation (Russell 1999, xii-xiii). This lively realm of  
cultural production encompasses artists who mobilize tools of  visual science and realism for experimental 
ends (Chantal Akerman, Andy Warhol, David Rimmer, Joyce Wieland, James Benning, and Bill Viola), and 
scientists whose seemingly straightforward observational films exhibit self-critical reflexive devices associ-
ated with modernist and postmodernist poetics (Margaret Mead, Gregory Bateson, Jean Rouch, and Ray 
Birdwhistell). In the world of  experimental filmmaking, Russell cites the tendency toward filmic techniques 
of  discontinuity or extended duration, as in the early films of  Andy Warhol in which “nothing happens.” In 
Blow Job, 1964, Warhol’s landmark proto-Structural film, the purposely restrained filmic framing and the ex-
tended duration evince an ethnographic impulse. As Douglas Crimp argues, it spotlights a marginal subject 
without, crucially, offering him to a possessive, acquisitive gaze that would extract some stable knowledge 
about him, a social group or its marginality (2012, 7).8

Scholarly interest in retracing such historical parallels and cross-pollination between experimental and 
anthropological film only continues to gain traction.9 Contributing to this growing discourse, I point out the 
ways in which Ahwesh draws on the body of  ethnographic film, its tools and assumptions, and its tradition 
of  documenting cultural Otherness, as a means to portray Pittsburgh in a time of  decay and transformation. 
This “ethnographic impulse” is seen in the Pittsburgh Trilogy’s repetitious editing patterns; the attention to 
role-playing, language, identity-as-performance; and the anthropological images of  marginalized people liv-
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ing and interacting in their working class environment. My thematic focus on the interrelationship of  visual 
science and experimental film, positing Ahwesh as an “experimental ethnographer,” builds upon more recent, 
2000s-era scholarship that has tried to clarify some of  Ahwesh’s more opaque filmic techniques and critical 
interventions from a variety of  methodological perspectives, including feminist film theory, avant-garde film 
formalism, postmodernist theory, theories of  performance and theatre, and ruin studies.10

I argue that experimental ethnography is the dominant aesthetic-epistemological category guiding and 
shaping the Super 8mm films, as demonstrated at the level of  content and form. Ahwesh displays an attention 
to the temporal rhythms of  daily living, obsessively recording the chores, the minor interactions, the jokes 
and comments of  her characters with an almost encyclopedic level of  detail. There is an extraordinary fidelity 
to space, as evinced by her site-specific title Pittsburgh Trilogy.11 The domestic and rundown urban spaces of  
Pittsburgh (normally overlooked or sensationalized in mainstream media) receive extended treatment. All her 
films focus on particular social archetypes in her immediate milieu of  the 1980s Pittsburgh arts scene. She 
concentrates on images of  black queer individuals, masculine women, feminist filmmaker punks, and socially 
awkward male bachelors living on and off  the streets, creating a kind of  Birdwhistellian human zoo.

While I lean heavily on Russell’s work, I also depart from her in significant ways. In her 1999 book, 
Russell largely focuses on canonical, art-world figures from the 1960s and 1970s operating in the art-world 
capitals. By contrast, I turn my attention to an overlooked regional context and a noncanonical artist com-
munity that was responding to local situations of  global deindustrialization through time-based media. As a 
further distinction, Russell criticizes Birdwhistell for his zoological gaze, which for her freezes human subjects 
and fixes them according to his kinesthetic categories (1999, 135-40). In my reading, I argue that artists like 
Ahwesh were able to “salvage” key elements of  Birdwhistell’s zoological gaze and the techniques of  other 
visual ethnographers without perpetuating their epistemological biases. Ahwesh herself  has repeatedly af-
firmed the importance of  Birdwhistell as a maker of  images, even if  she distances herself  from his analytic 
categories. Her conflicted identification with Birdwhistell reveals a nuanced ability on the part of  regional 
artists to work as savvy bricoleurs, mining the normally rarefied anthropological discipline as a repertory of  
possible methods and procedures, taking pieces that work and abandoning pieces that do not. The structural 
binary of  artist and ethnographer therefore may not be as rigid as Russell assumes.

Her films, in a sense, operate as visual “thick-descriptions,” in Clifford Geertz‘s famous formulation 
(1973). They allow the audience to observe individuals and activities defined in a particular space over a long 
period of  time.  Through this extended duration within a culturally specific setting, we are exposed to and 
have repeated contact with diverse subjects--or “social actors,” in anthropological terms.12 The audience 
comes to learn and may even adopt, as a participant-observer, the ways of  life and habits of  the subject on 
social and psychological levels. Ahwesh thus qualifies as an ethnographic urban explorer of  life in Pittsburgh, 
investigating a variety of  sub-cultural settings.

Gender Expression Molded, Plied like Super 8mm Film: Verité Opera

As Ahwesh explains in her interview with Scott MacDonald, the Pittsburgh Trilogy was conceived not 
as a diary film or a documentary film, but something existing in between: a portrait film. Ahwesh states,

The films—what are they about? I don’t know—they’re not diary films, and they’re not documentaries, and 
they’re not narratives. ‘Portraits’ seems inadequate, actually, though that’s the word I usually use.
It’s more like me doing conceptual exercises so that I can figure out what kind of  relationship I have with the 
person, and what kind of  relationship the camera has with the person, and how do you shoot positive and 
negative space and what is it about people that makes them interesting?
To me these three people were amazing examples of  humanity, and I really liked them all.  (MacDonald 2003).

In Pittsburgh, many artists turned to filmic portraiture as their preferred mode. These films were short; they 
depicted situations, rather than narratives; and many contained a lively mix of  scripted and verité footage. 
This tendency toward portraiture was echoed in similar “Rust Belt” contexts, like the New York downtown 
scene in the 1970s and 1980s, with its edgy portraits of  punk musicians, unemployed artists and urban activ-
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ists. Locally, some of  the most notable exemplars of  the form included: the hand-processed personal films 
of  Roger Jacoby; the ex-steelworker video portraits of  Steffi Domike; and the home-movies about Italian 
American street hustlers of  Tony Buba.13 Ahwesh followed this trend, and yet also stood outside it, through 
her Super 8 Chic documentation on the city’s diverse women-centric, queer, and PoC communities.

To make the Pittsburgh Trilogy, Ahwesh used two Canon S8 sound cameras that she bought from a 
TV cameraman who had used them on assignment in Poland and then had no further use for them.14 Unlike 
the poetic evocation of  space that characterized many other Super 8 open-form diary films, where light and 
objecthood are granted a mysterious dazzling agency, there is a degraded and worn-out feeling of  domestic 
space that comes through the grainy Super 8mm lens. A shallow depth of  field flattens one’s sense of  the 
surroundings. The “low-end anti-industrial qualities of  the home movie” here emphasize the precarious class 
standing of  these characters (Russell 1998, 366).

Each portrait has startlingly direct and mundane content, focused on the day-to-day lives of  her 
friends. Speaking to the weird atemporality of  the present tense in Ahwesh’s films, Ivone Margulies writes,

Mostly shot in super-8, the films seize an obvious priority for the profilmic, creating an abruptly-edited texture 
with long chunks on this or that ‘person’ or situation. The sense of  immediacy and spontaneity in her work is, 
however, deceptive, with her raw footage held on the backburner sometimes for a year before editing (1989-
90, 31).

The priority for the profilmic, the stark presentation of  space, and the sustained present-tense of  the films, 
imbue them with an anthropological inscription of  the Real, forming the first and most immediate linkage 
with that discursive field.

 Figg. 3 and 4 Claudelle Bazemore attracts the camera’s gratifying gaze. As a drag queen, she pastiches with her 
own gender performance, dressing up and trying out different women’s garments. The motif  of  drag – focalized in the 
figure of  Claudelle – extends metaphorically to how the film itself  cuts up and pieces together tropes from ethnograph-
ic film and experimental diaristic film traditions into something new. From Verité Opera, Peggy Ahwesh.

The first film, ironically titled Verité Opera, is set in a Hill District apartment, and opens on mundane 
interactions between Claudelle Bazemore and Roger Schwab. As soon as Claudelle notices the camera fixed 
on her, she transforms out of  her workmanlike demeanor. She blossoms like a flower: she sets everything 
aside, begins smiling, plays with her hair and does a few glamour poses. The camera tracks her closely, giving 
a compressed and tight shot of  her activity. While it may seem obvious to some from the start that Claudelle 
is homosexual and a drag queen, it is nonetheless surprising when the camera tilts down showing us the fluffy, 
feminine slippers on her feet, which clashes with her masculine, blue-collar attire (jeans and sleeveless black 
shirt).

As Roger puts on a Rolling Stones record, Claudelle prepares the chess table for a match. The two 
begin playing a game. Roger then looks at a stack of  records. A jump-cut takes us forward in time much 
later in the day. We see Claudelle dressed in a flamboyant baby blue outfit, ready for a night out. Looking in 
a mirror, she applies lipstick.  The chess match never resolves in a winner, and the film ends.
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The film structure follows anthropologist John Marshall’s idea of  the “sequence film.”15 Such films 
portray, in chronological and observational ways, the key elements of  social activity belonging to a foreign 
culture, typically oriented around ritualistic, religious, or reproductive behaviors. Viewer and filmmaker re-
main in one place and time, watching patterns of  life progress from one stage to the next. In this piece, 
Ahwesh applies Marshall’s notion of  the sequence film not to a foreign culture, but to the gay subculture that 
occupied her attention in the early 1980s.

However, the normally straightforward treatment of  ethnographic subjects in the sequence film is 
here disrupted by jump-cuts, which break up the action of  characters. Events are shown out of  chronologi-
cal order, taking us backward and forward temporally. The most startling jump-cut occurs when Claudelle is 
cleaning. This action is interrupted by a strange insert of  an empty couch, followed by a wide shot in which 
Claudelle wears different clothing – a fanciful, blue jumpsuit. We are thus jolted forward in time. The jump-
cut shows a significant transformation in Claudelle’s self-presentation, but without a sequential building up of  
details or didactic framing that would try to make sense of  her shift in identity.

When she looks back at us and does glamour poses, Claudelle engages the camera in a seduction. This 
echoes the blatantly voyeuristic film portraits of  Mario Montez, a drag queen superstar from Warhol’s Silver 
Factory. In Mario Banana #1, 1964, we see Montez framed in tight, static close-up. He suggestively snacks on 
a banana, unpeeling it slowly and delighting in the frank sensuality of  the phallic object. Equal parts camp and 
seduction, Montez’s camera mugging inevitably reappears wherever we see Claudelle. The focus on Claudelle 
doing everyday chores and banal tasks, coupled with her returned gaze, reveals a similar yearning for stardom 
and recognition by the viewer. She becomes what Ahwesh called “a living artwork” (1998, 80).

The fragmentary editing, moreover, reveals Claudelle as an author of  her own hybrid identity. As Rus-
sell argues, Ahwesh’s disjunct editing draws attention to her actors’ performance. It does not break apart our 
attention, but rather focuses and heightens it, and our confusion gradually becomes a form of  analysis. We 
begin to see patterns, see shades of  personality, and character agency, revealed through the use of  repetition, 
the sudden interruptions in action, or abrupt shifts in time/space. As Russell writes,

The jump-cut [in Ahwesh] is the modus operandi […] it functions as much more than a reflexive device. In 
filming people it becomes a means of  analyzing behavior. Cutting on gestures, breaking up movements and 
dissecting bodies […] is a key means by which people (actors and nonactors) become objects of  study. Each 
performance is made into a text this way. (1998, 372).

Though the film’s “abruptly-edited texture,” Claudelle’s self-performance indeed is “made into a 
text.” Imagery of  Claudelle in her room, and of  her social attire, reveals that she is consciously constructing 
herself. Her apartment room (ramshackle though it may be) is littered with rich signifiers of  self-creation. 
The mannequin with a woman’s wig indicates her desire to compose herself  and shift in and out of  gendered 
identities. The handmade drawings of  Egyptian goddesses hint at her concern for other societies that use 
mythology and symbolism, possibly surfacing a respect for the collage-like identity of  Egyptian mythic beings 
– individuals that are part animal, part god and part human.

We begin to recognize that identity, and gender itself, can be related to a process of  collage and dis-
continuity. Everyday, even in our most private moments, we compose, decompose, and recompose ourselves 
with bits and pieces of  cultural imagery and accouterments. Gender, as Claudelle reveals, is often read off  of  
articles of  clothing, shaping one’s body and performance into a particular, pre-existing category. However, 
queer gender performance can be creative, pushing back against the binaristic nature of  these categories. 
These binaries can be troubled and broken down, as Claudelle teaches us, by sampling from different sources 
that span history and mythology. Appropriately, the circular editing, the use of  jump-cuts, reflects a kind of  
temporal backwardness, or playful schizophrenia, in the fashioning of  queer gender performance.

Ahwesh deploys film’s radical capacities in order to challenge the presumed solidity, and stasis, of  
gender expression. Ahwesh’s primary material in the portrait film is not the cinematic apparatus, then, but 
rather gender “essence.” Her filmmaking displays an overarching interest in arranging and re-arranging the 
gendered character of  her documentary subjects, presenting documentary records of  this process. Through 
an aesthetic of  collage, in which the editing pattern deconstructs a stable sense of  self, and which juxtapose 
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characters in disorienting situations without a stabilizing context, the characters perform no inner truth but 
show us the performance of  the self.

Autoethnographic Portraiture: Para-Normal Intelligence

Part II of  the Trilogy, Para-Normal Intelligence, is an exploration of  how the camera operator relates to 
the performer, a crucial interest driving Ahwesh’s filmic experiments. A young, spiky-haired woman named 
Margie Strosser, in striped T-shirt and shorts, is shown in her apartment in the South Side.

Margie delivers an intimate confession to the camera, explaining her desire to have a “normal” (read: 
heteronormative) life, with kids, a house, and a husband. Ahwesh immediately interjects, undermining this 
confession from behind the camera. She says to her, “Well, that’s boring, that’s a stupid project. You need to 
continue working with your other projects.” From there the conversation descends into a full-blown argu-
ment. Margie lashes out, claiming she is being misunderstood and “defensive about [her] identity.”

While the two women argue, the camera is highly fluid, roving gesturally around. It pans left to right, 
right to left, tilting up and down. The movement visually echoes and amplifies the tension unraveling the 
verbal discussion. The conversation reaches an emotional highpoint with Ahwesh finally admitting that she 
herself  has difficulty expressing her emotions, that she too often remains quiet, detached and observant from 
those around her. Margie demands at one point, “Why don’t you talk to me, explain to me what’s going on… 
this is a dialogue even if  I’m the only one in the fucking frame!” By the scene’s end, both women laugh and 
shout playfully at each other. The camera is unfixed, wobbly from laughter. At one point Ahwesh puts her 
own hand in the frame, interrupting the visual portrayal of  Margie. The film transforms, briefly, into an au-
toethnographic self-portrait.

     
 Fig. 5 Ahwesh frames herself  with subject Margie Strosser, in Para-Normal Intelligence.

The portrait’s camerawork offers a stark contrast to the stable, zoological gaze associated with much 
ethnographic filmmaking. The camera reframes and unframes its focus on Margie, making her appear near 
and far, displaying a looseness toward the visual field which hints at Ahwesh’s desire to pry loose the stable 
binarizations of  observer and observed. As Russell observes of  the “roving camera” and purposely unreliable 
framing of  subjects in her films,

When shooting people talking or performing, the framing [in Ahwesh’s films] is often ‘too close’: it lops off  a 
head, it wanders away from the person being filmed, or it refuses to follow people as they walk out of  a shot 
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[…] camera movements are never directly tied to the filmmaker’s movements. Instead, they take on a life of  
their own, literally ‘floating’ over the field of  vision (1998, 362).

At several points, we see Ahwesh reflected in a large circular mirror in the room. The image of  the 
filmmaker, miniaturized in the mirror, offers a playful consideration of  the filmmaker as though she were a 
child playing with a toy. William Wees has characterized the use of  toys and models as a source of  “acting out” 
and “playing primitive,” describing the Super 8mm films as “little playgrounds” (2007, 291). Margie’s direct 
address to the camera, and Ahwesh shattering the observational frame by adding her own verbal commentary 
as she records the situation, is a reminder of  Trinh’s claim that the camera operator is always orchestrating 
and framing the visual material in a particular way. She eschews the expectation to be a neutral observer, a 
fly-on-the-wall, as in cinema verité or direct cinema traditions. Ahwesh makes matters worse by projecting 
herself  into the film. She is seen prodding, joking, and hurling insults at her subject. At the height of  point 
of  tension between each other, she tells Margie to quit complaining about the troubles of  the artist’s life and 
simply get a job.

Manifesting an anti-voyeuristic ethos, Margie as a filmic subject seems unwilling to disclose herself  in 
a way that is transparent or coherent. She complains that Ahwesh does not express her emotions, and does 
not announce to the world how she really feels. Interestingly, Ahwesh chooses to edit the film portrait in such 
a way that includes this potentially damaging disclosure, and thereby describes the working relationship that 
Ahwesh and Margie have together generally, in their creative pursuits.

      ?

 Figgs 6-9  Examples of  Ahwesh’s “free-floating gaze,” or the mobile camerawork that embeds the viewer in 
a tense argument between the filmmaker and Margie. In Fig 8, Ahwesh thrusts her own hand into the camera frame, 
revealing that the true subject of  this film portrait is autoethnographic, i.e., her own artistic relationship with Margie. 
From Para-Normal Activity, Peggy Ahwesh.

The portrait reveals that Ahwesh relates to her subjects much in the same way that Warhol did. Ah-
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wesh’s textual absences (her lack of  exposition or didactic framing of  the action) are complemented with 
intrusive, authorial gestures of  presence, signaled through her technical ineptitude. Like Warhol, Ahwesh 
appears unable to film a scene properly – as when she knocks over a light fixture in the portrait, or placing 
her hand in between camera and the camera’s subject.

This blurring of  documenter and documented characterizes experimental ethnography. In the 
words of  Russell, “The utopian project of  experimental ethnography is to overcome the binary oppositions 
of  us and them, self  and other, along with the tension between the profilmic and the textual operations of  
aesthetic form” (1999, 19). Ahwesh pursues this utopian project without any sense of  utopianism. Much 
like the Super 8 Chic films that circulated at this time, the film exists primarily as a document of  its own 
conditions of  being created, inviting the audience to participate in the everyday mythologies generated by 
the subjects of  the films. This portrait reflects how Ahwesh orchestrates a particular situation, a world of  
social relations organizing around her recording camera. Russell’s observation that the Super 8mm films are 
often records of  their own creation is indeed apropos here: “Ahwesh’s performers are often flamboyant and 
dramatic, but they always retain a certain cultural integrity as people that underwrites their performances 
and grounds their stories in a history, if  only the history of  the making of  the film” (1998, 364). The dou-
bling of  Margie as object/author of  Ahwesh’s film undoes the presumed power dynamic of  confessional 
address. Much more so than Margie, Ahwesh herself  ends up the object of  scrutiny, thanks to the chaotic 
porousness of  the profilmic recording situation.

Repetitious Structures and New Forms of  Ethnographic Data: Nostalgia for Paradise

Nostalgia for Paradise moves away from issues of  gender or artistic collaboration, toward questions 
of  language, storytelling and the ambiguity of  communication. Roger Schwab, the proverbial Benjaminian 
storyteller, is shown in a state of  “transformative repetition” (Margulies 1989-90, 31). In the opening se-
quence, he is shown telling a story about the Philadelphia philosophical society and the nature of  language. 
The repetitious structure of  the segment (8 nearly identical shots of  Roger telling the same sentence of  a 
story) breaks down the linguistic relation of  signifier and signified. His speech and story-telling, under these 
conditions, reveal anthropological details about himself. The repetitious presentation discloses data about 
his authoritative and self-serious manner of  speaking, and how he orients himself  in a social space.

His words, like Ahwesh’s unruly camera, float freely, unfixed from a single determinate meaning. 
Repeated ad nauseum, Roger’s words like “Rhinoceros” simultaneously mean something and nothing. In 
the process of  seeing Roger repeat the same sentence over and over again, the viewer is reverted to the 
position of  the child who latches onto a word for reasons other than meaning, only to delight in phonetics 
and the material shape of  linguistic expression. As Ahwesh strains our ability to listen solely for symbolic 
content, Roger is thus denied the satisfaction of  a well-told story and his desired self-presentation as an 
entertainer. Her repetitious montage of  Roger turns the presentation of  his words and his overall demeanor 
into a text in itself, standing out against the deliberate stylelessness of  her home-movie framework.

The presentation of  Roger echoes the visual repetition technique employed by Birdwhistell in Mi-
crocultural Incidents, where he shows scenes over and over. At one point, a group of  children running down 
a walking path; in another, he shows a father and daughter watching animals. In both cases he replays the 
same image multiple times, while his voice-over symptomatically examines the footage for hidden, trans-
cultural information on familial dynamics. The idea behind this repetition is that our eyes often deceive 
us, but that focusing on the same action reveals details deep below the surface, which we might otherwise 
miss. Ahwesh uses the ethnographic technique of  replaying the same human activity multiple times, but 
abandons Birdwhistell’s voice-of-God narration, giving more interpretive agency to her viewer.
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 Fig. 10 The final portrait, Nostalgia for Paradise, centers on a strange, lonely man named F. Roger Schwab, a 
high-IQ MENSA member who partly lived at a halfway house and partly with his depressed mother.

Through his stuttered speech, Roger becomes like a skipping turntable, repeating fragments with-
out moving forward. Ahwesh is not, however, aiming at the nihilistic abolition of  meaning or the absence 
of  knowledge completely. What do we gain from the repetitious cut-up treatment of  Roger’s voice? Un-
derneath the repeated story, we hear the nasal pitch of  his voice; we notice his rigidity of  expression when 
he tells jokes intended to make us laugh; we observe how he awkwardly tries to situate himself  in space 
alongside others. We notice how Roger, in fact, is a deviously tricky subject to film, that he usually eschews 
the spotlight, preferring to lob comments from the peanut gallery outside of  view. Russell points out, “As 
ethnography, [Ahwesh’s] work is profoundly unscientific, and consistently challenges all forms of  objective 
representation” (1998, 357). Indeed, it is this deep questioning of  visual realism which makes her valuable 
and relevant to both ethnographic and experimental traditions. The collision of  ethnographic and exper-
imental-film tropes across her work offers an alternative set of  terms for a renewed experimental film 
language.

As Tom Gunning argues, in place of  the highly mannered Structural film which had become a staid, 
“international” style, and positioned against the Romantic, self-aggrandizing ethos of  Stan Brakhage’s vi-
sionary tradition, Ahwesh led to a third way for women filmmakers working within an avant-garde milieu at 
the beginning of  the 1980s (Gunning 1989-90, 4).16 She subjected cinematic realism to processes of  stylistic 
collage, resulting in subversive “minor” films that did not recapitulate logo/phallocentric authority over the 
documentary subject.

Conclusion: Ahwesh’s Anti-Voyeuristic Model of  Filmmaking

This article argued for positioning the Pittsburgh Trilogy as a blend of  portrait-like intimacy and 
reflexive ethnography, transmitted through the low-grade immediacy of  small gauge film. I tried to clarify 
the connections Ahwesh forged between distinct spheres of  film practice, modernism and anthropology, 
highlighting her obsession with visual thick-description, repetitive editing, and foregrounding the situation 
of  filmmaking.

More broadly, the abruptly-edited texture of  the films, the treatment of  performance-as-text, fore-
closes the epistephilic pursuit of  knowledge and prevents voyeuristic looking. I claim that the devious sus-
pension of  meaning and ethnographic convention joins Ahwesh with a reflexive paradigm in ethnographic 
filmmaking in the 1980s. In this, she followed other pioneering women filmmakers such as Su Friedrich, 
Michelle Citron, Janis Lipzin, Leslie Thornton, and Abigail Child.

Above all, her portrait films demonstrate a desire not for knowledge but for a merging with the 
objects and subjects being portrayed. It is this “integral relationship“ toward Otherness that makes Ahwesh 
unique among other documentarians working in the Rust Belt. Where others, like her Pittsburgh filmmak-
er-documentarian colleague Tony Buba, wanted to make sense of  economic industrial ruin from a liber-
al-humanist ethos, Ahwesh wanted to stop making sense, and instead aestheticized her surroundings and 
social milieu for the viewer’s pleasure.

Ahwesh involves herself—and the audience—with the documented subject. She does 
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not merely describe, she merges with her object. Her hand entering the film frame, in Pa-
ra-Normal Intelligence, is the visual distillation of  this ethic of  relationality, but many other textu-
al features of  her films reflect the open and porous nature of  social experience that interests her. 
 As an experimental ethnographer, she deliberately breaks from the technophobic bias of  realist 
observation (the ban on references to the camera apparatus), and she challenges the conceptual/technical 
suppositions underlying the ethnographic recording of  people. Her analysis of  behavior in the social actor, 
for instance, departs from the staid visual conventions of  a static camera or series of  long and medium 
shots that are meant to give a sense of  a social actor undisturbed by the filmmaker. She references the 
material conditions of  production, and reveals the intrusive but constitutive role of  the filmic apparatus, 
whether showing herself  in a mirror with a camera or having the microphone wires visible and allowing 
technical commentary (normally edited out) remain in the finished piece. Her subjects directly address the 
camera, talking to it (and to us). Sometimes it seems as though they are directing Ahwesh herself. Thus, as 
in autoethnography, we see as much of  the subjective vision of  the filmmaker as we do the social actors on 
screen. Frequently she conspires to dissolve boundaries of  the filmic text all together.

Pittsburgh Trilogy prefigures the future trajectory of  Ahwesh’s art career, not least by its fixation on 
marginal groups that mainstream audiences normally do not or wish not to see. In this fixation, Ahwesh 
does not allow for a classical kind of  epistephilic relationship to take place. She mobilizes a range of  tech-
niques of  visual mistakes and “errors” that make the apprehension of  the social actor fraught, challenging. 
As in Warhol‘s films, where his subjects frequently break out of  character and shatter the narrative illusion-
ism of  the story, similarly Ahwesh favors a presentation of  the social actor that is schizophrenic, cycling 
from acting to authenticity, not just a one-to-one relationship of  subject and their social milieu. Overall, 
Ahwesh favors the possibilities of  “transformative repetition,” repeating imagery and dialogue that verge 
on meaninglessness. Words and images often stop making sense, and the one-to-one relationship of  signi-
fied and signified, on which ethnographic film depends, breaks down.
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Endnotes

1  For an extended discussion on the poetic and Structural currents of  1970s filmmaking in Pittsburgh, see 
Haller 2005.
2  Many artists associated with Pittsburgh Filmmakers recall the startling and disjunct interior décor of  the media 
arts center, and the indelible mark it left in their memories. See Ahwesh 2017.
3  Ahwesh states of  her time in Pittsburgh in the late 1970s: “I was into Erving Goffman then. I remember 
The Presentation of  Self  in Everyday Life but I might have gotten ideas from Vito Acconci.  An important source for me 
was Ray Birdwhistell—Pitt had 16mm prints of  his films you could borrow from their library— so my interests tipped 
towards the ethnographic, body language and small group dynamics.” Peggy Ahwesh, interviewed by Benjamin Ogrod-
nik, July 6, 2015.
4  Birdwhistell was an American anthropologist who founded a subject area called “kinesics.” His film projects, 
focused on the close analysis of  motion/movement in a variety of  social contexts, expanded the repertoire of  anthro-
pological filmmaking to include high-tech, military projection units, such as the PerceptoScope, which enabled analysis 
of  movement in greater detail. In both the selection of  film equipment and the surprisingly poetic conceptual method-
ology driving his projects, Birdwhistell could be considered “avant-garde.”
5  Goffman’s seminal research defines human behavior with notions of  acting and performance, utilizing dra-
maturgical tools to describe the layers of  performativity in different social spheres, such as the workplace, relationships 
and family. See Goffman 1959.
6  Bersani and Phillips 2008; Glissant 1997; Crimp 2012; Russell 1999; Foster 1996, 302-309; Lind Hito Steyerl 
2008; Enwezor 2008; and Demos 2013.
7  For a filmic expression of  this critique, see her Reassemblage, 1982, 41 minutes. She has also written many crit-
ical essays on this subject; in particular, Trinh 1990.   
8  In Blow Job, Warhol displaces the viewer’s focus away from the off-screen sexual act. Crimp deems this strat-
egy “anti-voyeuristic.” Crimp writes of  Bookwalter, the human subject of  the film, “We cannot make eye contact. We 
cannot look into this man’s eyes and detect the vulnerability that his submission of  being pleasured surely entails. We 
cannot take sexual possession of  him. We can see his face, but we cannot, as it were, have it. This face is not for us.” 
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9  For two recent book-length investigations on exchanges between experimental film and visual anthropology, 
see MacDonald 2015; and Schneider and Pasqualino 2014.
10  The “Peggy Ahwesh dossier” in the Winter 2014 issue of  Screen represents a wide range of  current meth-
odologies and approaches to her work. See Gorfinkel and Rhodes 2014, 490-493; Cleghorn 2014, 500-506; Pierson 
2014, 507-513; and Gorfinkel 2014, 514-521.
11  Ahwesh claims that her Pittsburgh Trilogy has no (intentional) connection to Stan Brakhage’s own 1971 Pitts-
burgh Trilogy (also titled Pittsburgh Documents), focused on the Hill District police, the Western Pennsylvania hospital, 
and the city morgue. But, despite Ahwesh’s assertions to the contrary, we can see in both projects an overriding 
“ethnographic” interest. This overlap in visual observation is evident in various aspects: in both artists emphasizing 
extended filmic duration, documenting various kinds of  social actors, closely observing the human body in motion, 
and more. For more on Ahwesh discussing the Pittsburgh work of  Brakhage, see MacDonald 2003.
12  Bill Nichols uses the term “social actor” referring to individuals who appear in documentary films. Such in-
dividuals function as representatives of  a class or social group. Nichols writes, “Those whom we observe are seldom 
trained or coaxed in their behavior. I use ‘social actor’ to stress the degree to which individuals represent themselves 
to others; this can be construed as a performance.” (Nichols 1991, 42).
13  For more information on the Pittsburgh film scene in the 1980s, and the culture of  the city, see Ogrodnik 
2018a; and Ogrodnik 2018b.
14  Peggy Ahwesh, interviewed by Benjamin Ogrodnik, July 6, 2015.
15  Between 1950 and 1958, John Marshall made four expeditions to film a group of  Bushmen of  the Nyae 
Nyae region of  Namibia (then South West Africa). During this time, Marshall shot over 300,000 feet of  16mm film 
(157 hours). He later produced a total of  23 films exclusively from this footage. 15 of  those are short films that 
Marshall referred to as „sequence films.“ Each focuses on a single event, providing the viewer a brief  introduction 
followed by an uninterrupted sequence. See !Kung Short Films, John Marshall, 1958/ digitally remastered 2009, 161 
minutes.
16  Drawing on the work of  Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari on the literature of  Franz Kafka, Gunning claims 
that Ahwesh is representative of  a movement that does not break from experimental film, but parasitically situates 
itself  in relation to the once-dominant tendencies of  the 1970s.
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Intra-Active Documentary
Philip Scheffner’s Havarie and New-Materialist Perspectives on Migrant 

Cinema

Alena Strohmaier and Lea Spahn

Introduction: “Establish Visual Contact”1 

The Mediterranean Sea, September 2012: The Royal Caribbean cruise liner Adventure of  the Seas 

encountered people floating in a small rubber boat close to the Spanish coast. Passenger Terry Diamond 
filmed it with his cell phone camera and posted the 3:36 minute long video on YouTube2. Berlin, February 
2016: Philip Scheffner’s film Havarie (2016) premiers at the International Berlin Film Festival.3 Based on 
Terry Diamond’s 3:36 minute long YouTube video, the camera zooms 93 minutes in and out of  the image, 
which is the span of  time between the cruise liners and the boat’s encounter. The film extends the YouTube 
video by 1 picture per second throughout the duration of  the movie, totalling 5.400 single pictures. In 
contrast to the YouTube video, in the film we hear the radio communication between the cruise liner and 
the Cartagena Maritime Rescue Center saying: “Establish visual contact.” Through a close reading of  the film, 
this article discusses the cinematic forms used to establish this visual contact and explores the continuities 

and ruptures of  these forms in close relation to Karen Barad’s diffractive methodology. This combination 
of  the film analysis with theories from New Materialism aims at an interdisciplinary approach to offer new 
perspectives in the field of  Migrant Cinema. 

Beginning in 2015, when rising numbers of  people arrived in the European Union travelling 
across the Mediterranean Sea or overland through Southeast Europe, politics and media alike used to call 
this migration movement European Migrant Crisis or European Refugee Crisis. As Jan Kühnemund poignantly 
sums up, the “crisis” it is referring to happened on four levels. On a political level, “crisis” meant a 
Europeanisation process that contrasted internal freedom of  movement with tight external borders. On 
a social level, “crisis” meant a perception of  immigration as a threat to European societies, culminating 

in integration discourses. On a spatial level, “crisis” meant a dialectical relationship of  mobility and 
immobility, and adhered to the logic of  control and surveillance. On a visual level, “crisis” meant specific 
iconographies, stereotypes and figures of  migrants and migration that in return were a crucial element of  
image politics justifying policy measures, societal exclusion and spatial structures at the same time. The 

latter points, he argues, to a “majority of  images illustrat[ing] migration and flight as dramas that draw on 
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well-known figures, icons and metaphors: the victim, the threat, the refugee, the waves, floods and swarms 
of  people, illegal acts of  border crossing and of  smuggling, the fence, the boat, or the sea” (Kühnemund 
2018, 8). If  one indeed might talk about a “crisis,” it is first and foremost a crisis that is made visual. The 

set of  iconographies representing migration, illegality and the crisis were and are extremely widespread, be 
it on social media, television or in newspapers. The iconic image of  the rubber boat described above does 
not fundamentally put this representational regime in question; rather, it fuels the visual stereotypes linked 

with undocumented migration from (North) African countries. Philip Scheffner’s internationally acclaimed 
film Havarie (2016) uses this iconic image, but turns the meaning of  it against the ruling representational 
regime, by decelerating the image to a pace that literally accentuates a perpetuating crisis in slow motion. 

Our main argument in this article is that Migrant Cinema is not a mere representation by or of 

migrants; rather cinema and migration are mutually intertwined and codependent. Our interest in Philip 
Scheffner’s Havarie (2016) lies therefore in the question of  how the film alternates between stereotyped 
images prescribed by mass media on one hand, and the subjectivity of  artistic and cinematic agency on 

the other hand. 

Harragas and Havarie: Methodological Framework of  the “Error” 

“Intra-actions to begin with are never determining” (Dolphijn and van der Tuin 2012, 54). Coined 
by Karen Barad, the notion of  intra-action designates not only a shift from the related term “interaction,” 

where separate entities work together, to the new term “intra-action,” where subject and object emerge 
as one. Rather, it questions binary suppositions, which, as she argues, “do not exist outside of  specific 
intra-actions that enact cuts that make separations” but “within phenomena” (Barad 2014, 175, author’s 
emphasis). For her, thinking in terms of  cause-and-effect might not encompass all possibilities that are 

imaginable to understand the world’s natural, cultural or political issues. Thus, matter and meaning are not 
originally separated. In this context, based on phenomenology’s valorisation of  the senses as antennae of  
perception and their agentic structuring of  a corporally significant world, intra-action emphasizes bodies 

in their capacity to respond to corporeally significant events before cognition begins. In film studies, such 
phenomenological approaches lead to concepts like Laura U. Marks’ haptic cinema or Vivian Sobchack’s 
cinesthetic subject. They also emphasize this aspect of  intra-action, meeting at the site of  a multisensorial 

spectator. Film scholar Wibke Straube proposes in this context the alternative term of  “the entrant” 
(Straube 2015). The idea of  “entering” a film, becoming entangled with it rather than “watching” it, 
appeals to the whole-body experience of  cinema, the spectator taking shape as an active part of  the image. 

Following these perspectives, what does the proposed notion of  “intra-active documentary” then 
mean? On a first, superordinate level, the notion of  the intra-active documentary means to think of  images as 

both inviting their spectators and implying them. This is to say that film is active and agential in its material 
semiotic effects, allowing both film and spectator to be not only discursively bound to one another but also 
materialized through one another. On a second, in-depth level, it also means a critical understanding of  
moving images, and their capacity to provide a dialogue between new forms of  representative politics and 
new politics of  representation. When applying this concept to films about the so-called European Refugee 

Crisis, the main argument is, that intra-active documentary is not about migration, but conceptualizes migration 

and film as mutually intertwined and co-dependent, because film is not only a product, a matter, but also 
producing meaning. 

Thus, the close connection between film and migration determines how the iconic image of  
the rubber boat helps thinking, imagining, seeing, and negotiating the phenomena of  migration. Hakim 

Abderrezak foregrounds the circulation of  these images as an essential aspect, as migration is thus 

concretely bound to cinema, being always something like movements of  a technical avant-garde. This 
means questioning long-established paradigms of  national film and of  auteur theory, but also of  Second 
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and Third Cinema. In relation to Migrant Cinema about mainly North African refugees crossing the 
Mediterranean Sea, he observes that confinement practices have contributed to the transformation of  the 
Mediterranean Sea into a sea-cemetery and African cities into city-cemeteries in most narratives of  fiction films 
about undocumented migration (Abderrezak 2018). 

Vis-à-vis these fiction films, so-called harraga videos, recordings by cell phone cameras by migrants 

themselves or witnesses like Terry Diamond, have created their own genre on social media, covering the 
European Refugee Crisis beside official surveillance technologies. Harragas means “those who burn” and is a 
word from Algerian Arabic (ةقارح, ḥarrāga), designating migrants who burn their IDs and the road, or in 
this case the sea, or in this case the sea behind them, in order to quest their fortune as asylum seekers in 

Europe. It refers specifically to North African migrants who attempt to immigrate illegally to Europe or 
to European-controlled islands in rubber boats. On the Mediterranean coast of  North Africa, Algerian, 
Tunisian, and Moroccan harragas typically hope to cross the Strait of  Gibraltar in order to reach Spain. 
Additionally, harragas also sometimes manage to complete the voyage from Africa to the island nation of  

Malta, or the Italian island of  Lampedusa. From there, they often go on to immigrate to other regions 
of  Europe. Taking up the idea of  burning, the circulation of  images might also happen through the 

“burning of  a CD.” This refers to copying and disseminating, sometimes illegally, audiovisual material 

from one device to another. Therefore, the horizon of  meaning of  harragas videos might be threefold: 
first, designating those depicted by the videos, the migrants and refugees; second, those producing the 
videos, the migrants or witnesses of  the migration; and third, the appropriation of  those images by third 
parties, like filmmakers making their own film out of  it. The entanglement between the illegal, in form 
of  the undocumented migration as well as clandestine filmmaking, with the erroneous images, in form 
of  grainy, shaky and out-of-focus recordings, is even more striking, as the German word Havarie, also 

coming from Arabic (راوع ʿawār), is precisely translated by “error” or “damage.” It is originally linked to 
ships, speaking of  accidents, emergencies, and shipwrecks, considerably affecting the vehicle and, in most 
cases, the transported goods. In extreme cases, vehicle and goods are lost. The accident is usually the 
result of  an emergency, such as a crisis that could not, or only partially, be averted. The word exists also in 
other European languages, like Dutch (averij, haverij), Swedish (haveri), Italian and Portuguese (avaria), and 

French (avarie). As we shall analyze in more detail in the next section of  this article, in the film, the “error,” 
happens on four levels: (1) the rubber boat in the state of  a literal emergency; (2) migration politics and the 
lack of  help bestowed upon migrants; (3) the erroneous amateur images as a critique of  prevalent media 
images; (4) the deceleration of  these images as a deliberate form of  refusal to represent what cannot be 
represented. The use of  the word havarie as the film’s title thus not only resonates with the sea, but also 
conveys a critique of  both media representation and politics about the European Refugee Crisis, especially in 

the prevalent labelling of  harragas’ “illegal” crossing of  the Mediterranean Sea. 

This brings us back to the notion of  the intra-active documentary. Karen Barad points out, that “the 
specificity of  intra-actions speaks to the particularities of  the power imbalances of  the complexity of  a 
field of  forces” (Dolphijn and van der Tuin 2012, 55). In that sense, the entanglement of  migration and 
film as conceived in this article is also about the changing power of  images. The notion of  the “error” 
is a methodological and conceptual framework allowing a meaningful comparison of  different cinematic 
forms that may describe basic assumptions and implicit beliefs about the nature of  things, which govern 
how humans perceive and interpret the world. A central part of  the following section thus is to identify 
such cinematic forms and how they are (re-)produced and transformed. It seeks to map when and how the 
“error” appears in the film to trace the ongoing changes. Our consideration of  film is to be in a paradoxical 
state of  continuous flux and continuous movement. Thus, Migrant Cinema is no longer a cohesive entity 
but facing the unforeseeable, like the unexpected encounter between a rubber boat and a cruise liner. 
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Borders, Boats, Bodies: Analysis of  the “No-Picture”

The aesthetic perception of  the image involves a simultaneous attention to its depiction as well as 
its surface qualities. This section analyzes four interrelated aspects of  the “error”, namely: the shakiness, the 
graininess, the color use, and the slow motion. 

Terry Diamond’s YouTube video starts with the image of  a boat in the middle of  a deep blue sea. 
The image shakes after a few seconds and the boat almost falls out of  the frame. The boat then appears 
again in the middle of  the image, still, giving the spectator a few seconds to view it. The image shakes again 
and becomes out of  focus. The blurry image stays until the camera focuses again, a moment in which one 
person in the boat is waving a hat. Around a minute into the video, the camera zooms out and in, shaking, 
and becoming out of  focus again, the boat appearing upside down, the sea mixing with the blueness of  
the sky. This movement is repeated a second time, only this time the camera zooms out completely, leaving 

the boat as a black spot in the middle of  the sea. Havarie (2016) on the other hand starts with the insert 
“37°28.6’N 000°3.8’E”. Only after that does the same image of  the rubber boat surrounded by the sea as 
filmed by Terry Diamond appear. While the first image suggests a calculated location, white numbers on 
black font evoking a sharp and truthful point of  reference, the following image of  an undetermined spot 
in an ever-moving and shaded tone of  blue seems rather hard to locate. It is arguable that these two images 
depict a similar sense of  imperceptibility (Fig. 1). 

            Fig. 1 Havarie (2016), timecode: 00:00:00-00:01:00 

The chosen format of  4:3 for the digital image refers to the classical aspect ratio of  35-mm-
film. This mise-en-cadrage is remarkable, firstly because a digital device (cell phone) and not a 35-mm-film 
camera made the image; and secondly because for landscape-shots like this, one would expect a widescreen 
format of  16:9, emphasizing the panoramic view rather than mimicking a classical cinema format. The sea 
surrounding the rubber boat fills the frame completely, leaving no blank space on any side of  the frame. 
Clearly, the 4:3 format throughout the film follows the intention to focus on the boat and its forsakenness/
inescapability in the middle of  the sea. The frame combines the perceptual space of  the images with the 
current perceptual environment. The format indicates the dual characteristic of  images as objects and as 

representations. Once zooming-out, the camera reveals gradually the horizon as the one border delimiting 
the human sight, leaving the boat as a small black point, barely recognizable, between the sea and the sky 
(Fig. 2).
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            Fig. 2 Havarie (2016), timecode: 00:40:25-00:43:40 

The first aspect of  the erroneous image is the shakiness. The people in the boat do not perform any 
particular action visible through the image. They stand in the boat, waiting together with the spectator for 
something to happen or someone to come rescue them from their immobility. At the same time, the image 
is far from immobile, moving constantly up and down, zooming in and out, and getting out of  focus and 
back in focus again, showing its very own materiality and temporality frame by frame. In Havarie (2016), 
movement is ever-present since the images show a space associated with journey, travel, departure, arrival 
and transit: the Mediterranean Sea. The concept of  the sea deeply implies the idea of  movement insofar 
as it loses any other connotation apart from being a platform towards somewhere else; in other terms, 
far from being a habitat it becomes a threshold. Moreover, the sea is the space where imaginary and real 
borders cross. The sea is the emblem of  this, representing the setting in place of  a constant and repeated 
departure and arrival. In this sense, it stands for the place of  a passage, a threshold not simply separating 
two geographical areas, two nation-states, nor one from the Other, but an old existential condition of  
the Self  from a renovated one. However, the boat does not seem to have this transformational potential 
because instead of  leading to a passage towards an opening and an upgrade, the boat seems immobile, 
not changing its position. The result is an oxymoronic situation, a “temporary permanence” (Kuhn 2005) 
evoking on the one hand the transitional nature of  migration as socio-cultural and personal process, and 
on the other hand criticizing contemporary European immigration policies, which tend with any means to 
prevent refugees to enter. The people are alone without the chance to elaborate a differentiation between 
their previous condition and their future, their inner and outer reality, their present possibilities and their 
imaginary. The aesthetic therefore expresses the loss rather than the transforming of  the Self. The structure 
of  the cinematic image and its capacity to convey the deep sense of  estrangement typical of  migration 
processes mirrors through the shakiness a condition of  the Self ’s disorientation in space, although the 
camera’s position suggests a potential harbour. 

The second aspect of  the erroneous image is the graininess. The image’s quality does not only refer 
to the ways in which digital images are produced and distributed but also to the different regimes elicited by 
media, and consequently the configuration of  space in which media operate. In other words, the graininess 
of  images affects not only our perception of  them but also the way in which we locate them. These “poor 
images”, as coined by art critique Hito Steyerl, are far from being mere representations of  a given reality 
as they are “no longer about the real thing – the originary original.” (Steyerl 2009, 8). Not by chance, it is 
an empty space, which provokes the blurring of  references. To put it in the words of  Hito Steyerl, such 
images “also express a condition of  dematerialization” (Steyerl 2009, 7). For that reason, the film begins 
explicitly with the geographic coordinates, situating the boat in a reference system that gives the spectator 
the impression of  order and categorization. The resultant aesthetics emphasize the dichotomy mobility vs. 
immobility, rendering the unexpected encounter of  refugees and tourists visible. Accordingly, the question 
about the acuteness and clarity (supposedly) underlying all images, anticipates in the grain what is not 
complete. In Havarie (2016), they are about the relationship between subjectivity and objectivity, perception 
and imagination, as well as technology and aesthetics, representing ambiguity and potentiality through 
their indeterminacy. In that sense, the “temporary permanence” does not work then as “aesthetic moment 
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[able of] defining facets of  cultural experience” (Kuhn 2005, 404). Rather the image of  a boat filled with 
people in the vast blue of  the Mediterranean Sea depicts, to put it in Barad’s words, “what matters and 
what is excluded from mattering” (Barad 2003, 827) and thus migration as a multidirectional rather than 
one-directional process. 

The third aspect of  the erroneous image is the use of  color. Halfway through the film, the camera 
suddenly gives up its frontal position and turns towards the right, offering the view on the side front of  the 
cruise liner and the passengers standing on a balcony watching in the direction of  the boat. This comes as 
a surprise for the spectator who only now realizes the position of  the filmmaker on the unstable ground of  
a bigger boat, the cruise liner, itself  moving on the sea. The camera then turns left, gliding over the sea and 
the rubber boat in the far distance, showing the second balcony with onlookers. On this side, the sunlight 
refraction dives the image first into magenta, then into green, and finally into both magenta and green. 
This side also reveals numerous yellow rescue boats that the cruise liner carries in case of  a “havarie”, an 
emergency evacuation (Fig. 3). Blue, magenta and green are fundamental colors of  color motion picture 
films. However, the color play in this scene is remarkable in the way that, besides the shakiness and 
graininess of  the image, it reveals a third layer of  disturbance of  the act of  filming as the lighting produces 
an image, which appears somehow artificial and factitious. This use of  color here is involuntary, as it is 
the position of  the sun, which interferes with the position of  the cell phone camera. This highlights the 
working of  materiality as potential and actual agent of  differentiation and thus open-endedly producing 
states of  a transforming reality. In other words, the materiality of  the images in their surreal coloring shifts 
the perception into a ‘highlighted’ state while also marking divisions, as through the light rays or borders of  
the ship the images appear mostly as split-screens. The light’s borderline may evoke the image of  a straight 

and fixed borderline, but as the images simultaneously change, the borderline too is moving. 
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Fig. 3 Havarie (2016), timecode: 00:47:00-00:53:00

There is a schism between these two boats expressed as a visual motif  of  the divided lives, replicated 
and reinforced by the colors. Film scholar Joshua Yumibe noted, “through its sensual appeal, color can 
move the mind and emotions of  a spectator. This understanding of  the interconnection of  the senses, 

intellect, and emotions is also, broadly construed, synesthetic in nature” (Yumibe 2012, 32). The intervening 
layers of  technology, however, deceive the spectator’s desire for an immersive emotional experience or 
a meaningful connection with the rubber boat. Both the graininess and the color play (re-)establish a 
perceptual distance for the spectator. In this scene only both boats appear, Throughout the film, no shot 
shows them together in the same image.4 The difference between the cruise liner and the rubber boat is 
apparent on several levels: (1) on the level of  scale (small vs. big boat); (2) on the level of  social attributes 
(refugees vs. tourists); and (3) on the level of  cinematic strategies (close-up vs. panorama shot and cruise 

liner in magenta/green vs. rubber boat in blue). 
The fourth aspect of  the erroneous image, the slow motion, is a cinematic effect strongly suggesting 

the entrapment of  the rubber boat as an object of  the gaze continuously monitored. However, the meditative 
aspect of  the deceleration also reflects back on the spectator, who cannot escape the technological interface 
and system either. Even though documentary productions in general claim the moral seriousness of  

depicting the existing world, they also register on an emotional level, a level that is often absent in other 
discourses of  migration. The rhythm of  changing images stays the same over the whole course of  the film, 
so that the expectation of  a changing scene becomes less and less pronounced; rather, the slow motion 
necessitates a sense of  surrender, both for the spectator as well as for the people in the rubber boat. In 
this sense, the slow motion may evoke personal responses and senses of  moral responsibility from the 
spectator, providing the temporal space needed to solicit it.

The only layer of  the film, which does not appear erroneous, is the use of  sound. The images of  
Havarie (2016) are fed with fragments of  professionally recorded spoken dialogue and narratives in which 
very different subject positions come to speak. Throughout the film, we hear the story of  a woman (Rhim 
Ibrir) phoning from France to her husband in Algeria (Abdallah Benhamou); testimonials from refugees 
(Houcin Ouahiani, Houria Kourad); cargo workers and crew from the container vessel Smaragd (Leonid 
Savin, Dmitriy Simonov, Oleg Vashchenko, Artem Zaporozhets, Oleksiy Shelyakin, Sergiy Isayev, Vincente 
Bautista, Osmundo Fuertes, Mardion Arong, Johnrey Alvarado, Ryan Magdua, Clark Jhun Cantoria, Ron 
Toledo, Danilo De Leon); passengers from the cruise liner (Guillaume Coutu-Lemaire, Emma Gillings); 
and Terry Diamond himself  together with his wife Jackie Kelly back in their home in Belfast. These stories 
are told in an interview-based manner, not after each other but bit by bit, mixed amongst each other. 
Material manifestations like sound, which do signify their own weave and texture at the expense of  a film’s 
content, are likewise important as their materiality exceeds their semiotic function for an abstract signified. 
The use of  the voice engenders a network of  metaphors whose nodal point appears to be the body. 
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However, the body reconstituted by the technology and practices of  the cinema is, as Mary Ann Doane 
foregrounds, “a fantasmatic body” (Doane 1980, 34; emphasis in original), which offers a support as well 
as a point of  identification for the subject addressed by the film. Disassociating the image from the sound 
is one of  Philip Scheffner’s main cinematic strategies, also used in his other works like The Halfmoon Files 

(2007) and Revision (2012). His statement about the use of  sound in Havarie (2016) however, emphasizes the 
entanglement, rather than the dissociation between sound and image: 

Sound is not decoupled from image in the film. In terms of  their content, the stories approach the image, 
which seems to wander again and again through the various perspectives, with the viewer’s distance from 
events perceived differently depending on whoever is speaking at the moment. From the middle of  the film 
onwards, there are surprising moments of  synchronicity, which open up a space for associations, connections, 
and conjecture once again (Scheffner 2016).5 

Thus, the film allows for the apperception of  intrinsically interwoven forms of  “no-pictures”. Its 
crossing into different layers of  material, like the cell phone images with their shakiness and graininess or 
the off-screen voices, intersects with discursive contents, like geopolitical, economic, social and cultural 
landscapes, which are intra-actively produced through cinematic forms in diverse and contrasting ways. The 
intra-active documentary, as we argue, broadens then the conception of  (1) migration as practice of  crossing 
borders; (2) borders themselves as onto-epistemological phenomena; and (3) cinema as producing spaces 

of  multisensory perception. 

Conclusion: Do Not Disturb 

Havarie (2016) establishes the “visual contact” for the spectator from the beginning. However, it 
would be too easy to place it in the category of  Migrant Cinema for its depiction of  a rubber boat with 
refugees in the Mediterranean Sea. Instead, the figure of  thought of  the “error” helps understand the 

different cinematic forms the film uses in borrowing a harragas video from YouTube, decelerating the images 
and putting a soundscape on it that reflects a multiplicity of  voices and perspectives. The European Refugee 

Crisis on its official side, with restrictive European border controls and asylum laws, not wanting refugees 
and migrants “to disturb”, clashes with the erroneous images of  it. These images speak of  clandestine and 
amateur filmmaking, about technological hierarchies at the same time as they speak of  social inequalities. 
The reconfiguration of  Europe in a state of  “crisis” is then reflected through what we called the intra-

active documentary, as it is much more about the matters involved, like the graininess and shakiness, than the 

representations of  iconic images conveyed. However, even though Havarie is an arthouse movie, it not only 

challenges the more prevalent mass media representations of  harragas in the Mediterranean Sea, but also 
its stereotypical representations and iconographies, like the rubber boat, without neglecting the politics at 
work that dialogue with and shape the discourses around and about undocumented migration. Image and 
perception fade into each other, and this blurring presents a different testimonial form that operates in 

dialogue with another perspective, outside of  the classical migratory perspective. The error persists at the 

same time as a key objective pursued by the film through various cinematic means. More specifically, the 
film addresses the relationship between movement, sound and body in ways that bring about alternative 
testimonial forms of  cinematic experiences. If  we think of  cinema as not having any outside boundaries 
but always already being an intra-active reconfiguring of  the world, then Havarie (2016) can be constituted 
as an open-ended cultural practice. 
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productive and helpful feedback for the revisions. 

2  “refugees”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRAmCO2ilrg  Accessed September 9, 2018.
3  Other films dealing with the so-called “fortress Europe” are Andre Segre’s A sud di Lampedusa (2006), Anja 
Salomonowitz’s Kurz davor ist es passiert (2006), Frederico Lobo and Pedro Pinho’s Bab Sebta (2008), Andrea Segre 
and Dagmawi Yimer’s Come un uomo sulla terra (2008), Fernand Malgar’s La Forteresse (2009), Nina Kustorica’s Little 

Alien (2009), Sylvain L’Espérance’s Sur le rivage du monde (2012), Styx by Wolfgang Fischer (2017), Transit by Christian 

Petzold (2017), Eldorado by Markus Imhoof  (2017), and THF by Karim Aïnouz (2017).
4  In contrast to a film like Styx (2017), in which the encounter of  a sailing yacht and a refugee boat is made 
visible on different levels, i.e. as spots on the radar’s screen, from a birds-eye-perspective or from a symmetry with a 
vertical axis of  reflection. 
5 Producers Statement: http://havarie.pong-berlin.de/en/9/producers-statement Accessed September 9, 
2018.
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Fig. 1 TwelveClara.tumblr.com, published October 12 2017, 51315 reblogs
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In this widely shared blog post, Tumblr user TwelveClara passionately describes what they consider 
to be a foundation of  “Tumblr history”. Their depiction of  activity around the show Glee1 underlines several 
topics that I will be looking at in this article: issues of  representation, fan engagement, fan community, user-
generated content, and the discourse of  fans as they voice their disappointment over a show they used to 
love.

This article builds on a rich interdisciplinary body of  works, engaging with film and media studies 
at large, and in particular with fan studies and queer studies. I will explore the topic of  queer representation 
on TV and the fan activity surrounding it, adopting the specific angle of  media management. Following 
the works of  many fan studies scholars, this paper aims to present fans not as the sheepish masses, passive 
worshippers, or obsessive pubescent girls they often are portrayed to be (Grossberg 1992) but as active 
agents in the media landscape. Previous research on fans and fandoms has often focused on sociological 
depictions of  these groups, sometimes approaching extensive audience studies (see Bennett and Booth 
2016, Duffett 2013, as mentioned in Grey, Sandvoss, and Harrington 2017). Even though the results of  
these ethnographic approaches have provided extremely valuable insights toward understanding fans and 
their activities, they also have tended to treat fans as a phenomenon almost separate from the industry. 
In so doing, they have overlooked important aspects of  their current role in the lives of  media products. 
This paper adopts a media management focus and looks at fans as dynamic elements of  an evolving media 
ecology. As film and media scholars, thinking about media management involves shifting our attention 
from the moving images themselves, often considered the final object of  the production process, to the 
object’s life post-release. Most importantly, looking at media management brings our attention to how 
individuals are influenced, how lives are impacted by the media industry and its products, but also how, in 
turn, individuals can manage the media. As such, participatory and user-generated content are becoming 
key areas of  research for both the industry and the discipline (Deuze and Steward 2011; Küng 2007). I argue 
that the questions not only of  fans and their relationship to the industry, but also of  the representation of  
minorities on screen are becoming major issues for the industry, on multiple levels–from casting to harmful 
narrative tropes or stereotypes on screen. Moreover, a media management approach to fan mobilization 
online also encourages a renewed look on the issue of  fan labor. Indeed, as I place my study in the context 
of  representation and queer politics online, free fan labour has become a more complex issue than the 
creative activity of  content production, encompassing the marketing, public relations and enhancement of  
a TV show’s public image.

Focusing on the fandoms surrounding the TV shows The 1002 and Sherlock3, I will address the 
following research questions: how do communities created through critical engagement with TV shows in 
turn act on the media? How does fan content participate in greater politically charged demands for better 
LGBT+ representations? How do TV industries and producers integrate the revindications of  these fan 
communities as increasingly vocal actors in this media landscape? Is fan labor always beneficial to the media 
industry and how? BBC’s Sherlock, a contemporary adaptation of  Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s classic, quickly 
became a phenomenon after its release, with a global following leading to adaptations of  the concept in 
the United States and in Japan. CW’s The 100 is an American science fiction post-apocalyptic show, whose 
audience remains largely North-American and lacks the popularity of  the British series. I chose to compare 
these shows for two reasons. First, this research will benefit from comparing two contemporary shows 
that depicts, in Sherlock, a fantasized romantic and sexual relationship between two men, and, in The 100, 
an actual relationship between two female characters. Second, the two series exemplify drastically different 
responses from the producers to their fans’ complaints. 

This article will focus on queer representation on television and within the fandom. Media is studied 
from many different entry points–production, text, audience–and queerness penetrates all of  them (Navar-
Gill and Stanfill 2018). In a social context where the rights of  queer persons and their presence in the public 
sphere is increasing, it is vital that our discipline understands not only the part these issues are playing in 
the way we represent and look at queer characters, but also how the industry responds to these changing 
understandings of  sexuality. Queerness, as Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick underlined , is too polysemic a concept 
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to be given a meaning other than one’s own (Kosofsky Sedwick 2012). However, Annemarie Navar-Gill and 
Mel Stanfill propose three working definitions of  queerness within fandom: the transgression of  norms, the 
erotics in fan fiction and between fan fiction writers4, and “the presence of  self-identified non-heterosexual 
and/or non-cisgender people” (Navar-Gill and Stanfill 2018, 88).  For this research, I will consider “queer” 
representations that stray from the hegemonic cisgender and heterosexual portrayal of  TV characters – 
though I acknowledge the many inventive ways in which fans break norms in their appropriation of  TV 
content. Indeed, fan activity and the queering of  TV content is a much well-studied phenomenon, from 
the seminal work of  Constance Penley (1992) on Star Trek to more contemporary research. As they favor 
a specific interpretation of  their favorite TV show, an important practice amongst fans is to “see queerly” 
(Kohnen 2008), often by putting forward a homo-erotic subtext in order to make it “canon” – acknowledged 
in the narrative - both in their online production and hopefully in the show itself. I argue that fans engage in 
queer counter-hegemonic modes of  expression (Halberstam 2001), which is a political move towards more 
and better representation of  sexual diversity on television and in the media in general.

I will focus on the engagement of  The 100 and Sherlock fandoms on Tumblr to analyze how fans 
“see queerly.” Created in 2007, Tumblr is a microblogging platform that allows its users to post or reblog 
multimedia content in a very simple manner. Media scholars, and especially “aca-fans,” or academic fans 
(Hills 2002), have underlined the growing importance of  Tumblr for fan studies, evidenced in the June 2018 
special issue of  Transformative Work and Popular Culture (Morimoto and Stein 2018), which focused exclusively 
on the platform. Tumblr is of  particular interest, to start with because of  its growing popularity. In October 
2017, Tumblr hosted no less than 373 million blogs. Moreover, Tumblr aims at ‘creators’, marketing itself  
as a free and easy way to share creative content (Tumblr, n.d.). As it hosts a myriad of  different fan-made 
productions, Tumblr is also interesting to open up the research that has habitually emphasized one medium 
of  expression: mostly fanfiction in its textual form, or video editing–viding for instance. This article will 
analyze fan content on various Tumblr micro-blogs, focusing on ‘fan-art’ that discusses or illustrates queer 
aspects of  the shows. As the content that could be of  interest on the website is of  gigantic proportions and 
the research tools provided by Tumblr unprecise (searches are made through ‘tags’ users add to their blog 
posts), this study will not and cannot be an exhaustive one. Therefore, I will also use the insights from many 
existing works as well as a personal experience of  fan activity on Tumblr. I will base my analysis on Tumblr, 
but because Media and fan activity take place across platforms,  I will also refer to other social media sites 
such as Twitter. Adopting the position of  the ‘aca-fan’, I argue that fans are not only characterized by their 
emotional attachment to the show but also politically involved for better representation and that they are, 
through the production of  user generated content, calling out the media industry’s executives on their 
actions. This activism shapes fan communities and renders the boundaries of  fandoms and media industry 
more and more permeable, thus creating new logics in the media landscape.  

I will first provide an introduction and an overview of  Tumblr as a platform for fan production and 
activism. Then, I will study more closely the tropes that sparked the fans’ ire against the industry, which 
shaped the fandoms as they present themselves on the platform. Finally, I will look towards the industry’s 
reaction to this new fan-based activism and discuss the concrete repercussions of  this involvement.  

Tumblr, Locus of  Fan Activism 

The Producer Fans
Early studies of  fandoms, from Jean Lorrah (1984) to Henry Jenkins (1992), underlined the 

importance of  fan creating their own artefacts using their favorite show’s material, what Jenkins – using 
De Certeau’s concept5 – defined as textual poaching. These descriptions of  fan activity highlighted how 
the consumers of  TV shows can in turn start producing their own content and create their own network 
of  exchanges, as they share their creations. In the information age, this content creation and cultural and 
social networking take on an increased importance around the globe. With the development of  the Internet 
and its accessibility, and the industry’s focus on user generated content and multimedia interfaces (Srnicek 
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2016), fans are offered new platforms to foster their creations and communities. Amongst those new 
possibilities is Tumblr. Megan DeSouza writes:

The uniqueness of  Tumblr lies in several key features. Content can be reblogged with a single click of  a 
button from the dashboard, without ever having to leave the home page.  Users can therefore produce a 
high-volume of  posts without ever having to stop scrolling through the dashboard page.  This facilitates the 
consistent consumption of  images, content, and media while also promoting consumption to others, while 
concurrently establishing oneself  as a producer of  content, through the process of  reblogging. (2013, 10) 

This particularity of  Tumblr, namely the fact that its users can be regarded as content producers 
whether they be actual authors of  the work or not, makes it particularly interesting to study fan activity. 
The identification of  a fan as being a consumer or a producer indeed becomes blurry and multi-layered: 
not only do they consume media products created by the traditional TV industry, they also produce their 
own, appropriating the content of  their favorite shows. They are as well consumers of  other fanarts that 
they might find on the platform and by reblogging these, they create their own blog in a collage of  different 
reinterpretations of  various shows in a unique blog.

Fan productions on Tumblr take on many forms and shapes. Photo set and gifs (Fig. 2), highly 
popular, highlight a particular passage of  an episode, such as this exchange of  looks between Lexa and 
Clarke, lovers in The 100. In this post-apocalyptic show, human civilization has largely fled the Earth to 
live in space. As a test, a hundred young people, including blond and rebellious Clarke, are sent back to 
verify whether the planet might be habitable again. Those 100 soon discover they are not the only humans 
on Earth, and soon encounter violent neo-tribes. Lexa leads one of  them, and soon a romance develops 
between Clarke and Lexa. These following screenshots, taken out of  their first context and underlined by 
the classic Tumblr layout, allow the fans to give their relationship renewed importance or a new meaning. 

Fig. 2 comdrleksa.tumblr.com, published November 2017, 1268 reblogs
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Fanfiction is the second main type of  Tumblr post. Using the original narrative and plotline, fans 
reappropriate and rewrite their own stories (Bronwen 2011). Sometimes sticking closely to the original 
diegetic universe, or transposing the characters to an entirely different setting, the fans adapt the content to 
their own wishes. Moreover, Tumblr is also a platform commonly used for the dissemination of  fans’ own 
material, drawings or other creations not using the shows’ original visual material (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3 thegorgonist.tumblr.com, published March 25, 2014,375 notes

Often dismissed as mere derivation, if  not appropriation of  cultural goods, this fan activity is 
increasingly identified by many scholars as a form of  free labor. As defined by Tiziana Terranova, free 
labor is the “creation of  monetary value out of  knowledge/culture/affect” (2000, 38), an activity enjoyed 
by the consumer and exploited by the industry, encouraged in the current neoliberal digital economies of  
entertainment. Indeed, user-generated content adds to the show, in producing not only new images but new 
meanings and therefore value (Stanfill 2015).

Fans’ Preferred Reading: ‘Seeing Queerly’
Jenkins’ analysis underlined that fandoms are organized around preferred critical readings (1992). In 

the case of  fandoms on Tumblr, regarding Sherlock and The 100, as well as many other shows, this preferred 
reading focuses on the sexuality of  the characters. This tendency does not necessarily apply to all blogs, 
some of  which may focus on theories regarding the series plot or the production for instance. Nevertheless, 
a lot of  the fan-produced content hosted on Tumblr by members of  The 100 and Sherlock fandoms focus 
on the homoerotic text or subtext present in the shows. Called “seeing queerly” by Melanie Kohnen (2008, 
207), this “desired way seeing” is the fans’ acknowledged decision to approach the series through the 
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particular angle of  gender and sexual identity, underlining the potential or realized queerness of  its narrative 
and characters. Queerness is understood in its broader definition, as in the following illustration, underlining 
Sherlock’s queerness and John’s potential bisexuality.

Fig. 4 neverendingjohnlock.tumblr.com, published July 28, 2016, 2802 notes

On Tumblr, the “ship” name – name of  the fantasized relationship – becomes as important as the 
name of  the show: the first related term associated when one searches “Sherlock” in the Tumblr research 
bar is “Johnlock”. 

A well-known practice of  fans in their appropriation of  their favorite show’s material is viding, that 
is the appropriation of  video content from for instance a TV show, edited to emphasize a fan’s personal 
reading of  the original material. As Russo studied, in the context of  Star Trek, viding is particularly used 
to bring forward homoerotic subtext and render visible the queer dimension of  the show (2009).  Tumblr 
user TheAbbeyGrange’s video “He likes boys” illustrates this fan twisting of  the show’s narrative to suit the 
fans’ ideas on Sherlock and John relationship6. Hosted on YouTube and totalizing over 277 000 views, the 
video uses clips from season 3 second and third episodes. In these, Sherlock is “dating” a woman, Janine 
(but it later turns out it was only for a case he investigates). Wishing to emphasize this relationship was a 
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lie and affirming Sherlock’s belonging to Watson, this fan producer edits clips from the show with a telling 
soundtrack: the song “he likes boys” by Simone Battle, the clip reading as Janine’s realization of  Sherlock’s 
love for John. Matching the song’s chorus, she compiles clips that are well known in the fandom for their 
easy reading as queer moments: the first dinner Holmes and Watson have together, them holding hands, 
John’s stag night (Fathallah 2015). This is only but one example of  the constant decoding and recoding fan 
produced content on Tumblr achieves to emphasize the desired relationship the fans have for the shows’ 
characters.

Media representations introduce “truth claims”, explicit or implicit, which, because of  their 
systematicity, shape the common perception of  what constitutes society and thus social and political issues 
(Couldry 2012).  The repetition of  normative representations excludes non-heterosexual, non-cisgender 
individuals from what is thought of  as making our society. Enlightening data recorded by journalist 
Heather Hogan on lesbian and bisexual characters on TV demonstrates this underlying homophobia on 
screen, arguing for instance than only 11% of  TV shows between 1976 and 2016 featured lesbian or 
bisexual characters (Hogan 2016)7. Queer representation online can therefore be read as aiming at fixing or 
challenging the erasure of  queer people from mainstream media. 

Therefore, I argue that the practice of  queer poaching by fan producers on Tumblr is a politically 
committed form of  intervention, aiming for more representation, and equating fan activity to online 
activism. Moreover, this intervention brings forth a new aspect of  fan labor: not only do fans provide added 
value to the original material, they actually are responding to a discriminatory imbalance in representations 
that is causing issues to the industry.

Fan Content outside Fandom
An important aspect of  both the Sherlock and The 100 fandoms is their presence outside of  the 

realm of  Tumblr. I would here like to emphasize how these Tumblr-based fandoms have invested rather 
mainstream spaces and have provoked reactions and involvement from the industry. From lead actors being 
asked their opinions on racy fanart, as Benedict Cumberbatch and Martin Freeman were on the set of  ‘The 
Late Show with Stephen Colbert” on December 2016 for instance, to memes from the Clexa fandom being 
picked on by mainstream media (Figg. 4 and 5)8, many examples show the new permeability between the 
fandom and the IRL (in real life) world.

 

Fig. 5 ClarkeGriffinTexts.tumblr.com, blog since deleted
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Fig. 6 dykerheights.tumblr.org, april 11 2017, 6966 reblogs

More importantly to this research, the shows’ producers themselves engage with the fan communities. 
If  Gatiss and Moffat mostly interacted with their audience through Twitter, The 100 also has a presence 
on Tumblr, with an official blog on the platform. Gatiss and Moffat have participated in a #AnswerTime, 
a sort of  Tumblr event where, during a limited amount of  time, the guests answer questions asked by 
Tumblr users. They have directly engaged with fan productions, providing information regarding the series 
to the renown Sherlockology blog, as well as notably appeared in fan videos9. This performance of  their 
persona as producers close to their fans has brought them a reputation of  fanboy auteurs (Hills 2012). The 
producers have recognized the phenomenon of  fan fiction and the queering of  their characters within 
the series. The first episode of  season three, “The Empty Hearse,” clearly exemplifies the way in which 
the industry acknowledges fan theories. The first minutes of  the episode summarize the last scenes of  
season two (which aired two years prior): Sherlock Holmes’s faked death by jumping from the top of  
St Bartholomew’s hospital. But soon new scenes are integrated in the infamous sequence, showing how 
Sherlock’s body was replaced with Moriarty’s–who had just shot himself–and Sherlock actually bungee 
jumped from the roof, and then passionately kissing Molly Hooper, the coroner and his love interest. 
After over three minutes of  this wild scenario, the scene cuts to Inspector Lestrade exclaiming “Bullocks!” 
revealing the crazy introduction to be the fantasy of  Anderson, a reoccurring secondary character most 
known for one of  the series’ most famous quote, “Shut up Anderson, you’re lowering the IQ of  the 
whole street.” Another scenario follows, this time presenting Sherlock’s faked death as a way to elope with 
Moriarty, his lover all along. This theory is revealed to be another of  Sherlock’s fan’s, a chubby girl seemingly 
embodying the stereotype of  the fangirl. Anderson then explains to her he founded this ‘club’, so that “like 
minded people could meet and discuss theory”–much like the activity of  a lot of  fans on Tumblr during 
the series’ hiatus. By integrating these depictions of  fans and fan theories, Sherlock’s producers wink at 
the community of  their followers, however, they maintain an ambiguous relationship by adopting a very 
mocking tone. This nod has been picked on by many fans, who sometimes very quickly guessed the opening 
to be “fan fiction,” as shown in various ‘reaction videos’ they uploaded online10. 

Queerbaiting and “Bury Your Gays”: Tropes, Performativity and Fan Activism

The important focus of  The 100 and Sherlock fandoms on queer readings of  the show is confronted 
in both cases to deception from the developments in their narrative: season 4 of  Sherlock does not see any 
evolution in the relationship between John and Sherlock and Lexa is abruptly killed in “Thirteen” (episode 
7, season 3). This sparked a growing discontent, crystallized around two tropes: queerbaiting and “Bury 
Your Gays”. Judith Fathallah defines ‘queerbaiting’ as:
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 a strategy by which writers and networks attempt to gain the attention of  queer viewers via hints, jokes, 
gestures, and symbolism suggesting a queer relationship between two characters, and then emphatically 
denying and laughing off  the possibility. Denial and mockery reinstate a heteronormative narrative that 

poses no danger of  offending mainstream viewers at the expense of  queer eyes (2015, 491). 

On the other hand, the “Bury Your Gays” trope refers to another recurring phenomenon in the 
representation of  queer characters on screens, that is, the statistical probability that a LGBT+ character will 
know a violent death, often deemed unnecessary in the narrative, the phenomenon particularly focusing on 
queer women. Besides the poor representation in terms of  sheer numbers I have mentioned earlier, Hogan 
(2016) pinpoints the discrimination lesbian and bisexual women are victims of  on TV from a qualitative 
point of  view as well. For instance, she argues that, in the minority of  shows featuring a queer female 
character, only 16% of  them result in a “happy end.”11

These issues of  representation are primarily narrative tropes, but they also involve the audience and 
the fans in a particular way. This essay will not linger on whether the queerbaiting in Sherlock is real or not 
nor on symbolical and sociological impacts of  Lexa’s death. Focusing on the character of  Moriarty, played 
by openly gay actor Andrew Scott, as embodiment of  the potentiality of  a gay relationship that haunts the 
entire show, Fathallah (2015) already brilliantly explores the issue of  queerbaiting and compellingly argues 
for the hidden conservatism of  Sherlock regarding its depiction of  masculinity and sexuality. The effects 
of  such lack of  representation and even manipulation of  the fans are crucial when looking at the young 
audience they might touch. I here bear in mind Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s plead for thinking queer studies 
as approaching issues that are capital to the survival of  queer youth, a particularly vulnerable community 
(2012). Acknowledging that these points are of  paramount importance in studying queerbaiting and the 
already substantial scholarship about it, I will rather develop on the significance of  these tropes for the fans, 
the media industry and the fan-producer relationship. 

Tropes and Community Building
To explore how both tropes I am focusing on are impacting the fan-producer relationship and 

highlighting fan’s agency, I will study first how the mobilization against them shapes the fan community 
itself. Fan studies, when looking at fan activity as resistance, has indeed often limited to an interpretative 
focus of  this creativity rather than an interactive understanding of  it (Jones 2014, 89). Studying fandoms 
on Tumblr highlights the interconnection between community building and resistance against two major 
tropes.

Parts of  the fandoms have indeed structured around the ideas of  queerbaiting and Bury Your Gays, 
highlighting important aspects of  fan identity and fandoms. Following Jenkins’ analysis, this essay has 
focused on the definition of  the fan through its activeness and outputs. However, the fan is also defined 
by its interaction with other fans, which become particularly important when studying fandoms. Jin-Shiow 
Chen notes that fandom is “a multicultural territory, where each fan community subscribes to its own 
unique media substances, values, and contexts.” (2007, 14) Chen’s conclusions bring forth the heterogeneity 
of  fandoms, focused around a show but also different “values” or readings they might assign to it. Indeed, 
fandom is structured around a system of  codes, conventions and practices (DeSouza 2013). An easy example 
of  these potential divergences within fandoms would be fan theories regarding the overarching story of  
a season for instance however, disagreements can also very much focus on the nature of  relationships 
between characters. Analyzing the tropes of  queerbaiting and Bury Your Gay and publicly standing against 
them in one’s blog has in fact become a coded social practice for the majority of  the Sherlock and The 100 
fandoms. It has redefined what being a fan means and what a fan should do to prove their belonging to 
the fandom. This obviously echoes TwelveClara’s blog post that I chose to introduce this article. They 
underlined not only the queerbaiting at stake in the character of  Quinn of  the show Glee but also the 
violence of  the exchange between “shippers”, fans of  the same show who nonetheless disagreed on their 
favorite pairing. Lewis posits that fandoms are a “product of  a hierarchical social system in which privilege 
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and value are accorded to only the few” (Lewis 1992). The fandom is not the equalitarian, democratic, 
anarchist place it so often claims to be but rather a locus of  fight for the most legitimate reading of  the 
shows it focuses on, where – in a bourdieusian reading – cultural and social capitals are actively sought and 
where adhering to the fight against producers and writers is of  the utmost importance. For instance, The 
100 fandom witnessed a schism between the remaining Clexa shippers and the Bellarke shippers, the fans 
rooting for the relationship between Clarke and Bellamy – a male character. In this opposition, it is even 
more important for a fan, in order to be legitimate in their position, to reasserts what part of  the fandom 
they identify with, as for instance Hakel-Dama is in the beginning of  this post. 

Fig. 6 hakel-dama.tumblr.org, feb 2 2017, 1,4057 

Studying the fandom as its own “imagined community” regulated by its own social conventions 
allows to understand the tropes as both identified by and formative of  the fandoms.  The multiplicity of  
platforms enabling this community building surrounding these TV show not only intensify the potential 
audience investment but also its volatility, and if  it is encouraged in some ways, it also sometimes goes 
against executive interests (Johnson 2007) 

Tropes and the Activist Fan
Not only do the tropes have a performative effect on the structure of  fandom, following Nordin’s 

conclusions about fans’ activism, I will argue that they also increase the political role of  the fan (Nordin 
2015). Slash - homosexual erotic fan fiction- and ships have been extensively studied. Mirna Cicioni for 
instance writes about slash’s “subversive potential”, analyzing this practice as a critique by women of  the 
issues of  power in heterosexual relationships (Cicioni 1998). Joseph Brennan argues that slashing procures 
at the same time pleasure, meaning and identity (1996). I would like to add to these approaches a more 
political, activist definition of  the queer readings of  fans. 

Fans’ agency is striking when looking at what fan production is used for. The importance of  the 
two tropes within the fandoms and how they prompt fans to raise against them is changing the purpose 
of  user-generated content. Prior studies argued that fans kept their creations to themselves (Fiske 1992) 

and would be uncomfortable with the circulation of  their production (Jenkins 2006). Constance Penley’s 
(1997) leading research on the matter and the following applications of  her arguments (Brennan 2014) 
have presented slashing and shipping as secret refuge for the fantasizing fan. These analyses, if  they remain 
true – for instance, many Tumblr users have spoken of  their dislike that Benedict Cumberbatch and Martin 
Freeman be shown their artwork without their consent– need to be nuanced in the case of  activism on 
Tumblr. Indeed, the fans may not want their productions to be directly taken out of  context and shown in 
public space, however, they want the message carried in their production to be heard and respected by the 
producers and writers. Many shippers and Tumblr users give to their work the dimension of  a proof, in the 
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case of  Sherlock for instance, that a relationship would not go against the ‘nature’ of  the show - a common 
argument from writers and or fans not supporting a ship (Scodari and Felder 2000). This constitutes a 
significant evolution from the traditional approach of  user-generated content and fans. Fans themselves 
recognize their fannish projects as political projects, for they aim at developing and valuing marginalized 
images in popular media (Busse and Lothian 2017). 

Not only is the appropriation and change in meaning of  fan production on Tumblr political for 
its depiction of  sexualities erased from the mainstream, but the fans’ wish to spread that queer reading to 
many, including the media industry, reaffirms the political potential of  their online activity. User-generated 
content provides pleasure and empowerment within the community, and engagement and activism, outside 
of  it. As stated by De Certeau, quoted in Jenkins (2007, 171), the text is “a cultural weapon; a private 
hunting reserve”. Fans appropriation of  a text they deem disrespectful of  their community and identity, as 
they occupy a position of  “cultural marginality and social weakness” (ibid., 28), appears as a strong political 
statement, one that they wish to bring forth to the industry, in hope for actual change.  

Facing a Wall: The Industry’s Take on Fan Activism

According to Jenkins, fans find themselves unable to influence the industry for they lack access to 
“means of  commercial cultural production” (Jenkins 2014, 171). The increasing significance of  fans’ online 
activity and content for the industry as well as their strong commitment to better representation for sexual 
minorities challenges this traditional defeatist view on fan’s weight in media production.

Interdependence of the Industry and Activist Fans
The mobilization of  Tumblr users and fan activists can have a tremendous impact on a show. 

Looking at The 100, ratings for the Season 4 premiere dropped 32% from the previous season where the 
character of  Lexa dies. Furthermore, in the day following Lexa’s death, the show’s creator Jason Rothenberg 
lost over 10,000 Twitter followers, and his followers continued to decrease in the following days and weeks 
(Deshler, 2017). Though this movement has not provoked too dire consequences for the show, which is still 
airing, the fans engagement around the Bury Your Gays trope clearly presented a threat on the producers. 

The definition of  queerbaiting by Fathallah raises different issues that I would like to further 
explore in relation to the media industry. Indeed, according to this definition, queerbaiting is characterized 
by the intentions of  the “writers and networks”. It thus posits the question of  the motivation behind 
queerbaiting. Toby Miller associates it to the appeal of  the “pink dollar” (2005, 115), in other words, the 
increased audience gained by appealing to a niche audience while still targeting a more mainstream one. 
I would like to suggest another one. Indeed, studies on fans and fandoms have highlighted that the fan 
is often a white heterosexual woman (Jenkins 2006). Knowing the industry acknowledgment of  the fan’s 
implications, I would in fact argue that queerbaiting may target queer audiences as much as it targets the 
fandoms - understood as a mostly straight community-, to profit from their involvement and stimulate the 
following and outputs of  an incredibly dedicated public. In other words, I argue that queerbaiting can be 
read as encouraging the fans’ free labor, providing the shows with free advertising, be it good or bad. De 
Souza presented the long hiatus in the production of  the Sherlock series (two years between season 2 and 
season 3, three years between season 3 and season 4), as a challenge for the fans who turned to creation, 
fan fiction etc., to maintain the community alive. In her words, “the fandom members have taken control, 
simply out of  sheer necessity of  perpetuation” (DeSouza 2013, 28). Building up on DeSouza’s argument 
I add that without this engagement, the series might not have been able to maintain such a level of  mass 
popularity, leaving several years between each season. The fans may have produced even more content to 
deal with the hiatus, and these productions were beneficial to the series as it sustained a strong community 
of  fans. The industry is therefore clearly dependent on the fans and the tropes appear as an ambiguous 
challenge: they not only attest a moral issue in the depiction of  minorities on screen and can anger fans, 
they are also fertile ground for a free workforce to build a strong and committed fanbase. 
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Maintained Hierarchy
In her PhD thesis, which focuses mainly on The 100 and “queer grief ”, Kira Deshler (2017) precisely 

reconstitutes the engagement of  the show runners with the fandom and their acknowledgement of  fans’ 
concerns regarding the Bury Your Gays trope, prior to airing the episode ‘Thirteen’ (season 3, episode 7). 
With a writer keeping an eye on popular fan and lesbian forums, the producers quickly reacted when the 
fans began worrying about Lexa’s future in the series. They therefore invited fans to join the cast on shoot 
in Vancouver for a day, where Lexa and Clarke’s relationship was strongly emphasized, as apparent in this 
tweet from Jason Rothenberg, executive producer of  The 100. 

Fig. 7 Jason Rothenberg, Twitter, February 3, 2016

However, a few weeks later aired the episode that triggered the fans’ ire. The producers’ involvement 
with their fans appears as a performance, a double-sided engagement carefully curated (Hellekson and 
Busse 2014).

Similarly, Sherlock has engaged with fans’ hopes in a transmedia fashion. Sherlock producers have 
created a pseudo-blog for John Watson to encourage fan discussion where they acknowledged the queer 
possibilities of  the show on numerous occasions (Lavigne 2012). Gatiss and Moffat seem to have made 
of  the homoerotic subtext of  Sherlock not only a homage to the work of  Conan Doyle but a tool to 
anchor the show in modernity. This strategy, though never publicly acknowledged, is picked up by many 
academic articles and often appears through the producers’ declarations. This acknowledgement is once 
again double sided. Indeed, the producers not only dismiss the potential for more than friendship between 
their characters, they also mock the fans who hope for it. The negative depiction of  fangirls in the show 
itself, and so on multiple instances (Kitty in “The Reichenbach Falls”, Anderson in “The Empty Hearse”) 
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indicates how the producers indulge in policing the fans’ involvement in the series. According to Derek 
Johnson, producers can “construct ‘acceptable’ fan activity by building critiques of  unruly fans directly 
into the text” (Johnson 2007, 294-295).  Defined as fans who “re-state the source material,” and respect 
the producers as having the final word on a show, Jenkins considers the affirmational fans as the producer-
“sanctioned fans” (Jenkins 2013). Hence, Moffat and Gatiss engaging with fandoms and even appearing 
in fan videos seem to be but another way they reaffirm what is the legitimate reading of  Sherlock and the 
legitimate way to be a fan. 

As pointed out by Collier, these denigrations of  the fans are also part of  the fans’ critique. 
She explains that when fans ask for particular developments in the narrative, they do not only look at 
the “canonical text” but also the “extra-textual word of  the producers”, resulting in the creation of  a 
“hyperdiegetic” world (2012, 4). These interactions between fans and producers can even lead to seemingly 
positive outcomes, since for instance in the case of  The 100, fans’ disappointment and outrage led to public 
apologies from the creator of  the show as well as different events. 

Indeed, if  fandom activity did not lead to a change in the content of  the shows, it is slowly disturbing 
the media industry‘s homeostatis. Following the outrage surrounding Lexa’s death in The 100, two important 
decisions took place. First, TV screenwriter gathered in signing the Clexa Pledge. Hosted on the website 
“LGBT Fans Deserved Better” and accompanied by a fundraiser for the Trevor Project, suicide helpline for 
LBGT youth – hence bringing what started as fan mobilization closer to traditional and legitimate means 
of  action – the pledge describes in seven points the revindications of  the fans (Carbone, n.d.). If  this 
pledge was indeed considered as a progression for LGBT+ representation on TV, following the work of  
organizations such as GLAAD (Gay and Lesbian Association Against Defamation) that focuses on issues 
of  representation in Hollywood, it has only been signed by 16 producers and writers, mostly at the time of  
its redaction, and has not been successful at spreading after that crisis moment. The Clexa phenomenon 
was also the starting point leading to the organization of  a convention for LGBT+ women in the media 
entertainment industry: Clexacon. The first event happened in Las Vegas in 2017 and two other ones are 
scheduled in 2018, in London as well as Las Vegas. According to their website, the conventions have a 
double objective: connect and empower. The organizers, who describe themselves as ‘fangirls’ in their 
interviews (ClexaCon – Interview with the Organizers 2017), planned the event in relation to the Clexa 
disappointment, as the first occurrence of  the convention happened on the one-year anniversary of  the 
episode ‘Thirteen’. In 2017, the convention gathered 2200 persons, according to Variety, who attended 
panels and meet and greets with various actors and creators of  LGBT+ friendly TV shows (Grey’s Anatomy, 
Wynona Earp, The L World, Steven Universe amongst many others) (Ryan 2017). 

Conclusions

Studying The 100 and Sherlock2 fandoms on Tumblr, this article presented the challenges fan activity 
and user generated content present for the media industry, in the specific context of  queer representation. 
These issues are increasingly studied by scholars, and I have heavily relied on many theses to produce this 
research, adopting a media management studies approach in order to underline the evolution of  fan activity 
away from its traditional theorization. Sometimes summarizing other aspects of  the topic, I have here 
presented how this specific fan activity and queer activism posit issues for the media industry and how this 
focus rejuvenates understandings of  fan communities and fan labor.  

 The 100 and Sherlock2 fandoms are important user generated content producers. This fan 
activity, theorized by Jenkins as “textual poaching”, is emphasized by the very structure of  the Tumblr 
website, blurring the delimitations between producers and consumers. Fan-produced content is defined 
by its emphasis on the queer aspects of  the shows. Moreover, fan activity has reached such an importance 
the media industry acknowledges and engages with it. As their own readings come into friction with the 
narratives of  the show they follow, fans have identified and spoken against two major tropes and topical 
issues of  the representation of  LGBT+ people on screens: Bury Your Gays and Queerbaiting. This 
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engagement shapes fandoms, gather fans around the same issue and redefine what being a fan means. 
Striving to make private readings public and recognized, the fans become activists, working against queer 
erasure in the media. This activity, considered free labor for it creates value to the industry, brings not only 
creative but also social value, as it aim at filling a gap in mainstream representations of  sexuality. However, 
the responses this engagement triggers from the industry often are disappointing to the fans. They in fact 
remain dominated and disciplined by the producers, who, even though aware of  their dependence to the 
fans and engaging in the discussion surrounding the representation of  LGBT+ people, still ultimately 
impose the legitimate reading and use of  their creation. If  the antagonism between fans and producers 
remains, the conversation on queer representation is growing in the media industry. Involvement of  lobbies 
such as the GLAAD (Gay and Lesbian Association Against Defamation) or the creation, following The 100 
outrage, of  the ClexaCon and the Writers Pledge demonstrate the burgeoning changes on this topic. 
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Introduction
Initially, recorded laughter was technically inseparable from a Radio or Television broadcast studio 

performance’s audio. It was sound emanating from a studio performance-present “live audience” that could 
not be isolated from the recording of  the audio/action of  the stage or studio performance. However, since 
the 1940’s, that has all changed. With developments in sound technologies audio engineers acquired the 
tools for assembling pre-recorded laughter. Accordingly, most broadcast audience laughter has been gen-
erated as its own track of  sound, and made separately from the source of  laughter. So, not only do we, as 
viewers of  a TV broadcast, not see the audience from which the laughter derives, but the accompanying 
laughter is never elicited at the very instance of  what gets performed. For all intents and purposes, the 
laughter of  a laugh track precedes the performance with which it is coupled. In effect, beyond the individ-
ually produced track, any pre-recorded laugh track is a part of  a vast reserve of  re-purposed and/or genera-
tive audience-based auditory responses. 

The focus of  this paper is to explore the laugh track by how it is constituted as a system productive 
of  already exhausted material. I build on current trends in film and media studies that bring focus to the 
relations between different media while attending to historically conditioned forms of  address. By paper’s 
end, I wish to add to these expansive lines of  inquiry and attendant methodologies by initiating how to 
engage particular media formations beyond the dominion of  coherentist and instrumentalist approaches. 
Opening up a path for examining the laugh track as an auto-generative archive, largely centred on the “Laff  
Box” as localized formation I seek to move analysis towards engaging the laugh track, as I characterize, as 
a perverse and paradoxical system of  archiving. 

By itself, the Laff  Box, a beacon of  invention in the history of  the modern laugh track, stands as a 
source of  intrigue. Created at the very end of  the 1940’s, its inventor Charley Douglass went to extraordin-
ary lengths to conceal both the re-generative workings of  his machine and the contents of  its production. 
The Laff  Box represents a fascinating period of  inventiveness in laugh track lore, but its treatment also 
indicates a more technical and media specific insight. At the very instance of  generating a simulation of  an 
idealized audience response the Laff  Box is also a compiling of  recorded and re-recorded or encoded and 
re-encoded, effectively always already, remediated data that constitutes a particular system of  archivation. 
Needless to say, no laugh track theorist has followed up on this—not much is actually written on the laugh 
track as a materio-mechanical formation. Thus, another approach is required to re-position the general dis-
cussion of  the laugh track from being predominantly analyzed as TV sitcom-action related phenomena to 
being an archive-authorized electronic artefact. 

Q
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To a large extent, Jonathan Sterne’s (2003) notion of  transduction will be provide entry for my ap-
proach to studying the laugh track conceived as a sound reproduction technology. In order to avoid “pre-
determin[ing] the history of  sound reproduction” by the “positing of  a transcendental subject of  hearing” 
Sterne attends to each sound technology as being unique transformative processes (21). Whether it is for 
television, radio, the changes in the phonograph or certain digital sound technologies, he considers each 
invention to operate by historically specific “logics” and particular material realities that have come to con-
stitute each format of  sound reproduction. What I take to be instructive is his concept of  history. He resists 
an inclination towards a generalized vision of  history governed by logics of  progress and succession. So, 
instead of  rationalizing the laugh track and Laff  Box, in particular, as being historical or part of  a larger on-
going project, I will attend to the transformative mechanisms of  its system. This is not to abstract a sound 
reproduction technology from the “flow of  the world.” Rather, it is to contend with how a cultural artifact 
may be integral to the material realities and detailed operations of  a cultural practice(s).

The laugh track is obviously a sound reproduction technology. However, shifting away from the 
discipline of  sound studies, we see its transformation as a so-called special effect is not only dictated by 
inventions in sound technology particular to radio or television. As stated above, the laugh track is influ-
enced by other seemingly non-sound based processes that make it into its own material registry, or archive. 
With that said, the laugh track archives sounds/voices but it is not a sound archive per se. It is neither overt-
ly conceived nor developed within the standard preservationist strictures of  sound archive protocol and 
procedure. Accordingly, appropriate to a contemporary analytic about the archive, I draw from the work 
of  media archaeologist Wolfgang Ernst (2012), and, to some extent, the media theorist Friedrich Kittler 
(1999). By their approaches, somewhat akin to Sterne’s approach, we may explore how media formations 
are artifacts emerging from distinct material and technological conditions. Specifically, we may examine 
the laugh track assemblages as temporal configurations, storage mechanisms and calculations for forms of  
visceral effusion. 

However, given that I ultimately conceive of  the laugh track as a paradoxical formation, my analysis 
actually sets the stage for a confrontation. As such, I broaden my analysis of  the laugh track media forma-
tion by introducing key conceptual challenges to Ernst’s media archaeology present in the work of  media 
anarchaeologist Siegfried Zielinski (2006). Zielinski’s anarchaeology runs appositional to Ernst’s analysis. 
Zielinski resists the form and force of  the discursive regimen of  media archaeology. Thought broadly, he 
sees past Kittler and Ernst’s potent interpretations of  influential 20th century thinkers like Martin Heideg-
ger (1977) and Claude Shannon (1948) that provide the grounds for their technodeterminist approaches 
to media. Conversely, Zielinski’s work reminds us of  the play inherent in Shannon’s love of  puzzle-making 
and puzzle-solving and of  Heidegger’s recasting of  techne within the incalulable existentiel to and fro of  con-
cealing and revealing. Zielinski gets us to consider what is often assumed as useless and yet haunts media 
archaeological regimes. In kind, I thereby look to engage the laugh track media formation in terms of  what 
an archive does not and cannot contain. Ultimately, inspired by Zielinski, we may thus, in turn, develop 
lesser-circumscribed new discourses on media that illuminate the indeterminate and/or paradoxical nature 
of  technological systems. 

Nuts and Bolts of  the Laugh Track

Broadcast industry expressions like “canned,” “sweetening,” or even “de-sweetening” are typically used 
to refer to either the form of  production or the effect that simulates and/or augments the reaction of  a 
live audience when mixed with laughter. “Canned” denotes a generic quality, often carrying the stigma of  
pejorative expressions such as “inauthentic,” “stock,” “hackneyed,” and “trite.” However, when technically 
considered, canned also refers to the typical form or standard for a broadcast-produced component, which 
may be used in varying contexts and can have vast distribution amongst broadcast productions worldwide. 
And, although “canned laughter” may simulate the supposed spontaneous and immediate reactions of  an 
audience (chortling, giggling, guffawing during a comic routine), as touched on above, this pre-recorded 
accompaniment often lacks any temporal and material connection to the source of  humor to which it ultim-
ately gets associated. To these ends, cultural theorist Rose Kohn Goldsen (1977) asserts, 
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The audiences that produced the roars, titters, and chuckles of  the canned laugh tracks these shows splice 
into their tapes, the gags that set them off, the actors delivering the lines, the shows themselves—have all 
long since passed on, many of  them dead and buried literally as well as figuratively. But the laughter they 
produced or elicited has been immortalized electronically and is used over and over in shows distributed 
throughout the nation, throughout the world (68-69).  

However dispersive and isolable tracks and components of  track assemblage are, the production 
of  these physically distinct laughter encoded rolls, discs and hard-drives bare the traces (tracks and traits) 
of  canned laughter historically organized and generated by laugh machines that date back to shortly after 
the second World War. Two well-known versions of  these machines are the “Jayo Laugher” and the Laff  
Box, the latter of  which will be a focus of  my analysis (as a system of  archivation). In the early 1950’s the 
Laff  Box became the industry standard. As mentioned above, the machine was invented by CBS sound 
engineer Charley Douglass. It was approximately ten times the size of  the squat six-buttoned box console 
Jayo Laugher.1 Its cabinetry, when its doors are open, reveals an elongated typewriter comprised of  thirty 
two keys along with an organ-like foot-pedal. These are connected (through a system of  key triggered rod 
and pulley-activated interchangeable spools) by varying lengths of  audiotape which retain over 320 pre-re-
corded laughs (ten separate laughs on each of  the thirty two tape-loops). The individuated laughs, with tape 
locations sourced by accompanying written registry of  descriptions, provided the Laff  Box technician with 
what ostensibly was an infinite number of  combinations for generating a requisite pre-recorded laugh track. 

Fig. 1 The Laff  Box and the Jayo Laugher2

Within the greater broadcast production apparatus, the Laff  Box effectively stored and generated 
an expanding store of  laughter by the seemingly always-proliferating tracks that, in fact, are still being 
dispersed throughout the broadcast world. In this way, the Laff  Box represents a prototype digital archive 
medium for which the pieces/bits of  data comprise an expanding memory aid apparatus. A labyrinth unto 
its own, to which we will return in coming sections.

Laugh Track as Discursive Function

Literature specific to the laugh track often either relies on or assumes laughter’s ineffable potency assigned 
by certain 20th century philosophers. In spite of  populist characterizations as a universal language, laughter is 
analyzed for its non-linguistic or extra-discursive impact. Laughter has been theorized by philosopher Henri 
Bergson (2008) as a relief  mechanism in the socialization process. Conversely, laughter has been declared 
by Georges Bataille (2014) as a non-productive and radically sovereign expenditure that is neither reducible 
to a communicative act nor reinforcing of  a social order. For both Bergson and Bataille, laughter is thought 
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more in terms of  a bodily gesture than within the determinations of  spoken language. It is considered a 
rupture to the economy of  rules governing discursive practices. Manifest as spasms, both auditory and 
bodily, laughter is thus felt as independent of  and even as a violation of  reason and regulated behaviour. In-
fluenced by either Bergson or Bataille (at least within the Humanities), laughter, as the mechanical auditory 
construct of  the broadcast industry’s regime of  production, is thus seen as a mischievous force. 

At the same time, laughter is a fake feature of  entertainment while also a representation of  an 
implicit unspeakable viscerality, a catalyst that is “seriously” felt as integral to the human experience. The 
laugh track is thus viewed askance. It is often considered as having questionable import for and impact on 
the broadcast experience. Along these lines, from the the Bloomsbury Dictionary of  Media and Communication 
(2012), we find a somewhat pejorative account: 

It [canned laughter] functions as a stimulus to audience laughter with the hint that all of  us listening or 
watching are findin the programme funny. There is no room on the laugh track for the dissenting sounds of  
those who wish to express a contrary view (154). 

Within the hierarchy of  cultural knowledge, the laugh track is designated a supplement. The laugh 
track, regardless of  being established within the practices of  broadcast production, is seen to violate rep-
utable productivity by standards of  verisimilitude and authentic communication. In this respect, the laugh 
track is understood as a manipulative by-product of  the broadcast industry.3 Likewise, cultural theorist 
Slovoj Žižek (2005) reads our relationship to the laugh track framed in Lacanian psychoanalytic terms. In 
his obituary for the Laff  Box creator Charley Douglass he declares that the laugh track deprives the sit-
com viewer of  their own “passive” enjoyment. For Žižek the sitcom presentation, in laughing for the TV 
viewer, creates a lack within one’s so-called “authentic experience.” Governed by the machinations of  the 
contemporary capitalist order, the laugh track serves to fill our individual processes of  reception with an 
unrelenting busyness. By Žižek’s account, the laugh track represents a form of  organized relief  designed to 
give a consumer-based directive to what may have otherwise been lived out as our own idle time. Entirely 
artificial in kind, it executes a sinister objective to condition an audience response. Apart from Žižek, for 
various other media critics, the laugh track underscores and masks the broadcast industry’s insecurities and 
greedy designs on profits. Readily dismissed as an instrument within an industry’s productive process, it is a 
baldly deceptive tool for the representation of  an idealized audience. In this way, we restrict understanding 
the laugh track as a derided form of  expression within the domain of  cultural knowledge. It is a “thing” 
of  knowledge that merely relays a truth about the character and quality of  a particular ideologically-driven 
broadcast experience. 

On the surface, recently certain liveness-based theorists appear to have shifted analysis of  the laugh 
track to a less disparaging form of  observation. Television and media theorists like Inger-Lise Kalviknes 
Bore (2011) focus on certain instances of  a designed purpose for and actual reception of  a laugh track. Kal-
viknes Bore, in particular, focuses her research in the creative decisions or intentions of  an industry prac-
tice. That is, given the industry-research metric-guided conceptualization of  a TV program’s target-audi-
ence, she asks what the particular use of  a given laugh track means in context.  Beyond industry goals, 
Kalviknes Bore situates her research within the broader discussion of  television’s capacity for creating a 
sense of  liveness, specifically for how the human voice has resonance with audiences:

Within the context of  this wider critical debate [technological immediacy of  television and authentic por-
trayal of  reality], the continued use of  the laugh track in recorded TV comedy can be seen as an attempt to 
maintain a sense of  liveness in prerecorded comedy in order both to “borrow” some of  the cultural prestige 
associated with live television and to retain the sense of  communal laughter traditionally associated with 
popular comedy (25).

For Kalviknes Bore the laugh track has a specific or “intended” role in mediating between industry 
and audience. She specifies the nature of  this role:
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The laugh track can be seen to have two key functions. One of  these is to offer individual viewers a sense 
that “we” are all watching and laughing at the program together, as a collective audience…A second, related 
function of  the laugh track is to ensure that the comedy feels like a “safe” space where it is okay to laugh at 
people’s misfortunes or transgressions (24).

Analyses of  the laugh track centred on liveness and the voice as potent for conveyors of  collective feeling 

are important for understanding forms of  contemporary performance and spectatorship. However, what I 
wish to point out is that buried within the main objective of  Kalviknes Bore’s particular audience-reception 
study is the common but rather critical move to appoint the laugh track as neutral-appearing (technological) 

“device.”  It is thus presumed to be operative for a communicative comedic process that conveys “intent” 
for the broadcast experience. Put another way, this form of  analysis, though designed to question whether 
or not laugh tracks are effective, relies on a certain prejudice within media studies. It institutes comedic 
content as conjoined with a technology thought of  only as a mediating function. We see the laugh track 
is simply thought formulaically. It is just another instance of  a mediating component mythically bridging 
the universal communicative divide between sender and receiver or source-of-word meant for an intended 
listener. In this manner, studies on the laugh track are set within and shaped by a notion of  “the techno-

logical” as locale for a kind of  lexical resource (the common expressions being: device, effects, function). 
It is host that systematically signals the systematicity of  mediatic relations and actions. We hereby assume the 

laugh track—neutral in kind but readily ascribable as particular function—to be a “device”  that gives the 

theorist leverage, even poignancy, for explaining conditions, formations as well as the transformations that 
occur within what has been generalized as the current identifiable (and seemingly unified) social practice 
of  making comedy. 

To be sure, not all laugh track theorists align with Bloomsbury’s pejorative definition nor assume 
the laugh track as device productive of  information within an instrumentalist model of  communication. 
Media/sound theorist Jacob Smith (2005, 2008) and digital humanist Jeff  Scheible (2015) bring needed 
focus to the materialist registries of  the laugh track, specifically in terms of  sound and inscription. Smith, 
in his book Vocal Tracks: Performance and Sound Media (2008), provides a historically detailed and class-savvy 
account of  our relation to particular voice and sound technologies wherein laughter, among other human 
vocal emissions, was deployed as strategy to put the listener at ease with the likely foreign-to-the-ear speech 
reproduction machines. Smith gets us to research the laugh track’s origins beyond the historical develop-
ment of  radio and television. Still, although Smith directs our attention to sound reproduction technologies 
as the materialization of  auditory emissions, his broader objective is to make sense of  the connective tissue 
between human vocal performance and machines. He inscribes the human into the making of  the technologic-
al—a machine’s history is dependent on the unfurling of  a social or humanist trajectory. 

In direct contrast to Smith, Scheible (2015) analyzes the laugh track textually. Scheible “reads” the 
laugh track as suggestive of  an anxiety over conveying meaning. He notes that the laugh track often, within 
the written registry of  industry script-form, appears in brackets. It takes form inaudibly, concealing textual 
inadequacies or meanings of  a TV script that are not and cannot be heard. However, learning from sound 
theorist Jonathan Sterne (2003) we identify a certain prejudice lurking within both Smith’s and Scheible’s 
analyses. In the end, their analyses of  the materialist registries of  the laugh track lead us to problems similar 
to those exposed above. Both these stories of  media play off  of  and indirectly reinforce the discipline of  
sound studies’ theoretical “mainframe.” As Sterne points out, it is a discipline organized by the two oppos-
ing philosophical camps, oral and graphic/written. Again, we see the laugh track is simply understood by how 
it and for what it functions. The laugh track is readily assigned the status of  a mechanism for performing 
and doing something to then be analyzed within a productive frame of, in this instance, sound theory. How-
ever, I argue that in its presumed transparency as a function within a productive apparatus, the laugh track’s 
culturally rationalized technicity actually serves to mark our deafness, perhaps even dumbness, towards its 
material history as a media formation. The very absorption of  the laugh track within the positivist frame of  
a media knowledge production apparatus is not simply due to a theoretical blind spot amongst cultural hist-
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ory biased media theorists. Rather, the readable cultural play of  a laughter-producing device is implicitly but 
necessarily marked against an assumed category of  nonknowledge. This category represents the incompre-
hensibly monotonous mechanical operation for generating sounds of  laughter. As such, this “mechanical 
operation” that holds place for a productive nonknowledge apparently never needs to be examined. In this 
sense, the laugh track is readily relegated to being a technical intervention in service of  a generalized desire. 
It is a base formation at the margins of  the cultural historian’s knowledge production process. Effectively, 
a line is drawn at the laugh track’s brute mechanicality. 

Fortunately, Sterne provides more than critique of  an approach to the discipline of  sound theory. 
As touched on earlier, he gives us insight into approaching the history of  media technologies by their own 
transformative processes. In this respect, Sterne attempts to steer sound studies, at least those studies fo-
cused on the history of  reproduced sound, away from the metaphysical ideal of  authenticity, fixed truths 
governing audition, or a disguised logo-centrism. By his analytic, notions of  authenticity are contingent. 
They are predicated on the always in flux transformativity of  recording machines. Thus, the so-called real 
of  our cultural experience and practice is conditioned by machines as being amongst more machines. Sterne 
writes,

This history of  sound begins by positing sound, hearing, and listening as historical problems rather than 
as constants on which to build a history. So let us take a ride on Ockham’s razor and work from a simpler 
definition of  sound-reproduction, one that does not require us to posit a transcendental subject of  hearing: 
modern technologies of  sound-reproduction use devices called transducers, which turn sound into something 
else and that something else back into sound. My definition is certainly reductive and incomplete, but it is a 
very instructive reduction. It offers us a useful starting point for a history of  sound reproduction, especially 
for a history that will proceed analytically rather than chronologically. Even though transducers operate on a 
very simple set of  physical principles, they are also cultural artifacts (2003, 22).

Sterne approaches sounds studies independently of  an opposition between the listening subject 
and sound technology. He engages sound reproduction technologies by the measure of  their own terms or, 
rather, what they do practically. Sterne’s medium-centred research represents a significant departure from 
commitments to sound as a subject-centred historical phenomenon. He circumvents the chronos-based 
thesis that projects an inherent human-registry-mechanism, such as we see with Smith’s account of  the 
laugh track, onto the operation and transformation of  machines. Instead, proceeding analytically rather 
than chronologically, we attend to the conditions supporting the material transformation of  sounds into 
other forms of  sound. 

To go forward, I extend the terms for analyzing and researching the specific “re-productiveness” 
of  the laugh track. I believe Sterne’s conception of  the sound technologies is furthered through the media 
archaeologist’s technologically-centred approach to media. Ultimately, as I have been staging, we have no 
grounds for asserting that the laugh track is a mere tool of  a broader system. Certainly, it is a part of  one. 
However, subsuming it within a cause/effect analysis ignores how the laugh track may be generative, not 
only of  more laugh track but, of  the very system it operates within. As media archaeologist Jussi Parikka 
observes: “we do not so much have media as we are media and of  media” (2010, xxvii). Media, by various 
processes of  so-called inquiry and knowledge production, are further activated as methods of  description 
and formulation that, in effect, generate more apparatuses. Thereby, any system of  knowledge is deter-
mined by discourses that are actually by-products of  the workings of  technology. Media theorist Friedrich 
Kittler makes this point rather acutely: “Once technological media guarantee the similarity of  the dead to 
stored data by turning them into the latter’s mechanical product, the boundaries of  the body, death and lust, 
leave the most indelible traces” (1999, 55). In effect, it is the machinery that authorizes and “guarantees” 
how the past will survive. More specifically, we are confronted by material registries determining how and 
what we relate to as the past and present. For Kittler, it is not simply that the seemingly incorruptible prox-
imity between times now and before has been greatly lessened. More to the point, the very means for do-
ing so, an archivo-electro-mechanicality, engages the particulars of  the past as mediality-specific governed 
objects. The past is thus represented within an always-in-the-present matrix of  reproducibility (be it by a 
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phonograph or by filming apparatus).4 In parallel with Kittler’s claim that the developments in data storage 
foster new articulations of  our relations with bodies and objects, I contend the laugh track to be an archival 
system that negotiates past vocal effusions as a mechanicalized future occurrence. Its stored assemblages 
of  dissociated source-indeterminate laughter have helped re-position affects of  immediacy as products of  
an external time metric. In other words, we may explore the laugh track as its own transformative process, 
or as Sterne proposes, by “proceed(ing) analytically.” Accordingly, in the next section, I turn to media ar-
chaeology as method for exploring how media formations like the laugh track are artifacts that emerge from 
distinct material and cultural conditions. 

 

Into the Archive: The Laugh Track as a Non-Discursive Media Formation 

In its early assembly, “canned laughter” was spliced together on quarter inch audiotape glued to a 
large wooden wheel. The first known instances from which laugh tracks were devised actually come from 
when recorded laughter itself became an object of  fascination to radio programme producers. Prior to 1949, 

laughter was, among other auditory gestures such as clapping and cheering, just another indicator of  the 
live studio audience. However, during an off-colour routine for a radio show at ABC Studios in Hollywood, 
the studio audience’s overly-exuberant response changed that.5 Though the stage material broke with com-

munity standards and could not be broadcast, producers (Bing Crosby in particular) saw potential in the 
accompanying and, in this instance, “stand-alone” recorded laughter. This put in motion the specific extrac-

tion and salvaging procedures that shortly thereafter led directly to the invention of  the abovementioned 

Laff  Box.
An obvious pragmatic gain for the broadcast industry’s switch to a system of  pre-recorded laugh-

ter was that instead of  relying on the pell-mell regulatory regime of  cue cards for prompting an audience 
to “laugh” or “cheer” or “applaud,” pre-recorded laugh tracks enabled TV and radio producers to place 
audience response under their discretion and control. Thereby, pre-recorded laugh tracks could be better 
regulated for conveying what studio producers imagined as the appropriate audience auditory reaction or 
immediate visceral reception of  a comedic action or routine. Most mechanically, in a chain reaction, the 
recorded laughter would then likely trigger a similar response in the broadcast audience. With that said, 
on the face of  things, extraction and salvaging appear as the primary acts for mechanically manufacturing 
laughter—that is, for making laughter into a stored, manipulable and isolated response. However, editing 
and saving techniques only reinforce the laugh track as a form of  reserve. In one sense, the actual materials 
salvaged contain a registry of  attributes. They are their own reserve of  qualities that precede the technical 
procedures for mechanical assembly and ordering. In effect, the recorded laughs come to the sound en-
gineer as spent and tested production mechanisms. They are pre-packaged quanta of  (vocal) effusion. The 
Laff  Box, for example, is a reserve constituted by its collection of  pre-calibrated (thus already reserved) 
equations of  culture’s viscera. However, in another sense, in terms of  an archival formation, the Laff  Box, 
though its retrieval techniques are productive in configuring more group laughs, is already destined to be 
reproductive. Obviously, this is quite unlike the classical archive that preserves the discrete and unique 
particulars of  an entity’s fonds. Further, caution over formulating the nature of  this archival formation is 
needed. Charley Douglass’ laugh machine is really only crudely understood if  thought as system-host to 
precedent assembly mechanisms. Here, Ernst provides some crucial insight: 

In media-archaeological awareness, this recording [an early wax cylinder recording of  any given song] pri-
marily memorizes the noise of  the wax cylinder itself—which is a different kind of  “archive,” not cultur-
al-historical but cultural-technological, a different kind of  information about the real (2011, 250).

Ernst identifies the media object—a wax pressing from yesteryear—as an “archive.” It houses a 
memory available for not only formulating historical accounts of  a culture, but of  a culture’s technological 
past. Placing the archive in quotes, he elaborates on his divergent interpretation. The recording is “a differ-
ent kind of  archive” from the traditional archive. This is because as technologically contrived memory, the 
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medium possesses certain attributes that, apart from the conveyance of  information (e.g. a message in song 
form), organize our experience and/or “information about the real.” Effectively, like Kittler, Ernst seeks 
to explore the very technological conditions (its terms and rules) for content coming into being. As with 
Sterne, Ernst’s approach is entirely analytical. His archaeological method avoids a human-biased narrative, 
independent of  human subjectivity and universal temporal frameworks for story-telling. Very focused on a 
medium’s attributes, Ernst initiates a highly detailed engagement with, by their different modes of  quantifi-
cation, the rules particular to these kinds of  systems. Developing on Kittler’s observations concerning how 
data storage systems mediate our experience with the past, Ernst brings focus to contemporary databases 
as discrete and dynamic temporal media formations. He shows how archives are preeminent for under-
standing media. Apart from serving as an historical aid to memory, archives are to be examined as distinct 
sets of  rules and practices for data storage. Likewise, I will now look to explore regulatory mechanisms 
that authorize and organize the laugh track, and specifically the Laff  Box, as an archival formation. These 
mechanisms are revealed by decisions and practices that, often without forethought, simply maintain regi-
mens of  production. The actual memory the archive has is then not only to be thought in terms of  what 
it contains, but in terms of  what it does by its appropriative mechanisms for maintaining information as 
“data,” for how they execute storage. 

Just prior to the invention of  the Laff  Box, although mechanical ingenuity may have been largely 
attributable to technicians, the broadcast industry’s “creative types” had a significant impact on advancing 
the laugh track. Famous American singer and actor Harry Lillis “Bing” Crosby was instrumental for his 
monetary investments and innovations in broadcast production techniques. He prompted the transition 

from recording on electrical transcription discs to the more edit-friendly reel-to-reel tape recording tech-

nology. Crosby recognized the potential of  tape recording as a time-saving measure. Exploiting the early 

Magnetophon tape machine’s editing capability, he limited each of  his studio performances to “one-offs.” Ac-

cordingly, without the demands of  a repeat performance, a show’s recording was re-broadcast, in the desig-

nated evening timeslots, to audiences in other time-zones. This is where media archaeology can be most 
prescient. It helps to bring focus to the conditions and processes by which media formations come to sort, 
order, and calculate as they do. As Ernst explains, “The archaeological gaze (‘theory,’ in the ancient sense 
of  insight) is such a way of  looking at media objects: enumerative rather than narrative, descriptive rather 
than discursive, infrastructural rather than sociological, taking numbers into account instead of  just letters 

and images” (2011, 251). Specific to the development of  the laugh track, here framed within the temporal 
economy of  radio broadcast scheduling, Crosby was the first to put the laugh track to use as “audio-fill.” It 
stood in for lost time generated from those segments of  a performance in which there were miscues that 
needed to be edited out. The laughs ensured a full thirty minutes of  air-time was met. So, although laugh-

ter simulated the “live” response Crosby felt appropriate for his gags, it also served a pragmatic function. 

Certainly, the laugh track contributed to a show’s overall entertainment affect. However, it is also significant as 
an auditory cover-up. To solve an industry-generated timing problem it was deployed as, in the form of  a 
quantized extra-discursive grammar of  vocal punctuations, a reserve of  timing mechanisms. As much as 

it could be used for its content the laugh track was thus put in circulation for the particular measurable at-
tributes of  its objectness. In effect, Crosby was thinking about media not only for what it is designed to do 
but for its generative capabilities. The laugh track was something other than a content resource of  laughs. 
 Since Crosby’s innovation, many in the TV broadcast industry have considered the laugh track an 
unnecessary technical intervenion. One of  the most famous instances highlighting the tension concerning 
the use of  laugh tracks is the well-publicized quarrel between directors and producers of  the enormously 
popular 1970’s American television series M*A*S*H. Set within the 1950s Korean War, M*A*S*H fol-

lowed the daily challenges facing a “crack team” of  doctors deployed in the heart of  enemy territory. Al-
though the actual social and political context for M*A*S*H had much gravitas for the American public—it 

was an allegory for American military involvement in the then ongoing Vietnam War—it was not strictly a 
drama. The script was peppered with comedic lines and antics. For its time, the broadcast industry and crit-
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ics considered the series a watershed moment for TV. Its themes often explored identity, sexuality, ethnicity, 
religious beliefs, and other contentious social formations. M*A*S*H’s creator and writer Larry Gelbart was 
obligated by the network to use a laugh track. Gelbart was clearly opposed to this, but the executives, citing 
their impact on test audiences, deemed laugh tracks necessary for maintaining high ratings (Gitlin 1983, 33). 
Ratings aside, Gelbart felt his creation was cheapened:

Our most notable loss was on the matter of  the laugh track. CBS would never let us do away with it no mat-
ter what other compromises they were willing to make. So there it is, on almost every episode, a recording of  
people guffawing at material they never heard, a good many of  them long dead. The only thing I ever learned 
from the track was that while I can’t be sure of  life, we all have a chance at a laugh after death (Gelbart Papers, 
Online Archive of  California, Box 36, Folder 5, 2).

From a cultural history perspective, the gravity of  the subject matter and experience of  20th century 

warfare was trivialized. The laugh track was just another way for sanitizing both art and social commentary. 
Ultimately, a vacant gesture cobbled together from a cluster of  voices of  those well-disconnected, even by 
death, laugh tracks reinforced commercialized entertainment objectives. However, from a media archaeo-

logical perspective, the affects of  Gelbart’s rejection indicate more than a rhetorical ploy. In the above 
quote, Gelbart registers the laugh track as reserve. It keeps alive the possibility of  laughing in the future well 
after one is dead. The laugh track’s crime is that it has already condemned a sense of  what is present and 
vital to a past that is preserved for times yet to come. For the creator of  M*A*S*H, it was not that laughter 
was inappropriate so much as it was, by an external mediating agent of  time, removed from the immediacy 
of  production. Gelbart’s assertion represents a valuable instance in which the laugh track is glimpsed as 
an archivo-mechanical formation. Laughs are temporalized through an immortalizing mechanism. In this 
respect, we may engage the laugh track for how it is a temporo-quantificatory recipe for making a perma-

nent record. Specifically, it is an always-transforming process in which the laugh-track-producing machine 
maintains its own uniqueness by actually making laughter, whether grouped or individuated, generic. Con-

sidered another way, what the laugh track produces is always the remaking of  laughter as reproducible yet 
again. In short, receiving its authority from precedent and ongoing regimes of  imitation, the laugh machine 
inexhaustibly replicates the already-exhausted in the making of  its registry of  exhaustion.

Conclusion: Glimpsing the anArchive 

I have been arguing for an alternative approach to media that challenges the dismissive but product-
ive conception of  the machine, implicit in standard coherentist and/or instrumentalist accounts of  media 
history, as non-knowledge abyss. Along these lines, I have greatly benefitted from the materialist approach to 
media by Wolfgang Ernst. However, as indicated earlier, Ernst is of  little help for exploring the laugh track 
as a paradoxical formation. Thus, to conclude and open up for future discussions, I will provide space to 
Siegfried Zielinski’s (2006) idea of  anarchaeology. Like Ernst, Zielinski rejects the idea that history can be 
reduced to tidy narratives. As well as Ernst, he develops techniques to describe media formations by their 
particular materiality as discrete temporal regimes. However, unlike Ernst, Zielinski challenges the author-
ity of  the archival record. He is very suspicious of  the general frame by which Ernst presumes an arche or 

origin such that the archive is seen as preeminent in prescribing the source of  what may come into being as 
media. If  anything, as Zielinski (2006, 258) tells us, media formations, including supportive materials (i.e., 
documents deemed particular to an invention) as well as archives themselves, are at best indicators of  what 
may not be contained in a record, but still part of  the process of  invention. For Zielinski, non-realized, 
non-working media are still, in some fashion, of media history and more importantly are of, in some way or 
another, the general processes of  making and inventing. In effect, if  Ernst would lead us to focus on the 
operations of  the laugh track in terms of  quantifiable, future-making auto-generative instances, Zielinski 
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would get us to reconsider its very form of  generativity. Zielinski (2006, 259) thus opens our analytic onto 
an un-economy of  inventive forces that expands the study of  media beyond measuring how they are gen-

erated and generative. This, in turn, radically recasts the abovementioned observation by Parikka as to how 

we are and of media. If  anything what we learn is that a technological invention reflects what eludes control 
and use, including the inventive process itself. Accordingly, we are thus prompted to broaden our under-
standing of  ways to approach media and, by extension, the mechanics of  the laugh track archive. 

Although I have examined the laugh track as an auto-generative formation the laugh track archive is 
not to be abstracted from its distinct history and, specifically, its form of  preservation. It is not only an al-
ways-proliferating storage system of  mechanical assemblage. The laugh track would not be the reserve it is, 
it would not preserve as it does, were it not for Charley Douglass’ fanatical secrecy (Pratt 2003, interview). 
Apart from playing up its mystique as a system of  illusion the Laff  Box was the broadcast industry’s official 
mechanism that consigned laughter to its institution’s confines. In one sense, the Laff  Box helped to sys-
tematically re-inscribe the value of  “spontaneous” visceral response for the broadcast experience. In a more 
significant sense however, the Laff  Box, beyond a preservationist rationale for aiding memory and access to 
past tracks, kept containment and control of  laughs as technically readied for communication. As a system 
of  calculation and accrual, the Laff  Box thwarted potential ill-timed, ill-toned, and inappropriate excessive 
vocalizing. The Laff  Box tamed laughter—it was order in a box. Against the threat of  perceived unruly 
audience effusion—presumably an incommunicable anarchivo-LaffBox—the Laff  Box offered predictability 
and direction to the broadcast experience. Far from being a binary opposite to media archaeology, Zielin-
ski’s (2010, lecture) media anarchaeology here prompts thinking about what secrets the laugh track archival 
system might hold. Boiling things down, we may say that the laugh track’s potential is always delayed time 
(the immediacy of  laughter is re-stored/held as a calculus). It represents, and discretely re-presents as arte-
fact, the potential of  the immediate. However, as quantifiable repetitive form the laugh track also unavoid-
ably guts laughter of  its guts, its potency. Accordingly, this moment of  gutting and cutting (exhibited by the 
timing element of  mechanisms of  assemblage) is not just a productive act of  the editor. Assemblage and 
editing also represents what is severed from production. These actions represent the irrevocable delayed 
force of  laughter. In step with Zielinski’s analysis, this eviscerated laughter is a secreted element within the 
laugh machine invention. It is the anarchive of  and within the laugh track archive. To wit, this other laugh of  
the laugh track is a hidden registry that eludes the gaze of  the media archaeologist. It cannot be measured 
as a frequency and as having a temporo-modulated pulse. In a nutshell, the void that is and of the laugh track 
archive is a laugh that can never be quantified.

Generally speaking, I have been arguing that media systems carry traits that actually confound their 
design. Readily identifiable concepts, mechanisms, techniques, and mathematics of  invention hold poten-
tial for a deviancy from planned outcomes. Within the workings of  a system, there are un-specifiable and 
unproductive elements. For a lot of  things, this point appears trivial as long as a system achieves its planned 
outcome. However, this is in effect how the laugh track is constituted as an archival system. The laugh track 
is, as system of  registry, a formation of  confounded planning that has formed through a precedent repeti-
tion. To be sure, I am not commenting on the audio technician’s poor archival skills. Rather, the laugh track 
confounds the logic of  progression. It is an archival formation that expands its domain of  production by 
already being an artefact of  itself, that is, by its having already been spent.6 Paradoxically, its repetition pre-
cedes its formation for being an archive—for what permits the laughter of  the laugh track to be repeated.
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Endnotes

1  The Jayo Laugher was put into service in the TV show I Love Lucy by legendary producer Jess Oppenheimer. 
In 1953 Charley Douglass and Oppenheimer were locked in a patent dispute over invention rights for the laugh ma-
chine, which Douglass eventually won. 
2  The Laff  Box positioned behind the Jayo Laugher. Article from Scoop, http://scoop.diamondgalleries.
com/Home/4/1/73/1014?articleID=109948 (accessed February 8, 2018).
3  Ironically, the industry is the standard-bearer of  realism.
4  See Wolfgang Ernst’s essay “Media Archaeography: Method and Machine versus History and Narrative of  
Media” (2011) for the idea of  the past as form of  delayed presence.
5   Show number 93, broadcast February 16, 1949. See Lionel Pairpoint’s Bing Crosby’s Philco Radio Time 

(2000).
6  In effect, the laugh track’s archivation has already been archived. The laugh track repeats what it does prior 
to being a system for archiving.
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What is digital modernity and how is Asia a 
part of  it? These questions, posed by Joshua Neves 
and Bhaskar Sarkar in their introduction to Asian 
Video Cultures, are a point of  departure for the 
volume as a whole. As the editors note, many of  the 
foundational texts in new media studies theorize 
the digital based on “idealized […] experiences 
in northern metropolitan cultures” (2017, 6). 
Consequently, the explanatory frameworks these 
texts advance rarely speak to emerging digital 
cultures in the Global South. Key concepts such 
as “speed, reliability, ubiquity, access, participation, 
innovation, and convergence” (6) fail to capture 
the improvisational interplay of  high- and low-tech 
distinguishing digital infrastructure and practice 
throughout much of  Asia and Africa. As a result, 
both continents have historically been something of  
a blind spot for new media studies, framed through 
narratives of  backwardness, belatedness, piracy, 
and as the derivative, casting it as the dark side of  
global (read Western) digital modernity—one take 
on this volume’s subtitle. Yet, if  shanzhai and jugaad 
innovation are more characteristic of  digital culture 
worldwide than Silicon Valley—indeed, if  they are 
not also increasingly typical of  such culture within 
parts of  the so-called developed world—then both 
understanding the particularities of  these practices, 
and recalibrating how we theorize them, is critical. 
This is the goal of  Asian Video Cultures.

Critically, then, Neves and Sarkar emphasize 
that the volume does not assume the transparency 
of  its title, but tries to reflect on its three central 
terms. Although ‘Asia’ signifies a geopolitical space, 
chapters on Singaporean video art in Germany, 
Bollywood in Nigeria, and the overseas response 
to Psy’s Gangnam Style, challenge us to think where 
the borders of  that space might be redrawn in a 
world of  media flows. At the same time, Asia’s 
contradictions are also foregrounded. Moving away 
from techno-orientalist images of  megacities and 
neon skyscrapers, the discussion of  media use by 
non-normative groups—rural communities, sexual 
and ethnic minorities, drug users—highlights the 
internal heterogeneity of  China and India, while 
also asking on what terms such people can be 
written into narratives of  global digital modernity. 
‘Video’, in turn, is understood not simply as a 
technology or a platform, but as a largely informal 
material practice that often conflicts with the 
interests of  both state and national elites. This 
requires attention to the medium’s politics: the 
subjectivities and affects it produces, as well as the 
networks it facilitates. Finally, ‘culture’ is considered 
a question of  popular, everyday creativity. Since 
this emphasis entails particular methodologies, 
many of  the chapters combine both interpretative 
analysis and observations drawn from long-term 
fieldwork. Taken together, then, these chapters not 
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only seek to expand our ways of  understanding 
contemporary digital culture globally, but also to 
challenge existing preconceptions of  what ‘Asian 
video cultures’ may look like.

Structurally, the collection is divided into 
three sections: ‘Infrastructures’, ‘Intimacies’, and 
‘Speculations’. Each contains chapters covering a 
different geopolitical space, but also—in keeping 
with the interdisciplinary thrust of  the book 
more generally—a variety of  theoretical debates. 
While ‘Infrastructures’ is thus about platforms 
and technology use, it is not limited to these 
issues. Each chapter revolves around a critical 
term or terms, sometimes drawn from English-
language literature, but sometimes from local 
media discourse. Marc Steinberg’s chapter, on 
the Japanese video-sharing platform Niconico, is 
one most explicitly focused on the question of  
infrastructure. Exploring Niconico’s (in)famous 
interface, which allows users to overlay comments 
on video streams, in a manner quite different 
from its American competitors, Steinberg makes 
a case for the site as a “counterplatform” (93): 
an example of  a regional infrastructure, with a 
distinct aesthetic arising from the particularities 
of   the Japanese media ecosystem (or mediamix), 
which can implicitly function as a site of  resistance 
to the “platform imperialism” (97) of  Google, 
Apple, Amazon, and Facebook. Niconico forces 
us to reconsider what a platform might be, but also 
demonstrates how, under the right conditions, it 
can be imagined otherwise. 

Similarly, Patricia Zimmerman explores the 
Indonesian-based activist platform EngageMedia, 
to consider how ‘participation’ might be retooled 
outside commercial, Western media ecologies. 
She argues that the Bahasa term gado gado, or 
‘medley’, might better describe both the strategies 
used by EngageMedia to encourage the regional 
permeation of  human rights-oriented social media 
as well as their polyphonic approach to the ‘voice’ 
of  their video product. The latter aims to counter 
the hegemonic production of  national identity in 
Indonesian state media. Nishant Shah’s focuses 
on ‘access’. Using two examples from India, 
both revolving around questions of  sexuality and 
mobile media, Shah argues that reconceptualising 
digital access as a question of  condition rather 
than of  action allows us to see how issues of  
infrastructural design, regulation, and circulation 

all produce individuals as subjects of  technology, 
rather than as just its users.

 Finally, Chia-chi Wu and Jenny Chio turn 
to video forms in Taiwan and the People’s Republic 
of  China (PRC) respectively. Wu explores the 
proliferation of  wei dianying discourse— or literally, 
‘micro film’, a concept which has come to relate 
to all types of  short-form video productions in 
the Sinophone world,as in Taiwan. Spread through 
Japanese TV dramas, the idea of  xiao quexing—
“small, everyday delights of  which we are sure and 
simple things that are supposed to sustain our lives” 
(84)—Wu ties back to wei dianying, suggesting it is a 
medium of  neoliberal self-regulation that responds 
to Taiwan’s current position within the regional 
and global economy. Chio looks at ethnic video 
culture in the Guizhou province of  Southwest 
China. Here, ethnic minority communities use 
digital video to capture local festivals and practices 
in ways that both draw on and contest their 
representation in state media. The result is a form 
of  rural public culture that is distinct from that 
of  China’s urban enclaves, but which nevertheless 
insists on positioning its subjects as modern, on 
their own terms. 

Chio’s and Wu’s chapters provide a 
bridge to the collection’s second section. While 
‘Intimacies’ does not neglect infrastructure, its 
chapters foreground questions of  affect and 
public culture. Rahul Mukherjee and Abhigyan 
Singh’s study of  the popular music video form 
in the Indian region of  Mewat maps how these 
videos are produced for and circulate through 
a media network that incorporates YouTube, 
microSD cards, CDs, and the cinema. However, 
the chapter also highlights how the videos 
combine old and new aesthetic forms in their 
address to an emerging local public. As a result, 
they simultaneously articulate a Mewati identity 
distinct from India’s metropolitan middle classes, 
and draw on the latter’s symbolic resources. Tzu-
hui Celina Hung addresses  contemporary critical 
assessments of  Taiwan’s mainstream documentary 
production head-on as sentimental and apolitical. 
Using a made-for-TV video documentary trilogy 
on immigrant women from Southeast Asia, she 
demonstrates how, in this particular instance, such 
sentimentality can be seen as a product both of  
Taiwan’s public television system, and of  broader 
policies meshing official multiculturalism with 
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neoliberal labour laws. The inability of  this trilogy 
to adequately analyse its subject matter, and its 
lapses into sentiment, must therefore be seen as an 
expression of  the structural and discursive limits in  
Taiwan’s mediated discussion of  immigration, not 
solely based on a undiagnosed individual or cultural 
failing. Conerly Casey’s chapter on Bollywood 
videos in northern Nigeria explores how religious 
context and intermedial framing can position 
this cinema as a site of  sensory overload for its 
viewers. Finally, Feng-Mei Heberer considers the 
work of  Singapore-born, Berlin-based video artist 
Ming Wong. She argues that, through his drag 
restaging of  classic sequences from films by Rainer 
Werner Fassbinder, Wong creates a repository—an 
‘archive of  feeling’, as per Ann Cvetkovich—that 
is the basis for an Asian German public culture. 
What Heberer calls the “discursive openness” 
(208) of  Wong’s performance, combined with the 
mutability of  video as a medium, opens up points 
of  connection across the Asian diaspora through 
which such a public might emerge. 

‘Speculations’ contains the most wide-
ranging set of  essays in the volume. Stretching 
geographically from Syria to China, and from 
K-pop reaction videos to artists’ moving image 
work, two broad themes emerge: video as 
embodied experience, and its entanglement with 
other pre-existing, artistic traditions. Thus, S. V. 
Srivinas’s chapter on YouTube, India, and political 
participation highlights the significance of  Telugu 
folk songs, uploaded and remixed online, in the 
articulation of  a distinct Telugu cultural identity, 
and the concomitant marshalling of  desire for a 
separate Telangana state in the early 2000s. Kay 
Dickinson’s discussion of  video copying and 
appropriation in the Levant demonstrates how 
poetry, as a cultural form, can help us understand 
both Beirut-based artists’ use of  found video 
footage within work addressing the Syrian uprising, 
as well as West Bank appropriations of  Avatar as 
political performance. Indirectly invoking Jane 
Gaines, Dickinson argues that these practices all 
assume an embodied response that prepares us, 
performatively, for the act of  revolution. This 
interest connects her chapter to those of  Michelle 
Cho, Joshua Neves, and Bishnupriya Ghosh. 
Cho explores questions of  cosmopolitics and 
performativity in her analysis of  online reaction 
videos to Psy’s famous viral hit, Gangnam Style. 

Neves considers what the famous ‘iPhone girl’—the 
Chinese factory worker whose images were found 
on a new iPhone handset in 2008—can tell us about 
the embodied intimacies of  factory production in 
the Global South, and the “floating” (278) quality 
of  video as a medium. Finally, Ghosh outlines the 
vibrant, informal video culture around living with 
AIDS in Manipur, India. Arguing that this culture is 
built on networks that encourage an “immunologic 
of  affection” rather than of  antagonism (294), 
she focuses on Haoban Paban Khumar’s low-
budget video documentary, Mr. India, and how 
its formal qualities capture this biomedical praxis. 
She argues that the film’s ritualistic, day-to-day 
rhythm suggests a phenomenological experience 
of  living with, rather than trying to eliminate, the 
virus, demonstrating how these videos are part and 
parcel of  an emerging, low-tech healthcare culture 
supporting those living in fear of  state persecution 
for medical reasons.  

Asian Video Cultures both expands and 
challenges the parameters of  Anglophone media 
studies.  It draws detailed studies of  non-Western 
media practice into dialogue with a variety of  
disciplinary concepts, while pressing the reader to 
reflect on what those concepts mean. At its best, 
the collection brings this off  lucidly, in a style that 
should be accessible—with appropriate effort—to 
upper level undergraduates. But at the same time, 
the volume also indicates where there is work 
still to be done. It is noticeable, for example, that 
despite the editors’ best efforts to decentre our 
understandings of  ‘Asia’, the chapters on South 
and West Asia skew overwhelmingly to India and 
Indian media overseas; elsewhere, Sinophone 
Asia dominates at the expense of  the continental 
southeast. Despite the breadth of  the research 
here, the unfortunate effect is to reinforce the 
already prevalent tendency to equate ‘Asia’ with 
‘India and China’. Without advocating a return to 
the nation as a basic analytical unit, and recognising 
that any collection has its limits, it would have been 
wonderful to read the same sort of   theoretically- 
and ethnographically-informed work on 
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, or Pakistan; on Persian or 
Turkic West Asia; on Myanmar or Thailand. There 
is clearly space for such writing to be published: I 
look forward to reading it.  
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In the decades since the “rediscovery” of  
early cinema during the 1978 FIAF Brighton Con-
gress, historiographic scholarship on film has taken 
a series of  circuitous routes to arrive at its cur-
rent state of  disciplinary heterogeneity (Elsaess-
er 2016). One genesis of  this story might sound 
something like this: astonished by the then-re-
cent restoration of  underseen early 35mm prints 
from the years 1900-1906, Francophone and An-
glo-American scholars such as Noël Burch, André 
Gaudreault, and Tom Gunning radically helped 
to reorient the field’s understanding of  cinema’s 
socio-cultural development away from the teleol-
ogy espoused by amateur connoisseurs towards 
sophisticated notions of  historical discontinuity, 
often centering theories of  spectatorship, ideology, 
and materialism alongside archival empiricism. 
In the years since, this so-called “historical turn” 
has given rise to modes of  analysis often at each 
others’ throats as much as sharing the same table: 
take, for instance, the feminist historiography of  
Jane Gaines and Mary Ann Doane, or, perhaps, 
what some have called the post-theoretical turn of  
scholars such as David Bordwell, Kristen Thomp-
son, and Douglas Gomery, amongst others (Chap-
man, Glancy, and Harper, 2007). Alongside these 
approaches might be the more recent media stud-
ies turn towards “media archaeology” found in the 
work of  Thomas Elsaesser, which takes inspiration 
from both Michel Foucault and Friedrich Kittler 

in an attempt to place media forms within broader 
epistemological and discursive practices through-
out history, placing cinema within (or conceiving 
it as) a particular dispositif—a historical order of  
what was both “said” and “unsaid,” consisting of  
a system of  “discourses, institutions, architectural 
forms, regulatory decisions, laws,” and so on (Fou-
cault 1980).

The strength many of  these disparate ap-
proaches share in mining the archival history of  
cinema, however, is echoed by the practical ques-
tions they often seem unequipped to provide a 
convincing answer for, from the simple what does 
this actually tell us about cinema itself ? to the more 
concrete why does this matter, now? It is precisely 
within this methodological gap that Lee Grieve-
son’s colossal new work, Cinema and the Wealth 
of  Nations: Media, Capital, and the Liberal World 
System situates itself, proffering an exhaustive 
materialist narrative of  the imbrication of  early 
twentieth century media within the rise of  liberal 
political economy, focusing primarily on state and 
private institutions use of  media in the period be-
tween the two World Wars. Much like Grieveson’s 
earlier work, from Policing Cinema to Film and 
the End of  Empire (with Colin MacCabe), Cin-
ema and the Wealth of  Nations is an argument for 
the import of  both critically reading films as texts 
and as products of/in history, with a keen eye on 
the political and historical stakes of  why this work 
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matters in the first place. Grieveson’s is far from 
a unique approach within the field of  cinema and 
media studies, however: one could point, say, to 
a similar Foucauldian method deployed by Anna 
McCarthy in The Citizen Machine, which traces a 
genealogy of  the rise of  television alongside neo-
liberal political governmentality in state and private 
institutions in postwar America. But the scope of  
Grieveson’s genealogy attests this is no simple trip 
to an archive, nor an abstract theoretical reading 
which seeks to unite a group of  privileged film-
ic texts. In 335 pages, Grieveson travels from the 
birth of  United States’ federal film production 
by the USDA during the 1913 Panama-Pacific 
International Exhibition to the growth of  Brit-
ish documentary aesthetics to counter the United 
States’ growing world hegemony after the First 
World War, from the use of  didactic films with 
biopolitical aims by corporations such as Ford, to 
the League of  Nations’ and the BBC’s use of  cin-
ema and radio to foster a global network of  capital 
flows in the remaking of  the world order. It is this 
scale, alongside Grieveson’s explicit commitment 
to the political stakes of  this genealogy within the 
cultural field that separates the book from contem-
porary approaches within cinema studies, from the 
theoretically engaged but often politically nebulous 
wanderings of  media archaeology to the more aus-
tere historical work which might seek to “rediscov-
er” a lost auteur for the historical canon. In this 
sense, Cinema and the Wealth of  Nations chal-
lenges the notion that deep archival work cannot 
also be theoretical, that theoretical analysis is only 
made more concrete and useful when connected 
to a deep history. Rather than pit these approaches 
against one another, Grieveson suggests that any 
historical or theoretical question cannot be ap-
proached within a vacuum, that they are only use-
ful insofar as they can simultaneously tell us some-
thing about our current moment—what Foucault 
called a “history of  the present”—in an attempt 
to conceive of  what a more equal and just world 
might look like (Garland, 2014).

Grieveson’s central conceit is that cin-
ema—and popular media in general—played a 
crucial role in what he sees as the “foundation of  
the modern world of  globalized capital, principal-
ly from 1913 to 1939, which marked the slow dis-
solve from one world system to another” (Grieve-
son 2018, 1). His theoretical approach then, unites 
both the genealogy of  the mid-1970s Michel Fou-

cault with the world-systems theory of  Imman-
uel Wallerstein and others. This is a period which 
embodies a transition, according to Grieveson, in 
which production from the material infrastructure 
of  the second-stage industrial revolution gives way 
to an emerging monopoly stage of  global capital-
ism, as British global imperialism began to decline 
amidst the rise of  the neo-imperialism of  the 
United States and its careful dance between state 
and private industry. The questions, then, are as 
follows: how is the ideal subject (typically Western, 
racialized, gendered, sexed) to “live and consume 
in the new eras of  mass production and consump-
tion?” (2). How do new forms of  distribution 
give rise to new conceptions of  the state, or the 
globe? How do new technologies such as radio, or 
non-theatrical cinematic exhibition used within and 
outside Hollywood, help fashion new experiences 
of  the market, or state power? To answer these, 
Grieveson follows in part from a legacy of  work 
on modernity and early cinema by scholars of  film 
history’s “historical turn” as mentioned above. At 
times, it is the films themselves which help usher in 
these new conceptions of  the subject’s relation to 
liberal governmentality. In others, it is the material 
growth of  capital itself, which transforms a new 
industry into both an ideological tool and a pro-
ductive instrument for the making of  a new world 
system. The book is divided into thirteen chapters, 
and its complex journey is too exhaustive to fully 
detail here—instead, I will focus on a few of  the 
most compelling arguments. 

In two of  the book’s most compelling 
chapters, “The Work of  Film in the Age of  Ford-
ist Mechanization” and “Highways of  Empire,” 
Grieveson connects the cinematic apparatus’ for-
mal use of  time-space compression and segmenta-
tion not merely to the logics of  the assembly line or 
mode of  production, but also to the literal growth 
of  the market across the rural United States and 
changing geography of  the British Empire. Listing 
a series of  educational films produced by the Ford 
Corporation and the British Government, Grieve-
son performs both close textual readings as well 
as outlines the growing industry of  the new filmic 
industrial apparatus which sought to understand 
the way these films constructed their ideal view-
ers, and how they worked to establish a new spatial 
imaginary emerging in the interwar period. For the 
films of  Ford, it was not merely enough to ration-
alize time and space for the worker in the new 
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technological marvel that was the assembly line, 
nor was it enough to ensure pedagogic, biopolit-
ical lessons for the construction of  the new ideal 
worker. These films both literally traveled across 
space and textually articulated a technological con-
nection with global sites of  Capital—the produc-
tion of  “a new technological space, a networked 
infrastructure shared out between corporate and 
governmental forces that would enable market 
expansion and the incorporation of  rural Amer-
ica into an emergent consumer economy” (127). 
Likewise, Grieveson notes the globalized racist 
logics within the British Government’s Bantu Edu-
cational Kinema Experiment (BEKE)—funded by 
the American Carnegie Institute and housed within 
the British Conservative Party’s Empire Marketing 
Board (EMB)—which produced a series of  “in-
structional” films between the years of  1935-37 
that sought to “educate” African farmers into their 
subjugated roles as mere labor within the Empire. 
But as Grieveson notes, this “experiment” was not 
a mere source of  racist propaganda seeking to en-
sure the spread of  a particular ideology within its 
ideal subjects. Instead, the BEKE was troublingly 
an “anthropological” exercise performed by Brit-
ish colonizers to “study” how Africans reacted to 
the films themselves. Grieveson reads this in part 
as an “early reception studies project,” although 
of  course one always already imbricated in racial-
ized hierarchies, with the results of  the experiment 
written into its design. In this sense, the BEKE 
was both an attempt to reinscribe colonial logics 
to challenge Hollywood and the United States’ 
“falsehoods” of  a new liberal system, as well as a 
machine seeking to buttress a new spatial order for 
the Empire (186).

Of  course, the construction of  a genea-
logical narrative this large is bound to bring with it 
its own set of  problems. Foucault himself  turned 
to genealogy only after the insufficiency of  his ar-
chaeological method became clear as he grew un-
able to account for change in his construction of  
entire epistemes (Garland 2014). It was instead an 
attempt to answer a specific kind of  question: ge-
nealogy seeks not to “confuse itself  with a quest 
for…’origins’…(it) does not pretend to go back in 
time to restore an unbroken continuity that oper-
ates beyond the dispersion of  forgotten things; its 
duty is not to demonstrate that the past actively 
exists in the present” (Foucault 2010, 80-81). In 
this sense, genealogy tells the theorist something, 

but not everything—the construction of  a dispos-
itif  is not the construction of  an entire episteme, 
despite what many media archaeologists want to 
tell us. But this is rather a problem of  reading and 
use rather than one caught up in the text itself. It 
should be clear that Grieveson does not use the 
language of  dispositifs to outline this genealogy, 
and takes pains in a footnote to suggest a sympathy 
with both a Marxist critique of  political economy 
with Foucault’s genealogy of  governmentality as 
noted in his late 1970s lectures (Grieveson 353). 
These might be problems emerging from a less 
careful attempt to link history and theory, but one 
which nevertheless haunts the pages of  Grieve-
son’s text. Did the propagandistic pedagogy of  
these films always work, for instance? What about 
the non-Western cinematic response to the growth 
of  liberal governmentality in this era? What about 
historical fascism, which played such a crucial role 
in imagining what kind of  governmentality would 
emerge following the Second World War alongside 
the threat state communism posed to the liberal 
capitalist state? For the most part, these qualifica-
tions rest outside the purview of  the kind of  his-
torical narrative Grieveson is outlining here: for it 
is only when this narrative is deemed to be a total 
one that its coherence begins to break down. Per-
haps this is a problem with the concept of  govern-
mentality itself, which begs the theorist to answer 
for the outside—a longstanding critique of  Fou-
cauldian approaches to questions of  knowledge 
and power.

Ultimately, it is Grieveson’s notion of  the 
proliferation of  cinema as biopolitical pedagogy in 
the service of  both imperial and liberal logics of  
governmentality as well as an object of  study itself  
that stands as the book’s most important contri-
bution to the field. The brief  history of  film his-
toriography as outlined in this opening paragraph 
is one (of  many) stories told by cinema studies it-
self  as a discipline in the current academy seeks to 
position itself  in a moment of  industrial precarity 
(both through the uncertainty of  the medium of  
film’s increasing imbrication with digitalization, as 
well as within the crisis of  labor in the humanities 
itself). This crisis, to Grieveson, is not merely one 
in which an overly ambitious discipline found it-
self  led astray in the later years of  the twentieth 
century with its institutionalization within the 
academy—it is rather that film historians may have 
placed the primary scene of  their discipline’s birth 
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in the wrong place altogether. In the book’s later 
chapters, Grieveson takes pains to note the rise 
of  communication studies not simply within the 
academy itself, but also through the rise of  cor-
porate capital, anxieties over cinema’s influence 
on children, and of  course, the ever-churning PR 
machine that united the film industry itself  with 
the cultural sphere in a perhaps all-too obvious 
base/superstructure riff. But rather than echo the 
well-treaded story of  how the Payne Fund’s stud-
ies on the ethics of  cinema reception gave rise to 
the Hays Code within Hollywood, Grieveson notes 
that these private studies explicitly sought to de-
link the study of  media from ideological questions 
of  ownership into useful questions of  media influ-
ence, easily picked up by logics of  the expansion 
of  liberal political economy in the inter-war years:

 Deemphasizing the question of  influence 
and ownership in traditions of  film and communi-
cation thereafter has been dangerously politically 
disabling, mistakingly ceding the ground of  neces-
sary debate about media power to the conserva-
tive (and frequently censorial) agenda, from where 
much of  it originated in the first place…It has 
seemed to me (among others) that the now most-
ly conservative and fragmented discipline of  film 
studies might collectively muster better responses 
to the political and economic uses of  media and 
culture and the related ongoing devastating conse-
quences of  globalized capitalism on people and the 
world than it currently does (245-6).

These questions—what does this tell us 
about cinema itself ? and why does this matter, 
now? here become constitutive questions for the 
future of  the discipline in the work this book does, 
arguing that a theoretical interrogation of  the hist-
ory of  cinema must be useful in outlining the very 
specific and real crises facing our current moment. 
A history of  the present, indeed. Rather than 
search the archive that one missing auteur, or ask 
abstract questions about the future of, say, cine-
matic materiality with the hegemony of  the One 
and the Zero, Grieveson reminds us that the crises 
the film historian faces are not separate from the 
broader geopolitical crises facing this order from 
its birth to its current moment of  crisis.
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Los Angeles’ cinema cultures have received 
remarkable attention from scholars in the last 
decade. Joshua Glick’s Los Angeles Documentary and 
the Production of  Public History, 1958-1977 deserves a 
noteworthy place on this list. After John Christopher 
Horak’s pioneering “history in the gaps” of  
Hollywood’s avant-garde, Lovers of  Cinema: The First 
American Film Avant-garde 1919-1945 (University 
of  Wisconsin Press 1995), the L.A.’s scene has 
been excavated with geographical accuracy and 
historiographically multifaceted approaches. For 
instance, David E. James’ work on minor cinemas, 
especially The Most Typical Avant-garde (University 
of  California Press 2005), contributed to open 
new perspectives, not just in the way he stressed 
the necessity for deeper excavations and detection 
in the margins of  cinema history (questioning the 
cultural limits of  professional and non-professional 
practices), but also in his introduction of  an 
original mode of  investigation. His “geo-cinematic 
hermeneutics” that moulded his wide recognition 
on L.A. Cinemas, prompting an “investigation of  
the way a given place is inflected or determined by 
the productive resources found there” (James 2005, 
18). James’ work could be read as an important 
precedent to Joshua Glick’s book, if  not a major 
inspiration, as Glick himself  suggests: “The Most 
Typical Avant-garde […] has been instrumental in 
dislodging New York as the often-presumed heart 
of  avant-garde media” (Glick 2018, 5). James 

dug deeper in 2015, with his collection and film 
program Alternative Projections: Experimental Film in 
Los Angeles, 1945-1980 (Indiana University Press, 
2015), while Glick was working on  his dissertation 
at Yale University, supervised by Charles Musser. 
Joshua Glick’s historiographical approach is maybe 
less theoretical than James’, but possibly more 
radical in painting Los Angeles as a “non-fiction 
capital” in the Moving-Image “realm” (Glick 2018, 
xi). Moreover, Glick’s research is exemplary in 
the way he conceived to combine an investigation 
on practices previously “marginalised” in cinema 
history (he studies not only the city’s independent 
documentaries, but mainstream television 
documentaries as well, which are not “marginal” 
at all) with social and cultural minorities’ issues, as 
they were inflected in the documentary practice. 

Thus in the first place, Los Angeles 
Documentary and the Production of  Public History, 
1958-1977 deserves great attention not only as a 
deeply-researched cinema history book, but as a 
nuanced and sharp cultural and political study as 
well: “While scholar have devoted considerable 
attention to this period of  film and television in Los 
Angeles, the relationship between documentary 
and the city has been doubly obscured” (Glick 
2018, 4). Documentary is crucial in this sense and 
it represents a point of  further advancement in the 
field as well. “Los Angeles filmmakers played an 
integral role in shaping the social consciousness 
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of  the nation as well as in contributing to the 
discourse of  documentary as a pedagogical cultural 
form” (Glick 2018, 6). However, Glick also notes 
that “commercial Hollywood and alternative 
documentary did not necessarily conform to a 
core-periphery relationship. Documentary entailed 
geographic variation contingent on the material 
represented” (Glick 2018, 5). For instance, 
Wolper Productions produced independent 
documentaries while co-producing mainstream 
theatrical films such as Willy Wonka & the Chocolate 
Factory (1971), as well as sitcoms including Chico and 
the Man (1974–’78) and Welcome Back, Kotter (1975–
’79). Therefore, Glick’s excavation of  both 
independent and mainstream work bring nuance 
to James’ geo-cinematic core-periphery model, 
and while doing so, it encompasses the functions 
and dynamics of  documentary in producing and 
transmitting public history, or “the diverse way 
that history informed public life in the present” in 
a field of  contestation “in which different practices 
and representations existed in ideological contrast 
to one another,” thus a true practice of  historical 
recording, social negotiations and cultural recovery 
(Glick 2018, 7). Concerning the point of  history, 
Glick’s description and problematization of  the 
Nat Turner case, in the fourth chapter is engaging 
and particularly incisive (Glick 2018, 119). 

By looking closely into the book, Glick 
spans from the very period of  migration of  
black, white, and Indigenous labourers from 
the south, southwest and Midwest to Southern 
California, to the post-Vietnam/post-Watergate 
era, including a coda on the 1984 Olympic games, 
at the threshold of  a definitely new social and 
political order. The books’ three parts span two 
decades, and the chapters draw a line constantly 
wavering between a top-down view, driven by 
studio productions to a bottom-up view, driven 
by alternative and independent documentaries. 
Throughout, he discusses technological turns in 
cinema and television and traces a detailed history 
of  the working relationships and overlaps in 
personnel among studios, independent collectives, 
universities, state departments and minority 
communities. 

The Wolper production studio, discussed in 
the first chapter, is a significant player for the entire 
book. From the Kennedy Era to the 1984 Olympic 
Games it embodies the fundamental shift from an 
essentially liberal political culture, as it expresses 

civil rights-era optimism and serves a crucial 
function in the mourning process of  Kennedy’s 
assassination to a more conservative one, and 
it embodies the time frame of  the book (Glick 
2018, 27-33). Furthermore, it explores the crucial 
technological epistemological differences between 
TV reporting and Studio Documentaries, which the 
contingent geography of  the city further clarifies. 
Glick’s second chapter pivots to The Exiles (1961) 
by Kent Mackenzie,  providing a starting point 
for a deep investigation into how documentary 
helped to deconstruct and correct stereotypes 
about various groups of  Indigenous people in 
America: “The Exiles made downtown legible, 
demonstrating that it was dotted with meaningful 
landmarks and that small groups of  people were 
able to comfortably navigate its landscape” (Glick 
2018, 53). Moreover, a case study on The Exiles 
case is useful to broadly explore the function of  
educational institutions, and notably UCLA, in the 
shaping of  the independent documentary scene 
in L.A. In his excavation of  the microhistory 
of  films and their institutional or independent 
production groups, within the context of  their 
own geographical landscapes, Glick demonstrates 
tireless accuracy in his use and ordering of  primary 
sources throughout the book. 

KCET’s Human Affairs department and 
Jesús Salvador Treviño’s Chicano documentaries 
are analyzed in the second part (and third chapter), 
where Glick reveals a key framework for making 
community-engaged documentaries and nonfiction 
series at the newly formed public television 
station. Glick can capitalize on recently unearthed 
archival films as well, such as Jan-Christopher 
Horak’s recent contribution: The L.A Rebellion 
film series, as explored in L.A. Rebellion: Creating 
a New Black Cinema (University of  California 
Press 2015). Once again UCLA and educational 
structures were crucial: “Lessons about the history 
and theory of  documentary and Third Cinema in 
ethno-communications encouraged students to 
see their films as a means for representing their 
communities as a form of  socio-political critique” 
(Glick 2018, 102). The chapter open an important 
in-depth study on the female cultural presence 
too, in its discussion of  Lynne Littman’s 1972 
work Womanhouse is not a Home, and the objective 
to “create a space for female cultural production 
that could stand against a male-dominated art 
establishment” (Glick 2018, 93). Black cultures are 
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explored also through a case study of  the Wattstax 
event and documentary film (Wattstax Mel Stuart, 
1973), which prompts Glick to extricate a multi-
layered “transmedia soul economy” (Glick 2018, 
133). 

Ultimately, the last sections of  the book 
emphasize other minority filmmaking groups, 
such as the collective Visual Communications, 
formed  in by 1970, Robert Nakamura, Eddie 
Wong, Duane Kubo, and Alan Ohashi in order to 
produce and screen documentaries about Asian-
American identity. Another proof  of  the extremely 
wide spectrum of  cultural and socio-political 
implications that Glick is able to clear and narrate, 
while reconstructing the L.A. Documentary scene 
in this important book. Even while following a 
linear chronological path, he is able to guide the 
reader through an intricate network of  intertwined 
relations, institutions and commercial interests, 
in a city that “was seen as a trailblazer in the 
entertainment, manufacturing, petroleum, and 
defence industries,” discussing a very vast array 
of  films, extracting and decrypting from them 
(with the help to very detailed descriptions too) a 
complex sense of  history, that encompass recording 
of  present events, collective memories, mourning 
of  the past, social recovery functions, and the 
building of  the future (Glick 2018, 22). This way, 
the book makes constantly explode its apparent 
linear perspective into intricate stratifications of  
cultures, times and spaces. The concluding chapter, 
opens further developments, rather than making a 
simple closure, by launching Los Angeles from its 
geographical specificity to its worldwide presence 
in a global perspective.

As a book of  (media) history, Los Angeles 
Documentary and the Production of  Public History, 
1958-1977 discloses a method that emphasizes 
the function and effectiveness of  crossing 
geographical  borders (a spatial anxiety, If  I may 
say), and conceptions of  time—revealed in the 
historiographical structure of  the book—that see 
chronology and temporality moulded by the space 
and geography and the vibrating of  expansions, 
contractions, and non-linear deviations (a temporal 
anxiety). It sheds a renovated and original light 
on the history of  the twentieth century media 
culture(s) of  L.A., and in the same way it reveals the 
potentialities of  meticulous discursive excavations 
into the non-fiction realm, reversing film canons 
and stressing social and cultural functions that 

make this book be a relevant one in the field of  film 
history, certainly, but in the field of  contemporary 
history at large too: it is a passionate interrogation 
of  moving image as a source of  historiography and 
a productive factor of  history.  

If  a weakness can be found—or at least 
a curiosity that is left partially unanswered, it is a 
deeper and more detailed unearthing of  “where the 
money came from” and how it circulated within 
the city’s documentary scene(s). The author is 
often keen in tracking down the macro-picture of  
the commercial and finance system of  the media, 
especially in his discussion of  “Roots as Media 
event” (Glick 2018, 165). He often represents this 
information through extremely useful graphics and 
maps, and this is undeniably a strength, but then, 
when he is inside the microscopic focus of  a single 
film, he is more interested—understandably—in 
the cultural and socio-political evidences of  its 
narrative and communication strategies (Glick 
2018, 20-24). Where available, production papers 
and financial plans could have further enriched his 
already very detailed picture and maybe shed a light 
on additional overlapping trends in the financial 
system.  A very minor shortcoming—if  it is so—in 
this impressive research.
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Drones, planetary civil war, post-digital prac-
tices. Three uneasy bedfellows, and on the surface, 
far removed from the study of  art and media texts.

However, the three books from which I 
am drawing these broader subjects—Life in the Age 
of  Drone Warfare, edited by Lisa Parks and Caren 
Kaplan (2017); Duty Free Art: Art in the Age of  Pla-
netary Civil War, by Hito Steyerl (2017); and Across 
and Beyond: A transmediale Reader on Post-digital Practi-
ces, Concepts, and Institutions, edited by Ryan Bishop, 
Kristoffer Gansing, Jussi Parikka, and Elvia Wilk 
(2016)—share a number of  common threads, 
which I will quite widely and swiftly articulate be-
low. The three books and the authors represented 
within them offer chances to reflect on life and prac-
tice underneath arrangements of  digitized and mi-
litarized capital that appear to subsume everything 
in their path. While coming from slightly different 
disciplinary arrangements—Parks and Kaplan are 
figureheads of  feminist science and technology 
studies (STS), Steyerl an artist and media theorist, 
and the latter a team of  editors formed around a 
trans-disciplinary research cluster called transmedi-

ale—I would argue that, like much of  current me-
dia studies, each piece is concerned with vocalizing 
and mapping out a particular arrangement of  glo-
bal capitalism, and the local instances of  resistant 
practice through which we can understand how to 
work under the oppressive umbrella of  increasin-
gly militarized infrastructural violence.

The collection of  essays in Life in the Age 
of  Drone Warfare offers a nice corrective to the 
over-proliferation of  studies and artistic practices 
using drones in contemporary media studies, as 
Parks and Kaplan (2017, 5) themselves note. The 
focus is of  course infrastructural and geopolitical, 
but a useful through-line (especially with regards 
to other books under discussion) is the construc-
tion of  a drone aesthetics, of  a visuality of  drones 
that both comes from their operational use within 
warfare and their incursion into the more every-
day life of  populations across the world (both, 
and most violently, in warzones but also in terms 
of  policing, automated work, and consumer use). 
While a number of  essays address artistic produc-
tion in terms of  drone aesthetics, from Thomas 
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Stubblefield’s investigation of  the potential “anti-
webs” of  drone art to Anjali Nath’s discussion of  
rapper Heems’ video for “Soup Boys (Pretty Dro-
nes),” what the collection offers is a series of  pres-
sing analyses of  drone aesthetics as a military and 
consumer technology. As Parks and Kaplan detail 
in their introduction, “what is often missing from 
the reportage [on drones] is an understanding of  
the material ecologies through which drones are 
operationalized” (2). Within the context of  this 
kind of  over-visibility, they provide an insight into 
what Kaplan calls “drone-o-rama”: “In short, the 
drone has been such an avid object of  scholarly 
focus precisely because it connects to so many dif-
ferent issues, from digitization to sovereignty, from 
surveillance to geopolitics, from labor to affect” 
(5). As Parks has seminally detailed in her other 
work, the stretch between ground and sky within 
which the drone operates is a space of  strategic 
operations, world histories, and biopolitics (8). The 
material ecologies mobilized thus, they argue, must 
be thought of  within wider feminist approaches to 
transnational and intersectional axiomatics, kee-
ping in mind that: 

gender/sexuality, race/ethnicity, class, and na-
tional identities are constituted intersectionally 
and transnationally; that humans, animals, and 
technologies are materially integrated and hy-
bridized; that militarization and violence are 
embodied in multiple ways; that the rule of  law 
is applied differentially and unevenly within 
territories and upon bodies; and that postco-
lonial tensions persist, subalterns speak, and 
hegemonies are scattered. (Parks and Kaplan 
2017, 9)

These issues are as much cultural as technological, 
as epistemological as infrastructural, and as related 
to everyday life as they are to governance. In a way, 
the proliferation of  drones represents an example 
of  what Michelle Murphy (2017, 6) calls the “epi-
stemic infrastructures” of  contemporary geopoli-
tics.

The contributions in Parks and Kaplan’s 
collection range from geographical analyses of  
military strategies, governance, and drone strikes 
(Derek Gregory, Lisa Hajjar, Parks’ own contribu-
tion, Kaplan’s own contribution, Madiha Tahir), to 
historical genealogies of  drone technology (Kathe-
rine Chandler), discourse analyses (Andrea Miller, 
Jeremy Packer and Josh Reeves), the aforemen-

tioned studies and enactments of  art practice and 
literature (Ricardo Dominguez, Inderpal Grewal), 
and finally embodiment and labor (Peter Asaro, 
Jeremy Packer and Joshua Reeves, and a fascina-
ting account from former drone operator Brandon 
Bryant). Taken together, the pieces map a fairly 
comprehensive landscape of  the discourse and li-
ved realities around the drone war, in particular the 
militarization of  consumption across the racialized 
divides of  the Global North and the Global South.

If  Life in the Age of  Drone Warfare is an STS 
book dabbling in artistic production and cultural 
studies, Duty Free Art: Art in the Age of  Planetary Ci-
vil War is a book by a hungry, irrepressible theorist 
dabbling in as many fields as possible. This is, of  
course, Steyerl’s purview and greatest draw—a sort 
of  wildly associative scholarship that takes, as its 
starting point, a kind of  visuality. In her last book, 
she was concerned with the accelerated and self-
proliferating production of  digital imagery and the 
feeling of  groundlessness related to a collapse of  
linear perspective in what may now be called “post-
digital art.” She begins her new book with a parti-
cularly strong military visual, that of  a “tank on a 
pedestal,” asking the questions: “Is the museum a 
garage? An arsenal? Is a monument pedestal a mi-
litary base?” (Steyerl 2017, 1).

This kind of  circular reasoning, a staple of  
Steyerl’s most interesting essays, leads down a series 
of  highly generative pathways throughout the course 
of  the book, especially in terms of  the geopolitical—
and geo-economic—administration of  artistic and 
cultural production in the era of  militarized financial 
capital. Like the tank on a pedestal, military visuality 
haunts every essay in the book, particularly the figu-
re of  the drone, hovering over a good deal of  the 
essays and only appearing in passing. In discussing 
the SKYNET US military program, she states that: 
“It was most certainly not the only factor in deter-
mining drone targets. But the example of  SKYNET 
demonstrates just as strongly that a ‘signal’ extracted 
by assessing correlations and probabilities is not the 
same as an actual fact, but is determined by the inputs 
the software uses to learn, and the parameters for fil-
tering, correlating, and ‘identifying.’ The old engine-
er wisdom ‘crap in—crap out’ seems still to apply” 
(Steyerl 2017, 54). The subsumption of  politics into 
the commercialized, militarized, and de-humanized 
determinations of  “signal and noise,” which is at the 
same time a column on the NSA website, a seminal 
techno-infrastructural concept (see Larkin 2008), as 
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well as the subtitle to her chapter on proxy politics, 
hard-codes racist, colonial, and gendered logics into 
digital media infrastructure. 

Her analysis of  the “proxy” in the digital 
realm—which has arguably transmuted quite distur-
bingly into the physical, as “proxy politics” seems to 
her the most prescient articulation of  fascism in this 
current moment of  “representative” democracy—is 
an automated figure, a mirror to a particular kind of  
representation (visual or political) that contains the 
social circulations once reserved for only the poli-
tical. And this is an issue of  knowledge production 
as much as reality. At some point, by her analysis, 
the representational equations of  cultural studies—
where greater cultural representation, translated as 
“visual democracy,” could at some point liberate 
those excluded from the mainstream—has parado-
xically led to a co-optation of  identity politics by the 
Right via fascism (Steyerl 2017, 174-176), and, by my 
extension, whose attempted, and quite violent, col-
lapse with the non-consenting social contexts of  the 
Global South (often via drone warfare) has revealed 
that at some point, these equations went haywire. 
Political representation was equated with cultural 
representation, overwhelmingly captured by private 
corporations and their militarized state protectors. 
But in the end, she proposes a kind of  resistance to 
the “no way out” arguments of  a growing contin-
gent of  technoculture scholars: 

Instead of  denying these challenges, we should 
face up to them. We should face up to the 
complete unhinging of  reality by reintroducing 
checks and balances, by renegotiating value and 
information, by insisting on representation and 
human solidarity. This also includes acknow-
ledging and opposing real and existing fascism 
and its countless derivatives and franchises. De-
nying its existence means surrendering to a new-
ly emerging paradigm of  post-politics and post-
democracy; to a complete turning-away from 
reality. (Steyerl 2017, 180)

Her analysis is thus impossible to separate from a 
moment of  backlash against the popular in the face 
of  “fake news” and the spectacular co-optation of  
democracy and geopolitics by Twitter and reality 
TV. But if  we confront how post-politics and post-
democracy are organized in relation to the current 
organization of  global capital and power, we must 
also confront its digital analogue made real, the post-
digital.

               

 Fig. 1 “Is this a document of  the drone war’s 
optical unconscious?” (Steyerl 2017, 61) 

 This is what is attempted by the quite scat-
tershot series of  artistic contributions, reflections, 
and essays presented in Across and Beyond. Of  va-
rying degrees of  success and clarity within such a 
wide-ranging collection, this practice of  collage is 
actually quite indicative of  the practice of  the post-
digital in general. While this is not always enacted 
in a kind of  “digital aesthetics made real,” in the 
sense that Across and Beyond comes to this reviewer 
as a physical, high-gloss, cryptically-designed piece 
of  material, the idea of  the constant transit bet-
ween the real and the digital, and the fear of  the 
“digital-made-real” in the aftermath of  regressi-
vely violent, mostly white-male populisms in the 
Global North cultivated within online forums and 
chatrooms, should be under constant investigation. 
Steyerl comes at this quite strongly from the field 
of  artistic practice, whereas Parks and Kaplan are 
undoubtedly coming at it from an infrastructural 
standpoint as a way to figure out just where and 
how this power is physically enacted, while also 
dealing with visual culture. However, Across and 
Beyond is somewhere in-between, or perhaps both 
all at once, due to the wide range of  interventi-
ons made by the various authors within (it would 
take half  the length of  this review to detail them 
all). A crucial intervention can be found in the in-
troduction: “The post-anthropocentric is one re-
sponse, but one that demands specification: if  the 
human is not the center of  action, then what is? 
Infrastructures, ecologies, processes? How is that 
elusive notion of  the nonhuman to be situated in 
relation to media in the post-digital age? How can 
such contextualizing reveal the equally elusive noti-
on of  media? How might the post-digital offer new 
means of  critically linking technology, culture, and 
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nature?” (Bishop et al. 2016, 15). Such questions 
seem ripped from the pages of  a rather orthodox 
new materialism, but they offer an entry-point for 
a welcome critique of  the idea of  the “Anthropo-
cene” that has gained currency in recent years. If  
we are to center the non-human, how do we ac-
count for the very human incursions of  military 
power and capital across the highly strategic divides 
between the Global North and the Global South, 
and the variegated borders across and within—and 
beyond—these too-simple dualisms? If  the line 
between the digital and the real needs to be re-
drawn, perhaps re-conceived as a channel of  con-
stant flow rather than a threshold of  emergence, 
how does critical and artistic practice mobilize (and 
circulate) within and through this channel, which 
is always-already captured and enclosed within the 
infrastructures of  digital capitalism? How are we 
to conceive of  the violent divides mobilized across 
these channels, as data sovereignty and struggles 
over high-tech investment occur geopolitically 
while the internet circulates with racialized, gende-
red, and classed violence?
 Even if  we look at only the star contribu-
tors, Across and Beyond offers some basic propositi-
ons, from Tiziana Terranova’s practice of  specula-
ting for the common (rather than on and against it), 
Keller Easterling’s well-tread idea of  innovating infra-
structure, to Clemens Apprich and Ned Rossiter’s 
proposition to build autonomous internet infra-
structures in the form of  hacker labs. The latter is 
interesting, because while moving away from the 
digital utopianism of  pirate and hacker discourse 
that may have led to an unsavory valorization of  
libertarian figures like Lawrence Lessig and the Pi-
rate Party, they also avoid the no-way-out logic that 
some of  Rossiter’s (2016) recent work on software 
and logistics falls into,2 although with good reason 
in the case of  something like Amazon’s biome-
tric scanning technologies (in which case, it would 
seem as though the only option is outright revolt). 
But, as they themselves argue, “Hackers don’t ne-
cessarily make good social theorists” (Apprich and 
Rossiter 2016, 280), which is in a way a problem 
that extends to a perhaps too-quaint ideal of  any 
imaginable digital infrastructure as autonomous. 
They argue: 

Instead, we might find some certainty in know-
ledge that subsists beyond the materiality of  
infrastructure—the culture and affect made 

possible through the work of  design and con-
cept production, which has a special autonomy 
related to its generative force on infrastructu-
ral apparatuses. Capture from above, in other 
words, is never total. Debates around whe-
ther metadata as a regulatory device is able to 
preempt social deviation, political dissent, cri-
minal activity, or terrorist outburst are all too 
often steeped in an assurance that these enco-
ding schemes will instantiate governance on a 
global scale. (Apprich and Rossiter 2016, 280)

So while capture from above is never total, escape 
from below is not either.
 This final point is a good place to wrap up, 
as we can draw a few final conclusions from these 
wide-ranging discourses. Digital (and digitized) in-
frastructure imagines and visualizes governance on 
a global scale, and its violence is enacted unevenly, 
whether by direct military intervention or within 
the more hidden logics of  everyday consumption. 
It also proliferates the conditions of  social repro-
duction which generate its own naturalization—for 
example, drone imagery in US consumer culture 
and artistic practice, however critical, contributes 
to a form of  visuality directly related to the aeri-
al mapping, surveillance, and killing of  racialized 
populations both at home and abroad. Something 
that may activate connections across these various 
topics, and which seems to fall into the background 
of  many of  the analyses, is the governance of  ter-
ritory by financialized actors. For example, dis-
courses of  digital piracy, international intervention 
in the horn of  Africa, and the transferal of  risk to 
already-precarious territories and populations are 
all related to trans-, supra-, and multinational ar-
rangements of  laws and trade administered by stra-
tegic exceptions and various divides of  legitimacy 
and legality. This logistical production of  territory 
outside of  the purview of  states, circulated by the 
private sector and administered by digitized and 
biometric technologies, as Deborah Cowen (2014) 
as well as Ned Rossiter (2016) have articulated in 
terms of  militarization and violence, should be 
thought about in terms of  the circulation through 
pipelines of  flow, whether between the virtual and 
the real or the near and the far. If  Steyerl’s right 
about this representational collapse, these strategic 
ideologies are also always-already here and now.
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Endnotes

1 The above image—and quote—conclude an 

essay in Duty Free Art, in reference to drone “pattern 

recognition” and civilian casualties in Gaza (61), where 
we may say “noise” is calculated as criminalized and 
racialized bodies to be eliminated.

2  Ned Rossiter (2016) is extremely generative 
and useful, but sometimes assumes a global form of  

living too tightly determined by technological infra-

structure.
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Preeminent cultural theorist Stuart Hall 
once wrote, “popular culture, commodified and 
stereotyped as it often is, is not at all, as we some-
times think of  it, the arena where we find who we 
really are, the truth of  [the black] experience”(1997, 
134). Though Hall believed that popular culture was 
incapable of  arriving at a “truth,”  he argued that 
there is value in “the experiences that stand behind 
them”(1997, 128). In Film Blackness: Cinema and 
the Idea of  Black Film, Michael Boyce Gillespie 
continues in this vein with an expressed disinterest 
in critiquing black film through the lens of  auth-
enticity. Instead, his purpose is to examine the myr-
iad of  methods in which blackness is expressed on 
the silver screen, to broaden our conception  of  the 
term black film, and to interrogate black film for its 
artistic merit. In this way, Gillespie’s guiding ques-
tion is: “What if  black film is art and not the visual 
transcription of  the black lifeworld?” (2016, 157)

Skirting the topic of  authenticity, Gillespie 
also seems unconcerned with mainstream films, 
seeing as the discussion of  typical, big-budget 
Hollywood fare is absent in Film Blackness. He 
centers his study around four relatively obscure 
films: Ralph Bashki’s infamous animated film Coon-
skin (1975), Wendell B. Harris’s virtually unseen 
Chameleon Street (1989), actor-director Bill Duke’s 
neo-noir Deep Cover (1992), and Moonlight (2016) 
director Barry Jenkins’ first film Medicine for Melan-
choly (2008).

Gillespie’s textual analysis of  Coonskin in 
Chapter 1 is particularly intriguing given the film’s 
infamy. Much of  the discourse on Coonskin revolves 
around the mainstream resistance to its screening, 
which Gillespie briefly addresses. Gillespie identi-
fies  what can be discerned from the film’s racial 
grotesque: “Coonskin reanimates the iconography 
of  anti-black visual culture as a meta-picture that 
cogently contests the rendering of  blackness, na-
tional mythology, the circuits of  pop culture, and 
cultural memory in the key of  the racial grotesque” 
(2016, 26). He contrasts this film to Disney’s equal-
ly maligned Song of  the South (Wilfred Jackson and 
Harve Foster, 1946), essentially arguing that Coon-
skin functions as “a disobedient adaptation” of  
Joel Chandler Harris’s collection Uncle Remus: His 
Songs and Sayings upon which the former is based 
(2016, 75).

In Chapter 2, Gillespie shifts from the trope 
of  racial grotesque to that of  black perfomativity. 
The object of  inquiry is Chameleon Street (1989), 
a fairly obscure film by Wendell B. Harris  based 
loosely on the life of  William Douglas Street, Jr., 
who, for nearly 20 years, criminally impersonated 
several people. The film’s obscurity, despite winning 
the 1990 Grand Jury Prize at the Sundance Film 
Festival, is interrogated here. Indeed, as Gillespie 
indicates, Chameleon Street debuted amidst a prolifer-
ation of  black film. Therefore, its virtual`absence in 
theaters—due to a lack of  favorable reviews leading 
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to short runs and relegation to art houses—is tell-
ing. Gillespie argues that its failure to transgress is 
because it “did not comply with the ideas of  black 
film advanced by the industry and film press”(2016, 
75). The film, with its art house aspirations and 
aesthetics, drew comparisons to Robert Mulligan’s 
The Great Imposter (1963) and Woody Allen’s Zelig 
(1983), which Gillespie disavows. 

Gillespie dedicates his third chapter to 
genre study, which focuses on the gritty detective 
film Deep Cover (Bill Duke, 1992), perhaps the most 
popular film he discusses. In this way, he addresses 
the film’s place in classical noir, foregrounding the 
genre in  “its consistency as a racialized mode of  
white masculinities in crisis” (84). He uses  Deep 
Cover to engage with film scholar James Naremore’s 
thesis: “history of  an idea” from More Than Night: 
Film Noir in its Contexts (1998), in which he challen-
ges the unacknowledged  role of  racial ambiguity 
in film noir.

The final chapter of  Film Blackness address-
es the critical role that black absence plays in Medi-
cine for Melancholy (Barry Jenkins, 2009), the story 
of  a one-day fling between a black man and a black 
woman living in San Francisco. Gillespie effectively 
argues that the film’s location—a city where gen-
trification continues to dwindle the black popula-
tion—is key in what he deems “a meditation on 
romance, place, and ruin”(2016, 155). He inter-
twines the importance of  space with considera-
tions of  quietness, desire, and cultural awakening. 
The chapter serves as an effective conclusion as it 
draws together the contentions made in the previ-
ous chapters.

All told, Gillespie’s text is well-reasoned 
and compelling. However, two issues arise. First, 
for a text concerned with refuting the notion that 
film can or should reflect a “black experience,” 
Film Blackness relies on the existence of  a “black 
lifeworld” outside of  it. Given the influx of  work 
theorizing post-blackness and post-raciality—par-
ticularly in the wake of  Barack Obama’s presi-
dency—the lack of  engagement with those ideas is 
surprising. Granted, the notions of  post-blackness 
and post-raciality are often contested and refuted, 
but some interaction with those notions seems 
warranted.

The other manner in which Gillespie’s text 
is troubled is in its film selection. Gillespie’s focus 
on the obscure may lead  one to question the  de-
gree to which his contentions are true for the vis-

ible. In other words, are the subjects of  his inquiry 
so rare that they are   anomalies? Moreover, the 
affinity between  the filmic choices overrides their 
varying degrees of  obscurity: none of  the films 
are directed by black women and all are centered 
on male protagonists, save for Medicine for Mel-
ancholy. One could easily see a film, such as Dee 
Rees’s Pariah (2011)— centered on a teen attempt-
ing to negotiate between two ostensibly conflict-
ing identities of  being black and queer—comple-
menting this text nicely.

Film Blackness begins with several import-
ant questions: “What if  black film could be some-
thing other than embodied? What if  black film 
was immaterial and bodiless? What if  black film 
could be speculative or just ambivalent? What if  
film is ultimately the worst window imaginable and 
an even poorer mirror? What if  black film is art 
or creative interpretation and not merely the vis-
ual transcription of  the black lifeworld?” (Gillespie 
2016, 5). To be sure, Gillespie provides a compel-
ling reflection upon—if  not necessarily concrete 
answers to—these questions. 
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Queer Game Studies is an edited collection of  
essays, personal reflections, and interviews from 
scholars, makers, and critics all interested in the 
intersection of  queer theory, games, and play. Re-
presentation has long been a crucial area of  inquiry 
in game studies, especially as conversations about 
the cultural ramifications of  stereotypical or harm-
ful representations have entered popular discourse. 
Accordingly, there are many individual articles 
and chapters analysing LGBTQ+ representation 
in games as well as the practices of  queer game 
makers and gamer communities (for example, see 
Shaw 2009, Youngblood 2013, Harvey 2014, Clark 
and kopas 2015, Ruberg 2015, Shaw 2015, Chang 
2015, Shaw 2016, Chess 2016, Engel 2016, Chang 
2017, Ruberg 2017a, Ruberg 2017b). However, so 
far there have been no edited collections dedicated 
specifically to the topic, meaning that Queer Game 
Studies is a foundational text in this growing area of  
study, serving as an intervention in game studies 
and media studies more broadly. As demonstrated 
by the citations above, the editors of  this collec-
tion, Bonnie (Bo) Ruberg and Adrienne Shaw, are 
two of  the leading voices on the topic of  queerness 
and games. Ruberg is an assistant professor of  di-
gital media and games in the Department of  Infor-
matics at the University of  California, Irvine. They 
have published several articles and chapters on 
queerness and games, are currently editing a special 
issue of  Game Studies entitled “Queerness and Vi-

deo Games” along with Amanda Phillips, and are 
also the lead organizer of  the annual Queerness 
and Games conference. Shaw is an assistant pro-
fessor in Temple University’s Department of  Me-
dia Studies and Production. She has published se-
veral articles and chapters on queerness and games 
and her first book, Gaming at the Edge: Sexuality and 
Gender at the Margins of  Gamer Culture (2014), is ano-
ther work commonly cited by scholars interested 
in the representation of  marginalized identities in 
games. Shaw is also the founder of  the LGBTQ 
Game Archive, which is a collaborative curated ef-
fort to identify and catalogue queer in games.

In the introduction, the editors empha-
size that the collection’s aim is to explore different 
takes on what queer game studies (QGS) might 
look like. They make it clear that this means going 
beyond a focus on queer designers and in-game 
representations in order to investigate the ways in 
which queerness as a broader theoretical approach 
might challenge and subvert existing norms and 
change the way we understand games and play 
itself  (Ruberg and Shaw 2017, ix). Queer theory, 
then, presents an opportunity to explore “diffe-
rence in games,” to “destabilize and reimagine 
video games themselves,” and to interrogate “the 
very systems that structure the medium” (ix). To 
this end, the collection is divided into five thematic 
sections which feature a broad range of  topics and 
approaches. This broadness speaks to the editors’ 
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intention of  framing QGS as not just “the speci-
fic topic of  queerness in games” (though there is 
plenty of  that as well), but as “the application of  a 
set of  critical tools derived from queer theory and 
queer thinking” (xii). As with any edited collection, 
some chapters attempt and achieve this applicati-
on more than others, though they all contribute 
to the arguably more politically important goal of  
this book to “continue broadening conversations 
around gender, sexuality, and games” and “to see 
video games as spaces of  queer possibility” (xiii). 

Although the editors repeatedly call for 
the application of  queer theory to game studies in 
their introduction, only the first section, “Defining 
Queerness in Games” really includes chapters that 
deeply engage with queer theory and queer theo-
rists. The section begins with Naomi Clark’s chap-
ter in which she helpfully outlines the two main 
approaches to QGS: one which focuses on diver-
sifying game content and the other which focuses 
on how to ‘queer’ the structure of  games them-
selves. Interestingly, Clark argues that seeking to 
legitimize games as ‘productive,’ ‘useful,’ or ‘arti-
stic’ risks losing that which makes games disrup-
tive, subversive, and queer. Edmond Chang then 
introduces the term ‘queergaming’ – a queer ver-
sion of  Alexander Galloway’s “countergaming” – 
that seeks to challenge normative narratives and 
mechanics and embrace a “heterogeneity of  play” 
(Galloway 2017, 15). Derek Burrill’s chapter enga-
ges the most with queer theory and while it is less 
accessible than other chapters in terms of  acade-
mic jargon, it offers an extremely useful, thought-
ful, and provocative case for centralizing the body 
in QGS. Burrill also reminds us that queer games 
should be “a means of  celebrating difference wit-
hout sacrificing fun” (Burrill 2017, 31). This sec-
tion ends with Zoya Street’s discussion of  what 
queer games history might look like, given that 
queerness is fundamentally “a resistance against 
[the] coercive attempt to claim knowledge about 
other people’s experiences” (Street 2017, 38). 

Section two, “Queering Game Play and 
Design” opens with Peter Wonica’s retrospective 
on his project to develop a board game addressing 
the challenges faced by queer women in abusive re-
lationships. This “community-driven development 
experience” involved a “collective design process” 
and so this chapter offers useful insight for anyo-
ne interested in participatory design or communi-
ty-based participant research (Wonica 2017, 45). 

Leigh Alexander’s chapter entitled “Playing Out-
side” argues that games are being held back as a 
medium due to their focus on ‘fun,’ an argument 
which contradicts Naomi Clark and Derek Bur-
rill, whose chapters use queer theory to defend 
the importance of  fun in games. Alexander states 
that “[c]ulture-changing entertainment is rarely de-
scribed as ‘fun’” (59) and she calls for more games 
about personal struggles and painful experiences 
rather than power fantasies. Accordingly, she is 
very critical of  the current mainstream games in-
dustry and gamers who see games as “their safe 
space,” occupy the “geek tree house,” (Alexander 
2017, 57) and fetishize “nerd fantasies” (60). Her 
tone is somewhat hostile – Alexander is known for 
ruffling feathers – but her call for more games that 
highlight “the humble heroism in simply facing the 
world every day without privilege” is cogent (61). 
While it may have been more interesting to ask her 
to write something new for this collection rather 
than republishing a piece originally written for The 
New Inquiry, her passionate insistence that the per-
sonal games movement allows us to “see the genu-
ine potential of  games as art and communication” 
is convincing and fits in with the collection’s pur-
pose (61). 

Hanna Brady’s chapter is a quirky, refres-
hingly poetic demonstration on queering the hero’s 
journey and mythology in general. Brady argues 
for the queer potential of  science fiction and fan-
tasy which “encourages us to dream of  what we 
might be” (Brady 2017, 68) – another contrast to 
Alexander’s outright dismissal of  “nerd fantasies” 
in the previous chapter (60). Aubrey Gabel then 
turns to literary ludics, or the tradition of  playing 
in poetry, to ask if  game designers could play with 
game mechanics like the poets she discusses played 
with writing formalism. Mattie Brice then convin-
cingly uses kink to examine the possibilities of  
using play for empathy, reflection, and connection. 
She reminds us that a concern for empathy should 
not exist solely in the realm of  queer art games, 
since empathy “is endemic to play” (Brice 2017, 
81). The section ends with Larissa Hjorth and Kim 
D’Amazing’s reflections on their participant-based 
research into the role of  selfies in queer performa-
tivity. Although selfies are not generally associated 
with games, the authors convincingly read selfie-
taking as a form of  play.

The third section, “Reading Games Queer-
ly” starts with Robert Yang’s chapter, which fo-
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cuses on gender-based violence and institutional 
misogyny. Yang uses an example of  a scandalous 
incident – the discovery of  developers referring 
to a woman of  colour character as a “Feminist-
Whore” within their coding – to discuss the ways 
in which sexism manifests not only in game con-
tent, but also within the very cultural and technical 
structures of  game production and design. Aman-
da Phillips uses film theory to convincingly read 
the eponymous character from Bayonetta as a queer 
femme who aggressively disturbs the male gaze. 
Todd Harper, similarly, conducts a queer reading 
of  the Mass Effect series through his reflections on 
his own two playthroughs of  the series, once as 
a female Commander Shepard (the ‘default’ expe-
rience) and once as a male Commander Shepard 
who he understood to be a closeted gay man (the 
alternative queer reading). Gregory Bagnall does 
not take a close reading approach in his chapter, 
instead he focuses on the often-ignored material 
technologies of  games to demonstrate the ways 
in which existing hardware – especially game con-
trollers with their phallic joysticks – forces players 
to “enact heteropolitics” (Bagnall 2017, 140). The 
section ends with merritt k’s (formerly merritt ko-
pas) touchingly personal reflection on her experi-
ence playing Gone Home and its representation of  a 
queer romance. 

Section four, “Queer Failures in Games” 
begins with Adrienne Shaw’s chapter, in which 
she argues for “an understanding of  communities 
as multiple and overlapping, as intersectional and 
coalitional” (Shaw 2017, 153). This chapter combi-
nes Shaw’s personal experience as a researcher and 
community member with a discussion of  queer 
game culture, so it is especially useful for anyone 
interested in online spaces, identity politics, and 
community practices. Gabriela Richard similarly 
discusses her ethnographical research into a fema-
le-oriented online gaming community, providing a 
candid and critical look at the strengths and wea-
knesses of  the group. Katherine Cross discusses 
the hostility, misogyny, and harassment directed 
at queer critics, designers, and games themselves 
by certain members of  gamer culture using Su-
san Faludi’s concept of  “the terror dream” (Cross 
2017, 180).

Jack Halberstam’s chapter explores the 
connections between animation and video games 
through the queer potential of  play. He reiterates 
the call to look beyond representation and asks 

what gaming might offer queer theory and what 
queer theory might offer gaming. His chapter leads 
nicely into the next, which is a transcription of  a 
moderated conversation between Halberstam and 
game scholar Jesper Juul – two very influential fi-
gures in their respective fields. Both scholars have 
written about failure (queer failure and ludic failu-
re) and yet they had never previously engaged with 
one another. This conversation directly demonstra-
tes that there is indeed clear overlap between queer 
theory and game studies. In the final chapter in this 
section, Jordan Youngblood reads the protagonist 
of  Metal Gear Solid 2 as embodying a locus of  hete-
ronormative failure, providing a space for “accep-
table player loss” (Youngblood 2017, 212), thereby 
demonstrating how to perform a queer reading of  
a game that goes ‘beyond representation’ and looks 
instead at the function of  the character as open-
ly subverting the boundaries between player and 
game (221). 

The fifth and final section, “Queer Futures 
for Games” opens with Kathryn Bond Stockton’s 
clever interweaving of  queerness, childhood, 
games, and play with lateralization and jouissance. 
Next, Christopher Goetz discusses what queer 
growth or legitimization of  games might look like 
and follows Clark and Burrill in a defense of  fun. 
He reminds us that “video games are ‘queer’ pre-
cisely for their embrace of  blissful jouissance” and 
calls for game scholars to not outright dismiss the 
fantasies of  empowerment presented in games 
(Goetz 2017, 240). Colleen Macklin’s chapter asks 
where the queerness is in games, whether it is 
found in the game’s characters and worlds, in the 
game’s affordances, in the game’s designers, or in 
the game’s players. The answer is all of  the above, 
and given the overlap with Clark’s work, this chap-
ter may have been better placed in the first section 
of  the book.

The next chapter is an interview with the 
organizers of  three important queer games con-
ferences – The Queerness and Games Conference, Gay-
merX, and Different Games –  which will be valuable 
for anyone interested in the practicalities, difficul-
ties, and rewards of  conference organizing. The 
collection concludes with Ruberg’s reflections on 
their experiences organizing the inaugural Queer-
ness and Games Conference, which follows nicely from 
the interview. While they are candid regarding the 
difficulties and doubts they faced, the chapter has 
a hopeful tone, particularly in Ruberg’s statement 
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that “[a] temporary community is still a communi-
ty, and the powerful feeling of  belonging lasts long 
beyond any given place or time” (Ruberg 2017, 
273). Ruberg reminds us that QGS matters becau-
se “now we know beyond a doubt that the issue of  
difference and video games matters” (274). 

In terms of  shortcomings, there are only a 
few in this otherwise excellent collection. First, in 
their introduction, the editors mention that the fo-
cus on sexuality in queer studies has “at times ob-
scured the importance of  race, gender, and class” 
(Ruberg and Shaw 2017, xviii). This is certainly 
true, and while this collection addresses gender at 
length, unfortunately few of  the contributors en-
gage deeply with questions of  race, class, or disa-
bility. Considering that the editors claim that this 
collection is “mapping the most urgent political 
concerns of  queer game studies,” this lack of  in-
tersectionality is somewhat concerning (xix). Ho-
wever, there is only so much that can be included 
in a single collection and the editors do argue that 
this collection captures “a transitional historical 
moment” in the early development of  QGS, with 
most chapters written in 2013/2014, so hopefully 
future collections following in the footsteps of  this 
one will address other identity positions and enga-
ge more deeply with intersectional theory, disabili-
ty studies, and Black feminism. 

Second, as with any edited collection that 
sets out to present “a diverse array of  perspecti-
ves and approaches,” the sections are somewhat 
disjointed, and sometimes clash in tone, content, 
and purpose (xiii). For example, while many of  
the chapters insist on the value and importance 
of  fun and fantasy, others claim these aspects 
hold the medium back from reaching its potential. 
Most notably, this collection suffers from a tension 
between queer representation (that is, a focus on 
sexuality and LGBTQ+ issues) and queerness-as-
theory (which goes beyond subject matter in order 
to question, disrupt, and disturb deeper underlying 
assumptions). This tension has plagued academia 
for decades: the adoption of  the term “queer” 
into academic discourse was shaped both by the 
political concerns within the gay and lesbian com-
munity and by postmodernist reconfigurations and 
critical deconstructions of  identity and subjectivity 
influenced by the work of  Jacques Derrida, Michel 
Foucault, and Jacques Lacan (for more on this, see 
Hennessy 1995 and Seidman 1995). Indeed, given 
the editors’ call to “explore queerness beyond re-

presentation” (Ruberg and Shaw 2017, xiii), it is 
surprising for there to be an entire section on close 
readings of  queerness in games and for so many 
of  the chapters to reference the queer content in 
Gone Home. This suggests that QGS has not yet 
been able to bridge these two approaches, sending 
a clear signal that while the editors may feel that 
QGS is being held back by a focus on representati-
on, critics, makers, and scholars are still interested 
in talking about it. 

While there are a few shortcomings, this 
collection’s diversity in terms of  tone, accessibility, 
and purpose means that anyone could find value in 
it, though it is clearly addressed to game scholars, 
critics, and makers who are specifically interested 
in the intersection of  queerness/queer theory and 
games. As such, it could be used as a text in a game 
design program, or in courses on queer theory, me-
dia studies, sexuality studies, and digital humanities. 
I strongly recommend reading it alongside The State 
of  Play, a 2015 collection featuring work by Anna 
Anthropy, Zoe Quinn, Anita Sarkeesian, as well 
as some authors who contributed to Queer Game 
Studies, like merritt k, Katherine Cross, and Leigh 
Alexander. Overall, this collection is an absolutely 
essential read for any game scholar, maker, critic, 
or enthusiast interested in social justice and iden-
tity politics; in diverse perspectives, opinions, and 
readings of  games; in seeing the medium and its 
fandom become more inclusive; in exploring new 
avenues of  possibility for game design and recep-
tion; and in “unlocking the non-normative poten-
tial that has been waiting in video games all along” 
(Ruberg and Shaw 2017, xxii). As QGS continues 
to evolve and flourish, this collection will provi-
de a strong and inspirational foundation for future 
work. 
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At its 46th edition, the Festival du Nouveau 
Cinema continued to follow the well-trodden path 
taken by many big-ticket film festivals in the con-
temporary circuit by offering what the outgoing 
FNC president, founder, and programmer Claude 
Chamberlan has called “an audacious menu […] 
that will leave you open-mouthed” (FNC 2017 Ca-
talogue, 7). This includes a range of  events: from 
the high-profile, attention-grabbing opening Blade 
Runner 2049, directed by Montreal’s prestige di-
rector Denis Villeneuve; to daring works by both 
young and established filmmakers; a program of  
short films; section on cult, regional, and indepen-
dent cinemas; installations and performances ex-
ploring the latest technological advancements; and 
so on. It is thanks to such variety that in the midst 
of  similar ever-expanding operations in a region 
that has recently discovered the high margins of  
profit assured by the culture industry, FNC has acc-
rued over some years a reputation as a carefully cu-
rated, vibrant, and attentive festival. Of  course, that 
did not happen overnight. At the time of  its proper 
entrance on the official festival stage, FNC had to 
position itself  in respect to the then highly praised 
World Film Festival and nothing else. Almost half  
century later, it has eclipsed all of  its competitors 
exactly because of  its undisciplined nature combi-
ned with an appetite for both the mainstream and 
the niche. More importantly, the festival has profi-
ted from its aspiration to cover the outlandish enti-

ty called “global cinema” that we will discuss later.
In many ways, these aspirations driving 

FNC raise problematic issues, generally overshado-
wed by its success as an adaptable and a crowd-plea-
sing format. The festival is not ambitious enough to 
redraw the face of  the city for ten days or to claim 
world or even national premieres, but is still suffici-
ently far-reaching to provide an overview of  the 
best art-cinema production worldwide. Alternatives 
to the format followed by FNC, often with fewer 
ambitions in size and scope and more in building 
political awareness, abound, though at a far diffe-
rent scale. This is true for the many middle- and 
small-sized festivals around the world that present 
themselves as local initiatives targeting minority (or 
interest) groups and fostering cohesive forms of  so-
ciality. Opposed to the scaled-down festival, FNC is  
currently undergoing a remarkable transformation 
into what one might call the “festival of  festivals” 
format, that is, a massive growth and diversification 
of  the offer that aims to provide the audience with 
an overarching view of  “the contemporary state of  
cinema.” Openly promoting diversity (in formats, 
geographies, sensibilities, aesthetics, and politics), 
FNC does not hide its large-scale attitude, similar 
in scope to a church within whose walls all its devo-
tees could gather and worship cinema in its superb 
variety. 

With a program structured around notions 
of  diversity and comprehensiveness, FNC operates 
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as a machine that grounds, promotes, and dissemi-
nates one single idea of  cinema, which nonetheless 
claims to be hegemonic, if  not unchallenged. This 
idea, what we call “global cinema,” encompasses 
different genres and formats—the festival film, the 
cult film, the local-flair film, the experimental artsy 
film, the children film, the VR installation, the re-
stored version, the themed film party, and so on —
coming from all over the world, which only through 
their assemblage create a single entity, having the 
ambition to encompass the contemporary state of  
cinema in its whole. Apparently, there is no outside, 
for the festival-container is to be all-embracing. The 
FNC has one main mission, co-director Philippe 
Gajan claims: “To be the jewel case of  [all] precious 
gems” (FNC 2017 Catalogue, 7). Even though some 
pearls from, say, Cannes or Berlin may be missing, 
as a whole the festival affirms its capacity to “catch 
‘em all” and display them in venues such as the lu-
xurious Cinéma Impérial, or more modest settings. 

Still, something cannot be caught. To un-
derstand what and why, one needs to question the 
festival’s frame of  reference exactly at the point 
where its aspirations and its outcomes meet, that is, 
in the unquestioned idea of  global cinema it pro-
motes. In theory, the festival offers a worldwide 
overview, reinforced through a long list of  coun-
tries of  origin featured in the catalogue. In practice, 
however, behind that list, only two poles—Europe 
and North America—emerge as producers, directly 
through their companies or indirectly through their 
funding bodies (including festival funds as well). 
The pathways taken by films produced outside the 
West, as far as they do not cross Western instituti-
ons and money, guarantee them a secure invisibility. 
Why cannot FNC even put them in their radars? All 
we can imagine are two options. First, the idea of  
what we call “alter-global cinema,” with its myriad 
of  filmmaking practices, forms, and infrastructures, 
none of  them relying on the Global North, is just 
a collective blunder. It simply does not exist, only 
thriving in the minds of  those who daydream of  
actually existing decoloniality. Second, the idea of  
“global cinema” that FNC and its kin are promoting 
is somehow impregnated with the threat, lurking so-
mewhere in the dark of  a movie theatre, of  being 
put to the service of  reproducing (neo)colonial per-
spectives onto the world. Perhaps, cut down to the 
bone, the basic question becomes “How actually di-
verse could this vocally boasted diversity be, given 
its conditions of  production?”

To answer to this question, we will focus on 
an extremely popular theme at the 46th edition—
that is, human migration—somehow imbued with 
the same set of  contradictions. Before doing that, 
we need to ask why this question matters. Otherwi-
se put, why could not we limit ourselves to praise 
a festival that in terms of  offerings, organization, 
warmth, selection, and, again, diversity is almost 
stellar? For us, what is at stake is more than numeri-
cal representation, the number of  Indian, Senegale-
se, and Taiwanese films the festival could and should 
show. Nor is it the essential need to guarantee the 
possibility of  seeing, recognizing, and discerning 
filmmaking traditions outside of  those circulating 
within the festival network, generally otherwise in-
accessible. The main problem, for us, is that the 
idea of  “global cinema” projects an understanding 
of  cinema firmly situated within the economies of  
Global North and, in doing so, posits them as global 
only in this sense—ecumenical and totalitarian. If  
this is all we can ask for because there is and can be 
nothing else, then we cannot but think of  filmma-
king practices and strategies as divested from power 
and external to any non-bottom-up geopolitical rela-
tion. At the current moment, North-South relations 
are formed by histories of  colonialism and imperia-
lism, and, even more importantly, of  the struggles 
against them.  Extractive multinationals, backed 
up by governments and supranational institutions, 
are reshaping the economies of  the South, making 
them dependent from and vulnerable to the North. 
The global cinema industry, fully integrated in the-
se dynamics, could produce dissent only if  we are 
prone to imagine that meaningful resistance could 
come from within, say, the 2-3 French companies 
that operate in a state of  monopoly in the whole 
Francophone Africa. By offering well-curated cine-
matic bites, carefully listed in the “audacious menu,” 
from distant and not-so distant places around the 
world, the festival does not only flatten the globe, 
but it also projects an image of  it deprived of  the 
colonial history that has shaped it. It is in this sense 
that the worlding of  cinema—the creation of  “glo-
bal cinema”—that the festival engenders appears to 
be nothing but a firm mechanism of  universalizati-
on of  the economies of  the Global North.

If  this is what the festival does, one should 
not assume that the films themselves, with their 
own distinct strategies, are blind to the post-colo-
nial situation from which they emerge. It would be 
an exaggerate oversimplification to imagine that 
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European or North-American funding renders all 
of  the films simple mouthpieces of  European and 
North-American market ideology. On the contrary, 
those with a more openly political stance are firm-
ly engaged in rendering visible the different state, 
juridical, and economic apparatuses that that very 
same ideology naturalizes and therefore occludes. 
In offering the possibilities to understand different 
scales, registers, and movements, these films offer 
us a glimpse into our present geopolitical condition. 
This is to say that if  the workings of  a metropolitan 
film festival like FNC are inescapably patterned by 
broader post-colonial and neo-imperial dynamics, 
it is exactly the myriad of  cinematic practices that 
it exhibits that provide inroads for understanding 
and analysing those dynamics themselves. Thus, mi-
gration becomes a generative theme, potentially il-
luminating those workings. Several films of  the 46th 
edition, in fact, focus on the movements of  people 
(mostly), goods (occasionally), and capital (rarely) 
across the world. What they do all have in common 
are a more or less effective strategies of  visualizing 
what remains erased, and ultimately invisible, in the 
attempt to give intelligible form to the contempora-
ry world and its inner flows. It would not come as 
a surprise, given the politics of  the festival we just 
discussed, that most of  the films focusing on migra-
tion come from Europe.

Nicolas Klotz and Élisabeth Perceval’s 
The Wild Frontier (L‘Heroique lande, la frontiere brule, 
2017) stands out when one compares the distance 
that filmmakers had to traverse in order to make 
the film with the kilometres crossed by those that 
film centres on. The film focuses on the infamous 
Calais “Jungle,” a refugee settlement that housed 
around 6,000 migrants in October 2016, just before 
French authorities evacuated and demolished it. In 
their efforts to reach the British coasts, thousands 
of  people from Eritrea, Sudan, Syria, Kurdish Iraq, 
and so on, found temporary shelter in the first camp 
with showers, electricity, and toilets in Calais area. 
Being the French town closest to England, as well as 
a massive port and the Eurotunnel terminal, Calais 
was home to several similar camps ever since the 
late 1990s, all bulldozed or closed down over time. 
Following their previous efforts with Pariah (Paria, 
1999) and The Wound (La Blessure, 2004) to make mi-
grants’ livelihoods and experiences visible on terms 
other than those dictated by the French juridical 
system, Perceval and Klotz shot a film alongside 
and with people residing in the settlement. Based in 

Paris, around 300 km from Calais, they would have 
come to the camp regularly between January 2016 
and February 2017. One of  the main characteristics 
of  life in the settlement, close proximity, has found 
its way into the filmmaking process. In an interview, 
Perceval described this as making the film together 
with people they get to know in the camp. Because 
the camera was never hidden, the director recollects, 
those who were interested in participating in the 
shooting were able to approach them and question 
their presence in the camp along with their film’s 
goals. As time passed, the filmmakers and some re-
fugees grew closer and started working together to 
film this crucial event of  our epoch, as Perceval and 
Klotz referred to it during a press conference. With 
a length of  225 minutes, the film patiently allows 
the complexity of  the everyday life in the camps to 
unfold, navigating between the need to bear wit-
ness and to give the protagonists a space to tell their 
own stories. The experience of  life in the camp in 
this manner becomes the organizing impulse of  the 
film. Although the sense of  insecurity and instabili-
ty shapes the underlying spirit of  the film as much 
as the life in the camp itself, the sense of  relentless 
energy that has propelled those people’s movement 
towards a “better life” awaiting somewhere in Euro-
pe testifies to a vitality that cannot be regulated by 
governmental bodies of  the EU.  

Ala Eddine Slim’s The Last of  Us (2016), the 
Tunisian entry for the Best Foreign Language Film 
at the 90th Academy Awards, tracks the travel and 
travail of  one character from Tunisia to the mystical 
woods he finds himself  in once he crossed the Me-
diterranean. While Perceval and Klotz barely com-
muted from Paris to Calais, Slim had traversed the 
common route that less established contemporary 
filmmakers have to take in order to secure sufficient 
funding for their projects— in this particular case, 
Doha, Dubai, Marseille, Paris, and Rotterdam (non-
incidentally all festival funds). The travel for funding 
is not dissimilar from the one that the film traces, 
establishing an eerie analogy between different at-
tempts to succeed in the wealthy North. Nonethe-
less, the film seems less interested in the materiality 
of  the travel, including its own, than in the lyrical 
aspects of  the travel itself. Although it employs 
the visual vocabulary of  observational filmmaking, 
with the camera silently tracking its main protago-
nist through the topographies of  African migrant 
routes, Last of  Us focuses mostly, if  not exclusively, 
on contemplating the relationship between humans 
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and nature. As a result, it operates as an experimen-
tal film often toying with forms of  mysticism while 
subordinating the world to its overworked, well-
crafted image. Once again, the comparison with The 
Wild Frontier is compelling. Perceval and Klotz jetti-
son the structuring conceptions (and conventions) 
around which filmmaking common sense is built 
(e.g. the proper feature-length format, the carefully 
devised production plan, and so on) by positioning 
themselves at the centre of  this lived environment, 
and are receptive to the everyday encounters, un-
certainties, and perils that this position implies. By 
doing so, The Wild Frontier renders the harshness and 
complexity of  migrant lives by cinematic means. 
Last of  Us, on the contrary, by assuming the form of  
a cine-philosophical treatise, refuses to acknowledge 
the material, geopolitical, and economic dimensions 
that in the last instance have made it possible.

The more conventional format of  the 
feature-length art film provides to the question 
of  migration a significantly different shape. The 
two experimental films discussed so far, as well as 
others on the same topic presented at the festival 
and produced on the fringes of  film funding infra-
structure, shed a light on migrants’ lives and expe-
riences, so foregrounding travel as a constitutive 
impulse of  life, and hence of  cinema. Films such 
as Aki Kaurismäki’s The Other Side of  Hope (Toivon 
tuolla puolen, 2017) and Kornél Mundruczó’s Jupiter‘s 
Moon (Jupiter holdja, 2017), on the other hand, focus 
on Fortress Europe from the perspective of  the 
local communities inhabiting it, although at its re-
mote borders (Finland and Hungary, respectively). 
Adopting a similar narrative device, both initially 
reconstruct the peculiar ordinariness of  local com-
munities, using the arrival of  one migrant as a nar-
rative trigger disrupting the usual state of  things. 
The crises that ensue, rather than reflecting (on) the 
shortcomings of  multiculturalism, play out exclusi-
vely as new vectors within the internal dynamics of  
the communities. In this way, by staging the encoun-
ters from the perspective of  those who live in the 
elective destinations, both films offer a commentary 
on and from Europe, far more concerned with the 
cultural and political underpinnings of  the alleged 
crisis that is affecting the continent than with the 
actual experience of  migration itself. Taking the two 
films’ production contexts into account, it becomes 
clear that these films exemplify prestige “national” 
art cinema. Their national character, rather than 
their perceived cosmopolitanism, are worthy of  em-

phasis. In spite of  their idiosyncratic, complex, and 
rich auteur visual vocabulary, as well as narrative 
syntax, they both engage in close dialogue with their 
local mainstream media in relation to dominant re-
presentations of  the alleged migrant crisis. Clearly, 
they openly counter these discourses, which tend to 
equate the presence of  migrants with the socio-eco-
nomic disruption of  the local community. By the 
mere fact of  employing (and exploiting to exhau-
stion) the same trope, they pretend to reinforce the 
social-problem rhetoric through which this current 
geopolitical moment has been commonly analyzed 
within the European public sphere. The arrival of  
the migrants troubles an already struggling commu-
nity, both mainstream media and the two films rei-
terate. However, ultimately the latter stage their own 
oppositions to the tones put forward by the natio-
nal media through their forceful cinematic language. 
The migrants in both films act as catalysts that pro-
vide the communities an opportunity to rediscover 
themselves. Though not travelling, but on the con-
trary playing like a community-wide kammerspiel, 
both The Other Side of  Hope and Jupiter’s Moon propo-
se a significant reflection on migratory movement 
from the milieu of  their final destination.

These films can tell us something about the 
festival as well. Taken in isolation, they articulate 
original and yet variably problematic discourses on 
the contemporary postcolonial condition, creating 
experiential entry points to understand its multi-
faceted articulation. Taken together in the context 
of  the 46th edition of  the festival, instead, they be-
come specimens of  “global cinema”—plural, huma-
nitarian, engagee, topical, urgent, and innocuously 
dazzling in the last instance. Could it have been dif-
ferent? Hard to know. When FNC decided to adopt 
the “festival of  festivals” format,  however capti-
vating it might have been, it should have been aware 
of  the fact that that carries with itself  the danger 
of  neutralizing the political potentials of  program-
ming and transforming it into a bulimic appetite for 
“gems” to be resold to the acquiescent audiences. 
The production of  “global cinema” depends on the 
extractive operations of  a cultural institution that 
functions without apparently questioning how pro-
gramming affects the films themselves. Driven by 
the urge to gather enough products to satisfy the 
taste of  all potential spectators, the festival embra-
ces what in the long run seems to be nothing but 
consumer market logics projecting the shadows of  
the North all over the globe.
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2017 marked the twentieth anniversary of  
the annual international documentary film festival 
in Montreal, RIDM (Rencontres Internationales 
du Documentaire de Montréal). It may have just 
been the films I chose to see, but it seemed like the 
mark of  Donald Trump’s presidency was all over 
the festival. For example, several films I saw took 
place in and around the U.S.-Mexico border, like El 
Mar La Mar (Joshua Bonnetta, J. P. Sniadecki, 2017, 
U.S.) and The Devil’s Freedom (Everardo González, 
2017, Mexico), or about social inequality within the 
U.S. like Rat Film (Theo Anthony, 2017, U.S.) which 
contrasts Baltimore’s city planning with studies of  
rat communities (Theo Anthony, 2017, U.S.), or 
global inequality like Les Dépossédés (Mathieu Roy, 
2017, Quebec), about the economics of  global 
food production, all of  which resonated with 
Donald Trump’s foreign and domestic policies. 
But the film that referred most directly to Trump 
was not about the contemporary political and 
economic situation, but Ronald Reagan: The Reagan 
Show (Sierra Pettengill and Pacho Velez, U.S., 
2017). Although perhaps not representative of  
the ethos of  the entire festival or the films shown, 
but for obvious reasons, that film made the largest 
impression on me.

The parallels between President Ronald 
Reagan, the demi-god of  the Republican Party, and 
President Donald Trump, the current demon-god 
of  the Republican Party, run much deeper than 

Trump’s détournement of  Reagan’s phrase, “Let’s 
make America great again,” which prompted uneasy 
laughter in the audience. As Sierra Pettengill, the 
co-director, said, “Trump is all over this movie” 
(Dollar 2017), even though production began 
before Trump was even a presidential candidate. 
Trump transformed Reagan’s declarative statement, 
implying collective action, into his imperative 
statement, demanding from some unknown 
power (the ghost of  Ronald Reagan perhaps, or 
the electorate) to return the country to its former 
glory, a mythic time of  white male American 
dominance. Ronald Reagan’s presidency, image, and 
achievements became the projection of  Trump’s 
spotlight. While Reagan’s slogan implied solidarity, 
active union against a Communist boogeyman, 
Trump’s implies passivity as much as it was a call 
to vote. Since his election, Trump’s talking points 
and policies recall Reagan’s, as his presidency 
took place more than thirty years ago, and the 
geopolitical lines have not radically changed since.1 
They reflect Reagan’s own simplistic, Manichean 
view of  the world with its Cold War binary,2 and 
his presidential image of  untouchable innocence, 
or in Trump’s case, untouchable insanity.

The Reagan Show consists entirely of  archive 
footage- using television news and outtakes from 
interviews and publicity events- to contrast Ronald 
Reagan’s television personality, which cemented his 
image and popular appeal, with some sort of  “true” 
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fumbling, off-screen persona. In an interview 
from 2014, Pettengill remarked, concerning the 
difference between what happened in the 80s and 
the façade Reagan created, “History really repeats 
itself  that way and the selling of  that presentation 
is much less effective now” (Cohn 2014). A naïve 
sentiment reflected in the film’s nostalgia of  
media specificity, the 16mm film that added “this 
dream-like layer to the footage,” or the Beta and 
¾ inch tape, all of  which invoke a time and place 
distant from the current high-definition digital 
texture. Covering the eight years of  his presidency, 
The Reagan Show provides the major beats of  his 
tenure as told through the media and with the 
media. In focusing on his television presence, the 
film presents an almost celebratory image of  him, 
Reagan in his element, like the fiction pushed by 
the Republican Party now–the grand old Reagan 
era–which glosses over many of  the same things 
The Reagan Show does, limited to the rectangular 
frame of  the screen. 

Aesthetically, the film merges the cable 
television experience with the contemporary genre 
of  the YouTube supercut, like the superimposed 
presidencies, simultaneously nostalgic and 
contemporary, a temporal amalgam. Reagan’s 
platform was based on a return to the golden age, 
a period he had personified in Hollywood films, 
modernized for the high-tech 1980s. In Seeing 
Through the Eighties, Jane Feuer argues that the remote 
control informed a channel surfing aesthetic of  
television, watching multiple shows at once (1995, 
3). The “zapping” or “zipping,” which has also been 
used to term the style of  MTV, can also describe 
“supercut” videos (Baio 2008). Through obsessive 
repetition, supercut videos attempt to display an 
underlying pattern, a cultural unconscious, almost 
a conspiracy, with its implication of  a revelation. 
For example, the widely shared clip of  Sinclair 
Broadcast Group, from April 2018, cuts together 
tens of  local news anchors repeating the same 
conservative, propagandistic denunciation of  
“media bias” (Fortin and Bromwich 2018). In The 
Reagan Show, a series of  clips shows Ronald Reagan 
repeating, “Doveryai, no proveryai,” or “Trust, but 
verify.” The section depicts Reagan’s blundering 
attempts at the Russian aphorism, signifying both 
his bumbling attempts to sign a denuclearization 
treaty with the Soviet Union and alluding to, 
although never directly mentioning, the unproven 
rumours that he had Alzheimer’s while in office 

(Shirley and Heubusch 2018). This is mirrored 
again in the constant speculation concerning 
Trump’s mental capacities (Lee 2018.). For both 
men, their role as head of  state is doubted.

With the supercut, The Reagan Show 
gestures toward interior psychology, yet, more than 
anything, the film depicts a presidency that was all 
surface. “Reagan himself, as many have argued, was 
as much an image as anything else on TV during 
his presidency” (Feuer 1995, 1). Similarly, there are 
many close ups on the president that pull back to 
show the crowds of  cameramen, reporters, and 
television crews recording his every action, muscle 
twitch, expression. The zoom out, signalling the 
constant camera and lack of  privacy, is intended to 
show simultaneously the “man behind the curtain,” 
or in Reagan’s case the lack of  man behind the 
performance. By using outtakes and recorded 
mistakes, Pettengill and Velez present a mediated 
sense of  the personal, which does not peer behind 
a façade but plays into the desire to see more of  
Ronald Reagan, past actor conflated with current 
president. His body, while perhaps not mediated 
in the same way, performed, is still acting as if it 
reveals an always-questioned mental fitness. 

Published a year before Reagan’s president 
ended, in Ronald Reagan, the Movie, Michael P. Rogin 
argued, “If  there are two Ronald Reagans, we 
owe his integration to film” (Rogin 1987, 8). The 
two bodies, the “Body natural,” and the “Body 
politic,” a doctrine from Elizabethan England, is 
problematized both within Reagan and Trump’s 
presidencies. While Trump refuses the division- 
refusing a Body politic, putting always his own 
interests (personal and economic) first, Reagan 
resisted the Body natural (Rogin 1987, 81-2). 
President Reagan’s character was formed out of  
the films he acted in, and it was the confusion 
between on- and off-screen that brings the 
president into focus. Reagan’s rebirth on television 
screens made him untouchable, a filmic presidency. 
Film was used to reflect “how he felt and who he 
was” (Rogin 1987, 4), not art imitating life, but life 
lived through art, or politics experienced through 
Hollywood’s literally black and white image. “He 
could claim to embody the nation, exploiting the 
boundary confusion between the president’s body 
and the body politic, because he had risen from 
the confusion between life and film” (Rogin 1987, 
16). As Rogin argues, Ronald Reagan amputates his 
second body, existing only as a floating, mediated 
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manifestation. Those shots of  his hands, outtakes, 
imply an interior state read through the body, read 
externally, not on his face, the part controlled by 
the conscious brain, but those parts that have been 
amputated, removed, like his legs in King’s Row, 
when he asks, his most famous line (and title of  his 
autobiography), “Where’s the rest of  me?” 

What connects Trump to Reagan, and 
rapidly edited shots together in a supercut, ignoring 
historical context in favor of  surface similarity, 
is also the logic of  conspiracy theories, whose 
connections are not causal but mimetic. That 
conspiratorial logic is neither new, nor extricable 
from the American political form, although 
Trump’s presidency has so often been painted as 
an anomaly. Using the example of  Ronald Reagan, 
Michael P. Rogin’s larger argument concerns 
the “countersubversive tradition” of  “political 
demonology” (Rogin 1987, xiii) central to American 
politics, by which he means,within the heart and 
head of  democratic American political power is 
the conspiratorial effort to limit democracy. In 
Conspiracy Theories, Mark Fenster compares Rogin’s 
“realist” approach with Richard Hofstadter’s 
famous “symbolist” analysis of  the conspiratorial 
nature of  American politics in his 1964 essay, 
“The Paranoid Style of  American Politics.” While 
Rogin focuses on the “instrumental motives of  the 
centers of  power” (Fenster 1999, 55), Hofstadter 
attempts to diagnose the pathology of  American 
politics, locating the mental illness not in the head 
of  state, but at the periphery of  the body politic, the 
“lunatic fringe.” Hofstadter reasserts a consensus 
history, a centrist view of  American politics that is 
threatened by the “radical” edges. He, like the film, 
diagnoses the mental health of  American politics 
through the extremities, the fingers and hands, in 
close up, as if  the symptoms of  mental illness are 
themselves the problem. Conspiracy theories cause 
these tremors and omissions, tics.

Since the 1980s, conspiracy theories of  the 
far right can be described as what Michael Barkun 
calls “improvisational millennialism”–their catchall, 
bricolage quality, like alt-right Pokémon trainers. 
Every detail, no matter how minute, becomes the 
seed of  truth, evidence of  cover-up. Endless media 
coverage means endless hours of  footage, any of  
it potentially the proof  they need. While there are 
many other aspects and features of  conspiracy 
discourse (see Keeley, Dean, Knight, Anderson, 
Pratt), I am concerned with how conspiracy 

theories posit an “underneath,” an unveiling 
(see Sedgwick), a psychology of  power that, like 
conceptions of  the mind, has another side, another, 
unseen, uncontrolled side (see Kripal), only seen 
through the body, divorced from cause or history, 
replacing the head with small hands. For alt-right 
groups, the uncontrolled side is the Bilderbergs, the 
Illuminati, aliens, the “Washington swamp” full of  
establishment politicians, the “real power,” not the 
people, who in a democracy are supposed to be in 
control. They are supposed to be the body politic, 
but Reagan detached it, amputated, and cut it up. 
With enough pieces, gathered up like an archival 
film, those pieces only reveal, like The Reagan Show, 
that the truth is simply a record, and records never 
say what they mean, they can only be read through. 
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Endnotes

1  For example, when he talked about “the 
encroachment on the western hemisphere” in a recent 
UN speech, or his claim that China will have to 
negotiate ignores their current status as an economic 
equal to the United States, and he treats Russia as if 
we are still in the Cold War. Also see, Cobb 2017.
2  This binary is its own form of imaginary, a 
“closed world” complicated by the multiple meanings 
of what is closed, what is contained. See Paul N. 
Edwards, The Closed World, 1996.
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